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Hot Tips from Fat Lips

T H E BOZO
Welllll, you were starting to feel pretty sharp there. That upstart
Ron Wyden kicked old Bob Duncan right in the pants. The CadillacFairview behemoth developed a bad case of the willies and ske
daddled, hooted out of town by people who love this city. What
seemed to many like the biggest roadblock to a sensible education
plan for Portland’s schools and the least likely to change — the
tenure of Robert Blanchard — suddenly evaporated. Best of all,
Portland’s most wretched months, that dark and lunatic time of
living like slugs in a bog, was giving way to the glorious renewal of
spring. Pret-ty sassy.
Enter the Bozo factor. You remember Bozo, the big red-head
with the paddle-ball nose, the blue pantaloons, the air-horn. What
an unpredictable nut! His sense of humor might have been Rotarian,
but watch out! Savoring those first spring rays? Blooie! A ton of
ash that fills your snoot, wrecks your car, gooses city-hall hysteria
and makes you literally pray for rain. The Bozo factor. Who
would’ve ever thought?! Appreciating those victories at the polls?
Bam! Sock! A Reagan to the midsection, a Carter to the groin. A
left and a right to the political process! Omigod, the Bozo factor.
Think you’ve got racism licked? Lick again. Underneath that sweet
scoop of Terminated Superintendent is a rancid blend of Bob
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FACTOR
Hazen, Charlie Davis and Assorted Big Guns who’ve threatened a
well-organized, well-heeled campaign to unseat the Board members
who voted Blanchard out. (Sort of reminds you of the days of
Seventy when some of those same fatcats organized to keep PSU
open during the university strike. Remember Kent State?
Remember the Vietnam War?)
It iust goes to show that every silver lining has a cloud, every day
has its dog, into every life a little shitrain must fall, beware the Ides
of Bozo.
Fighting the Bozo factor is akin to complaining about Mt. St.
Helens (what one Oregonian letter writer recently called
“ volcaneurosis” ), so are we complaining? No...this is more a
warning against smugness, a call for vigilance. Other Cadillac Fairviews loom on the city’s skyline. The “ choices” in November
seem largely like faint passings of gas even more than echoes. Our
recent triumphs teach us that organization and persistence do not
cancel the Bozo factor altogether, but they hose it down, sweep it
into the gutter, flush it into the sewers for now.
— J.W.
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Employees lose respect
fo r a company that
fails to provide
their comfort
RY wiping your hands six days a
week on harsh, cheap paper towels
or awkward, unsanitary roller towels —
and maybe you, too, would grumble.
Towel service is just one of those small,
but important courtesies—such as proper
air and lighting—that help build up the
goodwill of your employees.
That’s why you’ll find clothlike ScotTissue Towels in the washrooms of large,
well-run organizations such as R.C.A.
Victor Co., Inc., National Lead Co. and
Campbell Soup Co.
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ScotTissue Towels are made of "thirsty
fibre’’. . . an amazing cellulose product
that drinks up moisture 12 times as fast
as ordinary paper towels. They feel soft
and pliant as a linen towel. Yet they’re
so strong and tough in texture they won’t
crumble or go to pieces . . . even when
they’re wet.
And they cost less, too—because one
is enough to dry the hands—instead of
three or four.
Write for free trial carton. Scott Paper
Company, Chester, Pennsylvania.
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THE DREAM DIES HARD
.WHERE DID I GO H W ? PORTLAND IS SUPPOSED TOBETHE HOME
OF THE SUEPYMSRoH AND SUCH IRRESPONSIBLE M b UNGRATE
FUL BLAC* PARENTS ..THAT DAMNED BUCK UNTIED FRONT,
<
HERE WE GIVE THEMACHAKE TO ROBELBOWS WITH USINCUR FINE
SUBURBAN SCHOOLS . . . . . S OMEBODY'S OCT To BE A LUTLg
UNCOMFORTABLE
AS WELL BETHEM NIGROS, I kNoWDAMN
WELL THE WHITE FOLKS W N'I STAND FORWAITING IN Ute COLD FOR
THE SCHOOL BUS EVERY A U J E S U S ^ ^ CHWST t BOB CRAZEN $ Co.
WILL HAVE TO STAMPOUT THIS NUISANCE .. . . I CAN'T BEUEVE THIS
JS HAPPENING 1& ME / B lG R E D I *
----- "

By Lenny Dee
The recent firing of Superintendent
of Public Instruction Robert Blanchard
by the Portland School Board has
touched off a storm of controversy
unparelleled in Portland’s educa
tional history. That the issues seem to
be racial in a largely white, middle
class town adds a disturbing note to
this confusing, sometimes paradoxical
struggle, a struggle that may shape
the educational future of Portland in
ways that most of us never expected.
Immediately after the firing, some
of the city’s most wealthy, influential
business leaders — including the likes
of the Benjamin Franklin’s Bob
Hazen, Charles Davis, a lawyer and
former head of the Public Utilities
Commission, and former Congress
woman Edith Green — formed a
Illustration by Isaac Shamsud-Din

group to promote and finance the
recall of Board members who voted
against B lanchard. Spokesm an
Carlos Rivera cited those members’
“ immaturity of judgement, irrespon
sibility in decision-m aking and
failure to put the welfare of the
children first.” For their part, two of
those Board members say that
Blanchard was fired because of his
troubled working relationship with
the Board.
Nowhere in the em otional
exchange of charges, or in the press
accounts of them is the startling idea
that is at the root of the controversy:
community control of the schools,
and with it a repudiation of 25 years
of attempts by liberal educators to
establish equal, integrated education.
While Blanchard’s firing is a dra
matic development, it is only one

outward sign of a trend of thinking
that is growing in the Black commu
nity. But why should a group like the
Black United Front, formed last sum
mer to call for changes in Portland’s
educational policies towards Blacks
and regarded as having broad-based
support in the Black community,
demand what is essentially a return
to “ separate but equal” education,
a presumably white-racist notion
that was to have been laid to rest in
1954 with the landmark Brown vs.
the Board o f Education decision?
That decision asserted unequivocally
that separate education for Blacks
and whites was inherently unequal,
so why should it have the blessing of
the BUF?
To answer that question, we can
begin by quoting the words of Derrick
Bell, a Harvard law professor who is

soon to become the dean of the Uni
versity of Oregon law school. In a
recent Oregonian article, Professor
Bell stated, “ The Brown decision was
significant because it ended the legal
subordination of blacks, removed the
barrier that prevented blacks from
going to school with whites and made
it possible for black parents to gain
an equal educational opportunity for
their children wherever those children
attended school.
“ But the Supreme Court neither
guaranteed every black a seat in a
mainly white classroom nor ordered
black children to be enrolled in such
classrooms against the wishes of their
parents. The court invalidated all
coerced assignments of black chil
dren based on race. It also mandated
that the black victims or racial segre
gation were entitled to an equal edu-
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cational opportunity.
“ To date, the major priority in
implementing Brown has been placed
on eliminating segregation by elimi
nating racially identifiable schools.
All too often, as in Portland, this has
meant the assigning of black children
to white schools and the loss of schools
in black neighborhoods.
“ Now, many black leaders are
concerned with the failure of most
blacks attending integrated schools
to achieve better scores on standard
ized tests than those blacks remain-,
ing in black schools. They have con
cluded that the cost of integration is
too great; and they are supporting
remedies that provide black parents
with a choice of sending their chil
dren to predominantly white schools
or providing effective schooling for
them in neighborhood schools even
though these schools remain mainly
black.”
To further understand the BUF
position, it is important to look at
two recent trends in our national life:
the worsening economy and the state
of integrated education 25 years after
Brown.
The success or failure of an educa
tional system can in many ways be
measured in economic terms. Thanks
to the Civil Rights acts of the sixties,
the old barriers to full social and eco
nomic integration were battered
down. As a result, the ratio of Black
to white family income and employ
ment improved steadily for Blacks in

the sixties.
However, in the 1970s major
changes occurred in the economy to
reverse those trends. By 1977, a
majority of the Black work force —
58 percent — held jobs in the betterpaid industrial, blue-collar sector.
Those opportunities are now in sharp
decline as technological advances re
place human workers with machines.
Thirty years ago one-half of all work
ers were employed in manufacturing,
mining, construction, transportation
and utilities. By 1978 only about onethird of all workers were so employed.
According to the United Auto Work
ers Union, some 15 million blue-collar
jobs have been lost in the last eight
years. On top of this, traditionally
unionized industries have fled the
inner cities for the suburbs, the sun
belt or foreign markets, leaving urban
Black communities to depend on the
degrading dependency of welfare.
The new jobs are now in white
collar positions, and it is here that the
Black community’s impatience with
the school system becomes particu
larly important. White-collar jobs
require that Johnnie be able to read.
Forty percent of all white working
men are employed in professional,
managerial or administrative posi
tions. Only about 12 percent of the
Black labor force has such jobs.
At the same time that this change
in the job market has been taking
place, another dislocation of Blacks
has been occurring. Government em
ployment, which in the 1960s and

1970s rose dramatically, included
large numbers of Blacks, through
affirmative action programs. With
the economy in a decline and with a
middle-class tax revolt, these jobs
have peaked and are in the process of
being cut.
The failure of the unions and the
government to continue to provide
opportunities for Blacks has forced
the Black community to rely on the
traditional American arenas of career
seeking — geographic mobility, per
sonal connections, and education. In
what has always been a catch-22 situ
ation for Blacks, without the degrees,
their network of family and friends
counts for little in the white-dominated
world.
In this context the importance of a
proper education becomes almost a
life-and-death issue in the Black com
munity. As they see the failure of the
integrationist period, the question of
why Black children are not learning
becomes paramount.
Basic intelligence is usually the
standard by which students advance
and opportunities are granted, and the
traditional measurements — IQ tests
— have been labeled as racist by
Black educators almost since their
inception. According to Robert Wil
liams, a Black Ph.D. who is head of
the Minority Mental Health Program
in St. Louis, the vocabulary in which
IQ tests are written, as well as the
questions on the tests that require
children to use or define words, are
unfair to Blacks because Blacks do

not speak so-called standard English.
Williams says that “ Black English” is
not inferior to “ White English” but
is different enough so that Black
children are not able to understand or
answer test questions as easily as
white children can.
In an article published in a 1974
Psychology Today, Williams reported
the results of a study in which he
“ translated” test questions into Black
English. Thus, “ Point to the toy that
is behind the sofa” became, “ Point
to the toy that is in back of the
couch.” “ Point to the squirrel that is
about to run up the tree” became,
“ Point to the squirrel that is fixing to
run up the tree.” He said that Black
children performed significantly bet
ter on the translated version of the test.
Williams also reported that ques
tions about so-called general knowl
edge are unfair to Black children.
One IQ test question is, “ What is the
color of rubies?”
A Black child is likely to answer,
“ Ruby is black.”
Another question is, “ Where is
Chile?”
A Black child will answer, “ It’s on
the shelf.”
Another type of question asks the
child to look at a picture and say
what’s wrong with it. According to
Williams, a Black ghetto child may
see nothing wrong with a picture of a
three-legged table, because such tables
are common in the ghetto.
Some IQ tests ask children to inter
pret proverbs. Williams’ study shows
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The Hard Lessons of a Bitter Fight
In the summer of ’68, having used
up every possible student deferment,
I found myself at New York City’s
Hunter College taking three mickey
mouse education courses to get an
emergency teaching certificate and
another opportunity to serve with our
nation’s finest. A new teaching,
license in those days qualified you for
front-line duty in ghetto classrooms
where the casualty rate rivaled Khe
Sahn’s.
That idyllic summer was spent sit
ting in the Bronx crabgrass arguing
with young education majors over
why people of dark skin wanted to be
called Blacks and not Negroes. It
seemed improbably to those students
of higher learning that maybe Blacks
had a motive similar to the Guineas,
Kikes, and Micks of yesteryear.
Naturally 1 wondered how these
youngsters would make out face to
face with the natives. At lunch, the
first school day at P.S. 49, I was
treated to a graphic description of the
sexual similarities between the ape
and our fair students . . . conducted
by uptight young marrieds mas
querading as teachers, two years
away from pregnancy and permanent
retirement. One, the “ music” in
structor, would enter class and run
through rythms by clapping her
pudgy mitts 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4. All the
while the eight-year-olds would be
working out James Brown numbers
on the back desks.
The first PTA meeting of the year
found a local high school dance
troupe swaying to the beat of African
drums as they put on a marvelous
show for the assembled parents. Only
trouble was that half the faculty
found the sensual gyrations of the
scantally clad students a bit beyond
reasonable taste. Needless to say this
crew was a suited for ghetto teaching
as they were for deep-sea diving.
T hat’s not to imply that yours truly
won any national teacher awards. But
at least some semblance of an appre
ciation of another culture existed in
the cerebellum’s grey matter.

Part of that understanding came
offering a heritage alien to the
from urban rebellions of the Sixties
previous administration and faculty.
This blew the union’s last gasket
which had forced many of us to reac
and precipatated the vitrolic two
cess our attitudes towards Black
America. Also reexamining the Black
month strike by the teachers and prin
experience was the Ford Foundation,
cipals that polarized the big apple in
who realized that unless they found
to racial camps.
ways of teaching Blacks the three R’s
The union played every card it
they’d learn their own three R ’s : could find to divide the city. They
(Riot, Rebellion, Revolution) in the
managed to get ahold of some antistreet.
semetic literature being passed out in
So sho-nuff they figured maybe if
one classroom and a million copies of
we give the younguns a big dose of
it were spread throughout the Jewish
Black heritage and pride-stir — some
neighborhoods . . . as if racists
positive role models and strong com
weren’t teaching black kids. One hun
munity support — maybe these kids
dred thousand middle-class, voting
could turn into half-decent stock.
taxpayers descended on city hall in
They couldn’t do worse than a school
support of the union.
system that averaged a 50% drop out
O n a w alk th ro u g h th e
rate among minority students and
neighborhood I grew up in, I heard a
about 2 kids per class able to read at
conversation on every corner. “ How
grade level.
could you side with them and turn on
The NYC Board of Education said, ; your own k in d .” “ This isn ’t
“ What the hell, you guys built the
Mississippi. Why should they get to
Model T and if you’ll give us some
choose their own teachers and prin
big bucks, we’ll give community con
cipals — we don’t . ” To everyone I
trol a test run.”
met, I tried to explain that whites
Obtaining those leadership models
were generally pleased with the
required the nonvoluntary transfer of
schools their kids were attending.
a good number of union teachers and
' When I was in 6th grade I read at. an
principals to white schools and the
8th grade level, which put me midway
hiring of a community-chosen staff
in the class. At P.S. 49 I would’ve
that may not have had too many
been a child prodigy .
degrees after their names. This in
The middle-class white kids were
furiated the liberal 60,000 member
learning to read and write.They —
United Federation of Teachers, who
and not the Blacks — were getting the
had a vested interest in job protec
jobs that schools were supposedly
tion. They had guarded their castle so
training them for.
well that only 12 teachers in the
At P.S. 49 the staff was reduced to
preceeding 20 years had been fired for
5 black members and myself. The rest
incompetence . . . and half of those
of the crew spent their idle time pour
were mentally deranged.
ing glue into the school locks,
Given the success ratio in ghetto
threatening to “ get me” and “ picket
schools, it seemed incongrous to
ing" in their cars with the motors
Black activists that so few teachers
running just in case . . .
had been dismissed over the years.
Inside the school, wonders were be
With the support o f the Ford Foun
ing wrought that I’ll never forget.
dation, the Ocean-Hill Brownsville
The Afro-American history teacher
Community began to implement their
became principal and instilled a stern,
version of neighborhood control by
loving, educational atm osphere
transfering the largely white staff out
hitherto unheard of at P.S. 49. Mrs.
of the district. They were replaced by
Howard had grown up in the backa group capable of providing strong
woods of North Carolina. She bare
role models, teaching the basics and
footed 5 miles to and from school
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every day. The winters were too cold
to make it — so high school gradua
tion didn’t come until her 21st year.
Mrs. Howard had a way of explain
ing the world that made sense to
children. One of the biggest problems
the school faced was toning down the
constant battle between the boys and
the girls. Our new principal spent the
entire assembly retelling the famed
Scottsboro Boys Case in a way that
made those young boys understand
that if they picked on the girls there
was no telling what kind of trouble
might result.
Classroom upstarts were personally
delivered home by a volunteer parent.
You’d be amazed how quickly John
nie learns to behave when a neighbor
personally tells his mother of his
misbehavior.
Parents flocked to the school . . .
to run the boilers, prepare the lun
ches, assist the teachers and patrol the
halls. Everyone in the neighborhood
was talking about / ;c goings-on at
P.S. 49. As a result the ome environ
ment became more ot a learning
space. Homework was actually getting done for the first time in
memory. One child who had been
passed on to the 5th grade as a func
tioning illiterate was discovered to be
the best reader in the school.
I could go on for pages but the
point is that community control can
work. T he uneducatable can be
educated. After the strike, the com'placent staff was back in the saddle
again. Community control had been
smashed by the United Federation of |
Teachers. Mrs. Howard went back tog
her classroom. The parents headed |
home. By the end of the year, 50% of |
the classroom doors were withoutE
windows. Seventy-five per cent o f the |
books were destroyed and all th e!
televisions were stolen. The hallways |
were training grounds for the asphalt =
jungle. On the last day of school a |
gang of 4th graders broke in, ra n -i
sacked the principal’s office and |
defacated on his desk. Twelve years |
later that principal is still at his desk. |

that Black children can interpret an
African proverb — “ The monkey
watching the man shave, one day slit
his own throat” — when they cannot
interpret the comparable “ White”
proverb — that is, Don’t throw pearls
before swine.”
Even asking a child to estimate
quantities can be unfair, Williams
reported. Black children do better on
such tests if they’re allowed to work
with RC bottles instead of the labora
tory beakers that usually are used.
The IQ test questions that IQ test
critics dislike the most are those that
ask children to make judgments about
what they would do in different situ
ations. These questions can hardly
even be said to have “ correct” an
swers, because the acceptable answers,
according to IQ test makers, are those
that would be given by most people.
According to Williams, “ That means
the test rewards for thinking like
everybody else.”
One question of this type is, “ What
would you do if you were sent to buy
a loaf of bread and the grocer said he
did not have anymore?” The accep
table answer is that you would go to
another store. But Williams says
that a ghetto child should go straight
home, not wander around the neigh
borhood looking for bread.
Another such question is, “ What
would you do if you lost one of your
friend’s balls?” The acceptable an
swer is that you would replace the loss.
However, a Black child is likely to
answer, “ I’d take him to the hos
pital.”
The most famous of these ques
tions is the “ fight item” — IQ test
critics’ favorite example of “ cultural
bias” in the exams. The test asks,
“ What is the thing to do if a fellow
(girl) much smaller than yourself
starts to fight with you?” The accep
table answer is that you wouldn’t
fight back. However, this answer re
flects “ white values,” while in the
ghetto Black children learn to fight
back when attacked. Black children
aged 6 and 7 “ miss” this question
more than twice as often as white
children do.
It is no wonder that the system over
looks the potential of Black students
and tracks them into slow classes,,
remedial courses and athletic pro
grams.
In a broader sense, the idea that
integrated education is any better
than the pre-Brown segregated system
has come under attack. In a recent
article in The Oregonian, Professor
Bell emphasized that “ the desegrega
tion movement has been premised on
the idea that ‘green follows white,’
that the money in the public schools
follows the white students, and Blacks
must enroll their children with white
children in order to get the quality
education the school system will pro
vide the whites.
“ The strategy seemed a viable ap
proach, but experience over the years
indicates that to the extent school
officials gave the needs of white stu
dents priority, they continued to do
so even in desegregated schools. Extra
money for special programs with bet
ter, higher-paid teachers tends to
follow white students into special,
upper-track classes even within inte
grated schools, where most Blacks are
trapped in lower, generally ineffective
and less expensive, course offerings.”
Closer to* home, Board member
Herb Cawthorne pinpointed another
important flaw in the integrationist
concept of education in a recent Port
land Skanner article.
“ A difficult idea for most white
people to understand is that Black cit
izens do not have the depth of advo
cacy from principals and staff which
the whites enjoy. In the Portland
Public Schools, everything is domi
nated by and is more responsive to
the concerns of white parents. In
contrast to staff and principals in
majority white schools, those in ma
jority Black schools seem to pains

takingly avoid advocacy on behalf of
the parents who are frustrated or
angry.
“ Perhaps, as is often suggested,
they would be earmarked as ‘too
liberal’ or as divisive or not team
oriented. The word has traveled down:
“ Keep your mouth shut.” Conse
quently, too many of them maintain
a conspicuous silence.
“ I do not mean to infer that these
principals and staff are ineffective
administrators and educators; most
of them deeply care about the day-today functions of teaching children. I
do suggest, however, that survival,
career potential and common prac
tice dictate that they adhere to the
restrictions.
“ Let me illustrate this with a fresh
example. Recently, the Board of Edu
cation held a hearing in the Madison
Cluster. The community there was
upset, legitimately, by an action which
transferred funds from a middle
school project at Gregory Heights to
a school in North Portland.
“ The contrast, as compared to the
desegregation hearings, was striking.
“ In support of parental concerns,
district administrators spoke with
undaunted candor. One high official
criticized the judgment of Dr. Blan
chard, our superintendent, claiming
that the superintendent gave the board
faulty advice. Another administrator
told the board it must work cease

school system typical in the South
until about 10 years ago.
“ The problems with that system
have been well documented, but the
problems were the result of a lack of
resources from without, not a lack of
strengths from within. Among the
strengths of that system was that it
produced people like Herndon. Reed
College gave him legitimacy in the
white world.
“ The Black system in the South
was responsive to the Black commu
nity. It provided a measure of insula
tion for children from personal con
tacts with racism. It assured a contin
uation of Black America’s rich heri
tage and made Black children believe
they had a future.
“ The system did not start from the
premise that Blacks could not learn.
A Black child did not have to possess
great intellectual abilities, or be able
to run, jump, sing or dance to get
attention. Being Black and ordinary
was not a stigma.
“ The system demanded maximum
effort because sloth was a mortal sin,
and the rewards were expected to be
the improvement of the entire race. It
did not use the fact that children
came to school hungry and from
broken homes as excuses for not edu
cating them. Given its limitations, the
system’s achievements were remark
able.”
The instrument of the liberal inte

The instrument o f the integrationist dream
has been busing, and nothing has divided
this country more bitterly in the past two
and a half decades than busing.
lessly to heal the breach of confi
dence. Finally, the Gregory Heights
principal, with strong emotional and
educational com m itm ent, clearly
enumerated the concerns his constitu
ent parents had voiced.
“ The contradiction is expressed in
a nutshell: In terms of advocacy on
behalf of parents, what is good for
the goose is not good for the gander.
“ For the most part, white princi
pals and staff accept what they know
parents believe to be a bad situation.
They accept it without challenge.
They know that should they challenge
the administration or the board on
grounds of obvious contradiction in
the treatment of children based on
race, they would be instantly ear
marked for a difficult time. These
principals and staff are not less quali
fied, less committed, or less inter
ested. They do have a sense of survi
val. They are caught in the vise of
institutional racism. As soon as they
are transferred to a school with a pre
dominantly white enrollment, they
will be allowed the right and privilege
of advocating for parental concerns
without the subtle but effective pres
sures to the contrary.
“ If Black parents were more in
volved in the selection of the princi
pals and staff coming into predomi
nantly Black schools, they would feel
more compelled to speak up for our
community. If they speak up, our
concerned parents can be heard. We
will not have to struggle so hard. We
will not have to boycott and demon
strate so often. Through the channels
available to others, Black parents
could get their message to the admin
istration and the board.”
If the inheritors of the Brown deci
sion have devised a system that is
fatally flawed, they have also over
looked what was good about the
“ separate but equal” days.
As Oregonian staff writer Linda
Williams pointed out, “ It is no acci
dent that the chief spokesman of the
BUF, Ron Herndon, received his
early education in a segregated Black

grationist dream has been forced bus
ing, and nothing has divided this
country more bitterly in the past two
and a half decades than busing. Wit
ness the explosions from Little Rock
in 1954 to Boston in the mid-seventies,
that have been etched into our na
tion’s soul. Whatever the motives of
the proponents of forced busing to
achieve integration, the effect has
been to deepen racial animosities and
prevent, rather than promote, educa
tional opportunities for everyone,
Black and white.
In all these cases busing polarized
the poor whites and Blacks into op
posing armed camps. Most of the
establishment do-gooders who advo
cated busing lived in the suburbs or
could afford to send their children to
private schools. The lower classes
were stuck in the blackboard jungles.
For both races, learning became sec
ondary to survival.
In his book, Tribes o f America,
Paul Cowan points out that whites
have suffered as much as Blacks in
telling of South Boston High School.
“ When Barbara Quinion was a little
girl her father, a postal clerk, and her
mother, a waitress, loved to tell her
glorious Southie sagas. They’d de
scribe the snowball fights and the egg
fights between the boys and the girls,
the times they fooled their music
teacher by rolling a piano down the
stairs, the annual Class Day, where
kids would make lasting impressions
by imitating Elvis or Bill Haley and
the Comets.
Barbara’s first day at Southie was
the first day of busing. She wanted to
go up there anyway, but the boycott
was on and her parents told her to
stay home. Like most of her friends,
she observed the boycott until the
Thanksgiving recess^
It was hard for her to make up all
that lost classwork when she returned.
She seethed inwardly every day, for
she believed the teachers gave the
Black kids all the breaks. She spent
much of her time fighting the invad
ers. She had to, she said, for the pride

of Southie. But those battles terrified
her. She couldn’t concentrate in
school, or see any point in studying
when she got home. Her fear and
confusion turned into outright pain
when she was left back that spring.
She returned to Southie the next
September, but it was a world she’d
never imagined — no one went to the
football games; cops were swarming
all over the school building; outside,
you weren’t even allowed to pick up
a snowball for fear that a fight that
began innocently would trigger a race
riot. “ It was like being in a cage,”
she says. Depressed, she started play
ing hooky. She and Maureen would
hang out at the sub shop for days at
a time, flirting with the customers
and countermen, arranging “ times”
that would prove their corner had
kids who knew how to party better
than any other kids in South Boston.
That spring Barbara was left behind
again. Maureen had already quit
school. Barbara decided to drop out,
too.
Barbara says that dozens of her
classmates quit with her — kids who
might have been on the football or
hockey teams or in the band before
the advent of busing. Some of the
boys found jobs at the American
Brush Company or Gillette. Some
are still looking for work.
At first she figured she’d get hired
as a secretary with no trouble at all.
But soon, “ I realized I couldn’t type
or file the way they wanted. When
they asked me where I’d been em
ployed before, I had to tell them the
truth . . . nowhere.”
She still goes downtown to look for
work once or twice a week, but with
out much hope. “ I feel like a flunky,
a bum ,” she says.
The Black United Front’s stand for
community control and against bus
ing challenges the most basic tenets of
white liberal thinking about educa
tion. Particularly it challenges white
control of the system, and Blanchard’s
firing represents the ascendency of this
viewpoint. Perhaps it is this loss of
control — coupled with the racism
that often tinges the outlook of the
white and powerful, no matter who
they are — that accounts for the
ferocity of the reaction of Hazen and
Company. The elite have always tried
to keep races and classes divided —
the better to maintain their own hege
mony — and the new wave of thinking
among Portland’s Blacks threatens
these divisions.
Symbolic of the harmony that the
BUF’s plan could engender, Board
member Sarah Newhall received a call
from Bob Nixon of the Longshore
men’s Union following the vote to
fire Blanchard. Nixon told Newhall
that he and 1,000 men behind him
were in support of the Board’s deci
sion, and that they had been trying to
get rid of Blanchard and his busing
policies for 10 years.
In an interview, Ms. Newhall ex
pressed concern that the Board would
get blown out of the water before
ever having a chance to implement
their substantive changes. She hoped
that the Front would see that this was
the best board they were going to get
and that they needed to work quietly
behind the scenes to implement many
more far-sighted educational policies.
It would appear, however, that the
unyielding pressure of the Black United
Front has wrought the changes that
have occurred so far. For the Black
community the stakes are too high to
compromise future generations. Any
one who is concerned with a progres
sive direction for education in Port
land would do well to examine the
Front’s position. We are at a cross
roads now . . . down one path lies a
unique opportunity to provide quality
education for children of all races and
classes. Down the other lie the broken
dreams that recently found expression
in the streets of Miami. The choice
is ours.
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Oregon Child Custody Case

GAY RIGHTS
COME HOME
By Carlin Chrisman

Not long ago Multnomah County
Circuit Court Judge Harlow Lenon
granted a recently divorced mother of
five custody of three of her children.
What is unusual about Judge Lenon’s
decision is that the mother, Joan
Brown (not her real name) is a lesbian
who makes no secret about her sexual
preference. The concept of what will
be “ in the best interest of the child”
is the legal standard used to deter
mine which parent will have custody
in most divorce cases, but gay men
and women have long suspected that
decisions about parental fitness rest
more on prejudice against homo
sexuality when the sexual orientation
of the parents is known. Judge
Lenon’s decision is therefore consid
ered to be a victory for lesbians and
for the gay community in general.
Like other lesbian mothers who
undergo custody fights for their chil
dren, Joan Brown discovered that the
burden of proof was on her to show
that lesbianism would not detrimen
tally affect her ability to be a parent.
In the courtroom, whe was asked
openly about her sexuality and about
her feelings towards her lover and
children, often in an insinuating or
antagonistic manner. However, Joan
and her lover Sandy Echland (also
not a real name) did not back away
from the questioning. On the con
tra r y , they openly p rese n ted
themselves as lesbians in a relation
ship with each other — the first time
this has been done successfully in an
Oregon custody case — and asserted
that their relationship would not
adversely affect their ability to raise
Joan’s children. Their victory came
with the able help of attorney
Katherine English of the Community
Law Project and in the face of what
English and Joan Brown believed to
be homophobic feelings of the pre
sidingjudge.
Joan says she realized when she
was a teenager that she was attracted
to women, but that it was not some
thing she could deal with at that time.
“ I kept running from my feelings,
ignoring and denying them, and end
ed up getting married,” she says.
“ Years later I realized that it was not
something I could hide from, and
that I was so much happier accepting
myself and my feelings.” She asked
her husband for a divorce and told
him that she was a lesbian, “ but he
kept saying that it was okay, as long
as there was still a place in my life for
him, and he didn’t want a divorce.”
Illustration by Nan Wyldie

Two years ago she met Sandy, and
after a few months they began living
together. Joan’s husband was in
California with the Air Force reserves,
and once more Joan wrote to him
asking for a divorce. She and Sandy
wanted to be parents to the children,
and they were able to obtain tempo
rary custody of them because Joan
showed that she had been steadily
employed and had supported the
children for years.
Joan believes that finding a sympa
thetic lawyer, and one who had had
experience with lesbian custody cases,
was a key to her gaining permanent
custody. English was recommended
to Joan by a friend, and she found
the lawyer eager to take her case. Per
sonal loans and pledges gave Joan the
first thousand dollars she needed for
a retainer, and now the legal bills —
which amount to about $2,560 —
are being paid with contributions
from the Lesbian Mother’s Defense
Fund and from local lesbians (see
box).

A second important factor in her
successful fight, Joan says, was that
she did not leave her children. She
points to the case of Barbara Smith
(not her real name), the first woman
in an Oregon custody case to openly
acknowledge her lesbianism, who was
not successful. Barbara and her hus
band had been separated for a year,
during which time she was supporting
the children and her husband was not
living in Oregon. When he returned
to Portland, he insisted that he had
the right to take the children for the
summer, and Barbara agreed. This
was a costly mistake, however, be
cause she found that the courts are
very reluctant to take children out of
a settled situation. Since the children
had been with their father for several
months, and especially because his
girlfriend at the time testified that
they were going to get married, the
judge decided to let the father keep
the children. (Barbara’s ex-husband
and his girlfriend later broke up.)
Furthermore, Barbara’s attorney

did not adequately prepare her for
the trial, implying that the issue of
her lesbianism would not be brought
up. “ He just said I might be asked if
I ’m a lesbian,” she says. “ In fact,
this was the first question asked after
my name and address, and it was the
basis for my husband’s case against
m e.”
Joan, on the other hand, feels that
English prepared her well to deal with
what she considers to be a homophobic court system. She was told,
for example, that Multnomah County
is the best county in Oregon for
homosexuals attempting to win cus
tody of their children, because here
they are more likely to encounter a
fair judge.
However, although Judge Lenon
gave custody of the three younger
children to Joan (the two older chil
dren had asked to live with their
father), he stated quite clearly in his
closing remarks that he did not con
sider either parent to possess the qua
lities of a fit parent.
This sort of speech, which English
calls the “ custody to the least scuzzy
of two scuzzies” speech, is apparently
common in Judge Lenon’s court.
This is not surprising, English ex
plains, because of the way custody
cases are tried, with each parent
painting a detrimental picture of the
other. “ Judges see each parent at
their worst,” says English, “ so they
naturally get an imperfect impression
of the parenting.”
This speech by Judge Lenon, how
ever, was especially bitter. Judge
Lenon told Joan that her conduct
with her lover Sandy had been
“ ...im m ature, markedly indiscreet,
utterly gross and wholly impermissi
ble.” He continued, “ She is selfish.
She is self-centered and has, above
all, shown ambivalence between her
children and [Sandy Echland]. Her
relation with [Sandy Echland] is in
herently impermanent as demon
strated by [Sandy’s] statement that
the last relation she had was two years
long and has ended, and she is now in
her early m aturity.”
Joan Brown believes that Lenon’s
remarks echoed her husband’s claims
that she and Sandy were indiscreet
sexually in front of the children.
These “ incidents” included rough
housing in front of the children, and
an instance where one of the children
had walked in on the couple while
they were making love. Joan’s hus
band, Ed Brown (not his real name),,
had, in fact, written numerous letters
and made many telephone calls to
Child Protective Services (CPS) com
plaining of impropriety in front of
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The Lesbian P;
The Lesbian Parenting Alliance
originally began as a financial and
emotional support group for les
bian women going through the or
deal of custody battles and now
functions as a discussion and sup
port group for lesbian mothers.
How to raise children in a lesbian
household is a primary concern of
the group members, and other
issues discussed are co-parenting;
giving up children willingly (as op
posed to having them taken away);
dealing with ex-spouses and other
men; raising male children; and
coming out as lesbians to family
and friends.
The group meets regularly, but
its membership is fairly flexible,
with about 30 women and their
children involved directly or through
a related group called the Lesbian
Mother’s Support Group. Paula
Whittaker (not her real name),
who started the support group, is
concerned with providing a social
setting where lesbian mothers can
llU U IIIlU U U IItllU H IIIIIIim illlllllllttU lllllllllllllllltltM II
the children.
“ CPS came out to investigate seven
times as a result of Ed’s complaints,”
says Sandy. “ The last few times they
were here, they said they were just
here for their records, to show that
they had responded to all the com
plaints. They said they didn’t want to
hassle us.”
Joan and Sandy admitted that
three incidents had taken place which
they agreed were indiscreet, and they
gave evidence that the indiscretion
would not continue. However, says
English, the fact that these incidents
were brought up and given so much
importance is that they occurred be
tween a lesbian couple. “ I believe
that if the couple had been hetero
sexual, these incidents wouldn’t have
been treated with nearly the vitriol as
they were in this case,” she says.
“ These ‘incidents’ all occur regularly

meet informally and plan activities
together with their children. The
support group is now setting up its
summer calendar, with picnics,
softball games, and visiting a pet
ting zoo as some of the activities.
Paula followed Joan Brown’s
court case and felt that Judge
Lenon made a fair decision in
awarding her custody o f the
younger children. “ 1 can see that
Joan really cares about them, and
they’re happy, rowdy children.”
She spoke of the booth that the
Lesbian Parenting Alliance spon
sored at the Gay Pride Day Dem
onstration on June 21, which was
decorated with the children’s draw
ings of their families.
“ Joan’s children drew very hap
py, comfortable pictures,” says
Paula. “One shows Joan and Sandy
in their waterbed, one is a self
portrait, and one is a yard with
playthings, all drawn in bright,
cheerful colors.”
Paula has custody of her two

mting Alliance
children, and feels very fortunate
that she and her ex-husband were
able to agree on such matters. “ I
think one of the reasons custody
cases are so bitter is that it is very
hard for a man to accept his wife’s
realization of her sexual preference
for women,” she says. “ I’m sure
men feel rejected or think they’re
responsible, and this makes them
react in a belligerent way. When I
see what happens to other women
who try to get custody of their
children, I feel so lucky I’m blown
away.”
Paula said she knew before she
married that she was a lesbian, but
that she felt conditioned by society
to get married. “ During the Fifties
when I was becoming aware of my
lesbianism, there was a tendency
toward role-playing — the butchfem business — that I didn’t iden
tify with. I felt more identified
with heterosexual women, and I
got married fully expecting my
marriage to last.”
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in normal, happy, sexually welladjusted families.
“ The courts aren’t known for their
progressiveness in dealing with matters
of sexuality,” continues English. “ It
was only last year [in the Lee Marvin
case] that they recognized a couple
can live together without the benefit
of marriage and still have some obli
gations to each other. It is my impres
sion that Judge Lenon happens to
believe that sexual play of any kind
shouldn’t be engaged in in front of
the children.”
Joan also believes that Judge Lenon
perceived her as ambivalent in her
feelings towards Sandy and her chil
dren because of her answer to the
question, “ If you had to choose be
tween your lover and your children,
which would you choose?”
“ Your honor, that’s like asking me
which I would prefer, to cut off my

left arm or my right,” Joan replied.
English had anticipated this ques
tion and prepared Joan to deal with
it. It is nearly always asked of lesbian
mothers and, says English, “ It is in
evitably interpreted as showing that
the mother won’t put her children be
fore her lover. And it is a question
rarely asked of heterosexual parents.”
The statements of Judge Lenon’s
are not unusual when placed in the
context of other lesbian custody cases.
Judges are often white, upper-middle
class men having little familiarity
with alternative lifestyles in general,
and moral prejudices against lesbians
and gay men in particular. As one
Massachusetts Supreme Court judge
put it, finding against lesbian mother
Bunny King, “ The environment . . .
in which she proposes to raise the
children, namely a lesbian house
hold, creates an element of instability

She believes that as society be
comes more tolerant of homo
sexuality, more women will feel
comfortable in expressing their les
bianism. “ It’s not something you
can squelch,” she says. “ For me, it S
was reluctance to live a lifestyle |
that no longer suited me.”
The Lesbian Parenting Alliance
was organized through the Lesbian
Parenting Project, funded by a
grant from the MacKenzie River
Gathering. It is housed in the
Community Law Project, which
serves as a resource center for in
form ation on lesbian custody
cases. They maintain background
files on lesbian custody cases as a
reference for other attorneys, as
well as a community resource, and
rent out a film on lesbian custody
called, In the Best Interests o f the
Children. The Community Law
Project is also the Portland repre
sentative of the Seattle-based Les
bian Mother’s Defense Fund.
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which would adversely affect the wel
fare of the children.” Judge Lenon
said that Joan and Sandy’s relation
ship is inherently impermanent since
Sandy’s last relationship had lasted
two years, apparently believing that
by age 21 she should have engaged in
a long-term relationship. His opinion
may be due to a societal prejudice
which says that homosexuals cannot
engage in stable, enduring relation
ships as heterosexuals can.
Although many lesbian mothers
have lost their cases solely on the
basis of their sexual preference, it
may also be only one of a number of
factors the husband’s attorney uses to
discredit the mother. Typically, Ed
Brown’s attorney also brought up
Joan’s housekeeping abilities. Joan
admits that housekeeping isn’t her
first priority, but felt that Judge
Lenon was not sensitive to her situ-
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ation. “ He assumed that a woman
stays home and cleans her house,”
she says. “ He had no concept of how
difficult it is for a woman to work
and take care of five kids.”
Because Joan Brown’s success in
court relied to a large extent on her
ability to show that her lesbianism did
not detrimentally affect her ability to
be a good parent for her children, her
case was greatly aided by the expert
testimony of Dr. Christine Arthur, a
psychiatrist who had several consul
tations with various members of the
Brown family during the dissolution
process. Dr. Arthur has served as an
expert witness in several lesbian cus
tody cases because of her long experi
ence in treating lesbians and their
children.
She believes that the main com
ponents of being a good parent are:
relating to the child on her/his own
level; loving the child for who she/he
is; being with the child when she/he
is sick or under stress or anxiety; and
providing for the child’s basic phy
sical needs. She believes that being a
lesbian or gay man does not decrease
a person’s ability to be a good parent,
and stated that Joan had shown her
self able to provide more of the com
ponents of being a good parent than
Ed had.
Dr. Arthur also addressed the ques
tion of whether there is any in
creased chance that a child raised in a
lesbian or gay household will grow up
to be lesbian or gay. “ Good scientific
studies have not been done on this,
but preliminary studies concur with
my own personal clinical experience
that the majority of children being
raised in homosexual homes are het
erosexual,” she said. “ The hetero
sexual children being raised in homo
sexual homes are being raised without
anxiety around that point and are
developing normally and indistinguishably from the control group.”
Arthur believes that sexual orien

tation is developed out of a multitude
of factors, only one of which is the
orientation of people to whom a child
is exposed. Testifying in other court
cases, she has expressed the opinion
that if the parents of a child are com
fortable in their sexual preference and
that if the child is comfortable with
asking questions about sexuality, it
would pose no particular problem to
the child. “ Many of the children
understand that other adults do not
approve of homosexual behavior, yet
the children accept this in their own
parents,” she says. She draws an
analogy with the situation of a child
of black parents knowing that black
people are not always welcome in all
sectors of society, yet accepting their
own parents.
Dr. Arthur also testified, on the
basis of her consultations with Joan
Brown’s husband Ed, that he did not
provide for the basic needs of the
children, even on a financial level,
since he had no job and no plans to
earn a living. “ Ed Brown told me that
he felt the best arrangement would be
for him to have the house and the
children, and to receive child support
from Joan and welfare,” she stated.
She also said that he was emotion
ally unstable, giving as an example
his “ grossly inappropriate reaction to
social agencies concerned with the
case, writing long, rambling letters
about lesbians.” She said that he
was confused about his own sexual
identity, calling him a “ borderline
personality.”
This testimony was crucial to Joan
Brown’s case because, English be
lieves, “ Lesbians do not and will not
win unless evidence shows that the
father has some characteristic ren
dering him unfit as a parent.”
Judge Lenon was evidently im
pressed by the testimony, since he
stated clearly in his closing remarks
that he did not consider either parent
fit to have custody of the children.
Why, then, did he split custody be

escential lotions ond oils

tween them, instead of depriving both
parents of custody and appointing the
state as guardian? More particularly,
if Judge Lenon does indeed have a
moral prejudice against lesbians, why
did he grant Joan custody of her three
younger children?
“ I think Judge Lenon realized
that Joan is unfit in his personal opin
ion only, which is affected by his
personal prejudice,” explains English.
“ He applied the legal standard that
the children must be shown to be
adversely affected by the lifestyle of
the parents in order to deprive him or
her of custody, and I don’t believe
any evidence was shown of this. “ He
knew that if he denied custody to
Joan, we would appeal the case asking
if lesbianism was the sole ground by
which he determined Joan to be unfit.
But he couldn’t resist inserting his
personal opinion of her unfittedness
in his remarks.”
English adds that she has the high
est opinion of Judge Lenon as a judge
and that she was confident that he
would make the right decision in
spite of his personal feelings.
Joan Brown’s victory sets a prece
dent in the community and encour
ages other gay parents to struggle for
custody. It also has important legal
implications in that it may influence
future cases of this nature. While it is
not technically correct to call the case
a precedent, since it was won in the
lower court, it is useful for attorneys
to cite to other judges faced with les
bian custody cases. “ Judges don’t
want to make threatening decisions
where they risk being overturned by
a higher court,” explains English. “ If
an attorney is able to cite other in
stances in which lesbians were granted
custody of their children, the judge is
likely to be more comfortable in de
ciding in favor of lesbian mothers.”
However, English stresses that
Joan’s victory by no means indicates
that the courts are becoming more
progressive on the issue of homo-
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The Judge's Dilemma
The judge’s dilemma may be
clearly seen in another lesbian cus
tody case which was decided several
years ago. Judge Norman B.
Ackley, of the Superior Court of
King County, Washington, granted
two lesbian lovers, Sandy Schuster
and Madeline Isaacson, custody of
the six children of their previous
marriages. In doing so, Judge
Ackley received widespread atten
tion from the national press and
generated much correspondence,
both negative and positive, regard
ing the decision, m e case was
heard in the summer of 1974, and
his law clerk, who began working
the following October, recalls that
he was still receiving a great deal of
mail concerning that case. The law
clerk, George Haynes —■ who is
now an attorney in Seattle — men
tioned a number of very hostile,
emotional responses. Not all of
them were articulated as criticism
of the decision per se, but Haynes
felt some — religious materials,
pictures of coffins, and cut-outs
from magazines — were veiled
threats. He could not estimate the
volume of correspondence received
because, “ it all went into the
|w astebasket,” he said. “ Judge
S Ackley was never concerned about
| whether his decisions were popular
f o r unpopular, and once he was
i= satisfied that he had made the best
decision he could, he let the chips
fall where they m ay.”
sexual lesbian and gay custody cases.
“ All this shows is that individual
judges, in individual courts, may
make a fair decision,” she says.
“ Custody decisions are often arbi
trary. At present, decisions in favor
of lesbians are too fragile, too far be
tween to in terp ret a trend of
progressiveness.”
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727 N.W. 21st Avenue

Portland, Oregon 9 7209
21st & M a r s h a ll <> 223-4167

Chocolate Moose

^OR THE CHILD IN EVERYONE- '

Mon.-Sat. 11:30 am-1 am
Sun. 4 pm-midnight
Sandwiches
Soups
Desserts
Fine Cheeses
Imported Beer & Wine

Steak Cellar
Sun.-Thurs. 5:30-10
Fri.-Sat. 5:30-10:30

211 SW Ankeny
222-5753

Underground Dining
featuring
Steaks, Roasts & Salads
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By Lori Perry

Extinction
MUSICAL ROOTS
606 S.W. BROADWAY

223-2327

Direct from the
Saturday Market, Artquake
and points East
authentic, handspun
New York pizza
Hero sandwiches
Calzones
as well as a selection of pasta
and fine Italian cuisine
•

N O W SERVING
BEER A N D W INE

• ORDERS T O G O
•

H O M E DELIVERY
TO THE N .W .

• OPEN S U ND AY
EVENINGS

PIZZA EN REGALIA
302 S.W. 9th (& Oak)
224-8349

Pizza or Sandwiches

□omething bothers us these days.
We feel restless and don’t know
where to look. The wind blows the
clouds in from all directions.
Look north through the window;
a leaf jumps, and you jump,
thinking something’s happened. But
the real trouble’s coming from the
east. You climb to the rooftop, try
to see past the city.
That doesn’t work either. But you
don’t give up. You sit down with
your vague thoughts, turn them into
pictures. Then they start to lose their
vagueness.
It’s Sunday morning. We’re lying
in our beds. The novelty of the
volcanic ash has worn out fast. Now
the deserted streets appear to us, not
as snow might, but as the Aftermath.
If It had happened, wouldn’t we be
lying here the same way? It wouldn’t
help to run around and try to hide,
Maybe things would be a little dif
ferent, though. Maybe they’d open
up the bakeries. We’d be calling up
our friends to say good-bye.
It’s ridiculous to think we’d act the
same. The bakeries would be the first
to go. We’d break the windows, walk
into the stores, and take what we
wanted. There’d be music, dancing,
cats on fire! A real Independence
Day celebration, with prayers in the
parking lot.
Koko the Clown wasn’t everybody’s
favorite. Of all cartoons he was the
most blunt. Betty Bop had savoir
faire. Bimbo had a pure heart. But
Koko was a bullet-head; under that
clown hat was a crew cut.
He was the one, naturally. He
escaped from the inkwell dragging his
little dog. He climbed to the North
Pole. There in a room at the top of
the world, he found the switch to the
end of the world.
Now, the proper way to take a
nuclear blast is to lie face down on
the kitchen floor without thinking.
In a dream they tell us this is
Newberg, where we all are waiting.
It’s just a nightmare, of course.
Who’d want to bomb Newberg? No
need for us to be alarmed, when the
real target is some big city 3,000 miles
away.

1401 SW Yamhill
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We were all surprised the ash didn’t
fall on us the first time. It was all a
matter of the wind. But imagine the
surprise of the Nantucket Islander
who found it on his doorstep two
days later.

of the
We congratulated ourselves on our
luck. The ash would sweep around
the world and fall on Canada, missing
us completely.
O western wind, when wilt thou
blow?
The wind is a king of sash tying up
the world. Life blows around on it.
Seeds and spiders scatter three miles
high, and come to rest on faraway
islands.
O western wind, when wilt thou
blow,
That small rain down can rain?
The seed from Moscow, blown
into the air, will sift down onto
Washington. The flake of a flame of
Mexico City will hurry toward
Peking.
Meanwhile, we here wear masks
when we sweep the later ashes from
our doors. How much longer will
the mountain swell?
Koko’s dog tried to keep him from
it. He bit him on the leg — what more
can a dog do? Still Koko crept closer.
The lever strained toward contact.
Suppose it’s not a button at all?
It couldn’t possibly be a button. It’s
a complex message in code, com
pletely unlike other codes to avoid
mix-ups. This is typed on a kind of
keyboard, which inspires impulses,
which run along the wires until they
meet a switch.
A switch.
Let me restate that. There’s a
whole bunch of secretaries in a room.
Not ordinary secretaries, you under
stand, who would get an attack of
hormones and make a mistake. No,
these secretaries are men.
They each have a keyboard, and
when the boss gives the order, they all
play the secret code. A little tune
plays in their earphones, an impulse
goes dancing up the wire...
I guess there’s no way out after all.
There still has to be a point some
where along the line. Between the war
head and the warhead there has to be
one mechanism.
And if the men secretaries are only
extensions of keyboards, without
hormones of their own to confuse
them, just doing the will of their
boss — then there has to be one
clown.
“ The danger wasn’t that great,”
informed experts reassure us. “ When
the computers said the Russians were
coming, of course we double-checked
them.”
You think just anyone could give
the order? (The three minutes passed;
we didn’t know them.) The President
Himself must give the order.
Layout by Eric Edwards
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Vertebrate Orders
The wind will carry the ash to
Montana, to Bhutan, to the
Ashaninka in Peru who had nothing
to do with this. They’ll look up from
their masato and find their children
dying. Their heritage will lie open,
like a hut left in a cucumber garden,
like a skeleton scoured by army ants,
and it will never be filled.
The mechanism — how do you
approach it? It has less life than an
earwig, that looks up at you when
you turn the light on. Yet somehow
when we woke it up it was immortal.
Not like an earwig, that you can
reach out with your hand and crush,
but immortal.
Plastic has nothing to do with it,
though it’s the special kind that
lasts until the supernova. Plastic can
be melted or picked off. The little
wires can be taken up and put in jail.
The drawings and diagrams could be
burned at stakes.
Yet it would still be there, the
button, now that it’s awake. How do
you kill a thought?
We hated Koko because he was
ourselves.
But we have a thought too, and it
can’t be killed either.

There was a man with an ice pick.
We had to forgive him. We’ve done
horrible things ourselves, in dreams.
But there are men with keyboards
we can’t walk away from. These are
harder. We can only forgive their
pasts. We can only put them out of
the way and rise up, and only because
we have to. But we don’t have to
unless we feel like it, so we might not.

Climb up to the roof on a Saturday
evening. A bell’s ringing. The rain’s
falling. The starlings are talking in
the oak.
There are no colors to the south. A
big building blocks the sunset. The
only red is poppies in a window.

But you don’t need much color.
You have your whole imagination.
You see through it now, whatever’s
there. And the world suddenly looks
perfect. You want to keep it that
way. You want to live in it all your
life.
But you don’t need much color.
You have your whole imagination.
You see through it now, whatever’s
there, and how it could be. And the
world suddenly looks perfect. You
want to keep it that way. You want to
live in it all your life.

I went to a hospital for people
scared of war. The first therapy was
pets. Puppies, kittens, long-haired
rabbits, we each chose one we liked.
We had to name it what we most
feared.
Cuddling Mutations in my lap, I
got more used to the idea. Extinction
of the Vertebrate Orders licked my
ears and made me laugh.
After all, they taught us, there’s
nothing we can do about it. Why
oversimplify matters? Rise above
things. And their motto was: as long
as you’re alive, you’re not dead.
Live for the moment, then, is that
it? You try, you try to. If the sun
would shine it might be easier.
But light reminds you of the last
summer. Those were days of coltsfoot
and ospreys. You could sit on the
edge of Spirit Lake and think of it as
hammered gold, because it would
always be there.
The three minutes passed like
plague ships through our harbor.
They didn’t stop, but not because we
saw them. We neither saw them nor
waved them off.

A person looks at something.
You’d think he’d do it with his eyes
open.
So we were wrong about Spirit
Lake. We’ll have to make a readjust
ment. T hat’s not the trouble.
It’s just that there’s a kind of
smoke over everything we look at. It
drifts around and takes the shape of
anything we look at. It makes the
whole world look like smoke. There’s
a sound like a subdued crackle. The
scattering crows become ashes.
It’s just that the future is part of
the moment.
Then I’m going up into the moun
tains, and never coming back. Some
body has to watch out for the species.
The chemist had the right idea. He
used to build bombs in his basement,
until he found a woman. Where did
he take her? To the center of
Montana. Far from the power plants,
they’ve bought themselves guns.
Let there be high walls to keep out
the losers, and locks, and continual
watching. We’ve already got the
books to tell us how.
For the rest, there’s a kind of
underground vault. But they’d better
save up enough air.
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TAVERN
Live music Tues.-Sat.
Extensive list of fine wines
Beer and sandwiches

Open Monday through Saturday

SW 11th & Morrison
227-8219
Illustration by Dana Hoyle!
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A N UNCERTAIN
FORTUNE
By David Milholland

love to feel their guts.” What
better reason to clean the 20 to 30
fish we returned with each day. To be
sure, Caroline’s joy in performing
that onerous task was taken advantage
of, but then we couldn’t have stopped
her had we tried. She roamed the hills,
went hunting and fishing, and gener
ally operated with as few constraints
as her older brothers and their friends.
The pleasures of that freedom are
the strongest memory of the ten years
of my youth, from 1950-60, that I
lived in the small community of Lake
view in Southeastern Oregon. Lake
view lies 14 miles from the California
border and 350 miles from the metrop
olis of Portland. It is the seat of Ore
gon’s third largest county — Lake
County — and is the self-proclaimed
“ tallest town in Oregon,” almost a
mile high. Locals speak of living “ be
hind the sagebrush curtain,” for
gotten by the rest of the world and
generally happy to be so. That dis
tance has bred a sense of insularity
and self-sufficiency, as well as a sus
picion of outsiders . . . intruders on a
private paradise. Say “ Portland
hunter” in the town and say no more.
Who wants intruders in a land re
plete with rainbow trout, wild plums,
quail, grouse and sage hens, deer and
antelope, geese and ducks, fertile soil
that even in a short summer yields
great gardens, unlimited firewood
just miles from town, and finally,
probably most important, enough
land to find a place in the sun with no
one to poke into one’s affairs.
The county is a high, dry, desert
Illustration by Steve Sandstrom

county of alkaline lakes, faulted pla
teaus, geysers and hot springs, and
sparse but extensive forests of fir and
pine. The timber grows much more
slowly than in the Cascade and Coast
ranges, and the 12- to 15-inch rainfall
makes livestock production very land
intensive. The area has been popu
lated continuously for over 25,000

Spanish wagon route running between
the California colonies and the Indian
trading center at Celilo Falls for dec
ades before the earliest U.S. explorer,
John C. Fremont, visited the area. By
1850, one of the two major routes to
the Oregon Country, the Applegate
Trail with its terminus in Jacksonville,
passed along the southern end of

n Lakeview, locals speak o f
living ‘'behind the sagebrush
curtain, ’’forgotten by the rest
o f the world a n d generally
happy to be so. Living there •
has bred a sense o f insularity
and self-sufficiency.

I

years. A pair of primitive sandals
found in a lava cave near Ft. Rock in
northern Lake County was carbondated that age, along with more re
cent cooking and hunting imple
ments. Arrowheads could always be
found among the scrub brush and
juniper, evidence of a subsistence
hunting culture of long duration.
Though migratory Indians contin
ued roaming the plateaus on horse
back as late as the 1920s, with one
major campsite on a hillock directly
above Lakeview, the onslaught of
white explorers and settlers quickly
modified those patterns.
One locally advanced theory has a

Goose Lake, leaving a smattering of
tired travelers and visionaries by its
shores. Not much later a steamer
plied its 60-mile length, and before
the turn of the century most of the
arable land had been settled and sewn
in crops not much different from
those produced today.
Most of these early merchants and
farmer/ranchers were of Anglo-Saxon
or Irish stock. Legend has it that
Paddy was sold a direct ticket from
County Cork to Lakeview and told
not to let down his guard till safe
again in the Lord’s hands. The county
experienced its share of range wars
between sheep and cattlemen, a short

lived gold strike in 1902 and a number
of fires that swept the urban cores of
Lakeview, New Pine Creek and Silver
Lake out of existence. A Lakeview
doctor, Bernard Daly, became legen
dary for his all-night ride through
snow to Silver Lake, 100 miles north,
to treat the survivors of that holo
caust. The towns disappeared, but
their reasons for existence, as trade
centers and providers of basic urban
amenities, continued. The same names
reappeared on new storefronts and
life went on as before.
The timber industry arrived slightly
later, as the rail links were established
and the incredible first-growth stands
of Western Oregon and Washington
began shrinking. Local residents were
soon joined by immigrants from the
dustbowl areas of Missouri, Arkansas
and Oklahoma, who found the style
of life similar to what they’d left be
hind. By the 1950s, Lake County’s
population had stabilized at around
6,000. The timber industry often left
high unemployment among the gyppo
loggers and millworkers. Usually the
layoffs were seasonal, when the high
winter snowpack curtailed operations,
but external market forces — the
Eisenhower recessions — also cut de
mand drastically.
Even then, people survived. Can
anyone be called truly poor with a
locker full of venison and several
cords of wood in for the winter? The
goals of most residents, be they logger
or lawyer, included the above. But it
wasn’t always easy.
Early one fall morning before
school, our car was stopped for a
routine game check — three sage hens
per license — and directly behind us
pulled up the car of a classmate, the
oldest of 15 boys and a girl, whose
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ir. Daly had gained a
substantial reputation as a
skinflint a nd hoarder, bu t when
he died in 1924, his will came
as a shock a n d surprise to all
those relatives who had come a
great distance in hopes o f
picking a pretty plum .

D

family was notorious for scraping
through on unemployment and hand
outs. We chatted momentarily, our
parents cleared the inspection and
were released. As we drove off,
slightly ahead of them, I saw a hubcap
fall off and several birds emerge
right before the ^ager eyes of the
game patrol . . . 'eVut harder to sup
port that large family from the county
jail.
My parents were both educators,
part of the ongoing flow of imported
personnel — Forest Service and BLM
employees, chain store managers,
bankers, ministers, etc. — required to
supplement local talents. Some were
just climbing their organizations’ up
per echelons of management. Others
were drawn by Lakeview’s pristine
setting and the notion that such a
small town was an ideal place to bring
up a family, free from “ big city”
ways and problems. Not all lasted
long. A small town is not without its
gossip and social pressures. The min
ister of our church, Presbyterian, got
involved with the local radio station,

first to,broadcast church sermons,
and then slowly, inevitably, as a DJ,
spinning platters and developing his
own line of shuck and jive . . . re
member this is the ’50s . . . new oppor
tunities were soon thrust his way.
Still a frontier town, one entire
block consisted of saloons with swing
ing doors and, in two cases, sawdust
floors. More formal gatherings took
place in what seemed like an unlimited
number of lodges, churches and ex
military organizations. They tended
to define people’s community status
as much as economic factors did . . .
alongside, of course, prowess in the
great outdoors. There was endless
talk of six-point antlers and the vir
tues of 12- as opposed to 20-gauge
shotguns. A good hunting story would
stop all other conversation.
Athletics played the central role in
defining status for the young. Olym
pic medalist skier Jean Saubert be
came a local heroine. But the major
forums were the gridiron and the
crackerbox gym, condemned as a
firetrap long before our arrival, which

N ovi O pen

the Honkers called their home. It
shimmied and shook incredibly dur
ing the best 4th quarters. My most
vivid memory is of a conference title
clinching game against John Day.
Their team captain’s father, a promi
nent lawyer in his community, slid
down a support column from his bal
cony seat to attack the ref who had
just called a fifth foul on his son,
causing total chaos on the floor which
only the players tried to restrain.
Sports deification was not eternal.
One of my childhood heroes, a basket
ball player who, despite modest height,
was a hornet on defense and good for
15 to 20 points scoring, ended up
beer-bloated and broken by the green
chain only two years following grad
uation.
That fate, however, wasn’t the only
possibility the community afforded.
The aforementioned Dr. Daly had
gained a substantial reputation as a
skinflint and hoarder, but when he
died in 1924, his will came as a shock
and surprise to all those relatives who
had come a great distance in hopes of
picking a pretty plum. Dr. Daly’s
legacy was a scholarship fund which
since that time on interest alone has
sent 20-30 percent of Lake County’s
high school graduates through four
years of studies at Oregon’s institutes
of higher education. The result has
been a much higher rate of college
attendance — over 60 percent of my
class, ’64, graduated from college —
than is typical of such rural towns.
For many, that exposure to a larger
world view, coupled with professional
training, has prevented their return to
a community with limited job possi
bilities. Those who do return gener
ally have family businesses or farms
to make their own.
Such an exodus has dried up hun
dreds of small towns in this century.
A shrinking economic base cannot
sustain even a light population growth
over time. So when the rumors be
came news, no one gainsaid the great
>
possibilities.

“Eureka! Uranium! Good, now we
have a new topic o f conversation be
sides the weather to talk about. A nd
is it ever a hot issue is putting it mild
ly . . . . Many local people have
claims located, too, in case this should
turn out to be a bonanza, and fo r
their sake and fo r the boost it could
be to the county, I hope they all strike
it rich. ” (From a rural district column,
Lake County Examiner, July 28,
1955.)

____ fter years of searching at
great distances, some local residents
found paydirt right in their own back
yards. John Roush, a rancher with
the uranium bug, followed up a
friend’s lead to the upper reaches of
Auger Creek. Two claims, the Lucky
Lass and the White King, only 10
miles northwest of Lakeview, were
filed that July by two local partner
ship groups.
Clair Smith, a member of the Lucky
Lass group, remembers the period
well. “ Yes, you thought you were
rich. Didn’t take long to get over that.
About that time the government [fed
eral] started clamping down, cut off
their bonus on ore . . . didn’t want
you to mine it or produce it. But we
found out about that later.
“ People came here from all over
the world .. . they were selling geiger
counters on street corners. Some who
came in were professional claim stakers. People carried guns to protect
their claims. They told us they could
stake us right out of our claims, but
the fellows at the courthouse told
them not to mess with us.”
Euphoria is always contagious.
Visiting politicians jumped on the
bandwagon. Preachers and poolroom
sharks talked of a brighter tomorrow.
By September, when the Thornburg
brothers, Garth and Vance, of Grand
Junction, Colorado, leased the White

Papa Haydn

U n til fp m
M o n -S a t
W e lu y used hooks
and records.
W e do special orders.

Cards •

Calendars •

9 2 2 N . W . 2 1 s t at Popejoy

Fine European Pastries
Beer W ine
Expresso
Lunches—
Light D inners

P osters
“
2 2 3 -4 4 1 6

DeNicolas'
Restaurants
Mrs. DeNicola and her family invite you to the DeNicolas'
Restaurants. The DeNicolas prepare each entree with fine in
gredients. . . from recipes they brought with them from Italy.
They serve the kind of Italian food you've been looking for.

D EN ICOLAS'

D ONATA ' S R ESTAURANT

D EN ICOLAS' W EST

234-2600
3520 SE P OWELL

227-1103
501 NW 21 ST

638-8428
18791 SW M ARTINAZZI
T UALATIN
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Papa Haydn will be expanding and will be
closed from August 3 through August 18. We
will have expanded seating and a larger menu
to offer. Please come and see our changes!

5829 S.E. Milwaukie
Tues-Thurs 11:30am to 10pm
Fri-Sat 11:30am to 12 mid
Closed Sunday & Monday
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King and Lucky Lass properties on a
royalty basis, 2,000 to 2,500 claims
had been staked and 897 had been
filed at the county clerk’s office. The
Thornburgs brought their recent ex
perience in the industry together with
venture financing from the Murchison
Brothers of Texas oil and mineral
fame.
For a while the ore was shipped out
to Salt Lake City for processing, but
the heavy water content and the vol
ume of local production soon made a
Lakeview mill a necessity. After seri
ous contention from a Rock Springs,
Wyoming, group, the Atomic Energy
Commission gave its last permit to
Lakeview. Forrest Cooper, a Lake
view lawyer, remembers being in a
Salt Lake City colleague’s office when
the news was announced.
“ His partners had been representing
the Wyoming people, and they’d been
positive they’d get the franchise.
They had the governor, the senators,
all the guns lined up in support. Then
the Murchison boys walked in with
LBJ, who was Senate Majority Leader,
on their arms and the party was over.
“ My colleague introduced me to
his partners as a gentleman from
LAKEVIEW, OREGON, real loud
and slow. Just had to rub in the salt.
They were plenty mad, I’ll tell you.”
A $3 million plant was begun less
than a mile north of town in early
1958. During its construction it added
$130,000 monthly — a 30 percent
increase — to the county’s payroll.
An ad in the October 30 Examiner
announced the pride the United Steel
workers of America had in repre
senting the uranium workers of the
Lakeview Mining Company. The first
yellowcake emerged from the plant
on December 15, 1958. The payroll
for the company’s mine and mill em
ployees then settled to $85,000 as 210
tons of ore was processed each 24hour period. Many people came in
from outside, prompting a building
boom, and the town experienced a
period of substantial prosperity.

Jack Pendleton, owner of a title
insurance firm, remembers things
picking up. “ It gave us the impetus to
do a lot of things we’d been talking
about. Streets got paved, the new
senior high school got built.” Marvin
Wella, a former classmate, told me
his father’s service station — Flying A
— experienced its most profitable
years between 1958 and ’63.
Garth Thornburg built a palatial
residence a mile north of the plant
and was the subject of intense specu
lation and envy. One local merchant
announced that the entire community
should “ kiss Thornburg’s feet.” His
wife was once interrupted during a
sunbath — completely naked, it was
said — by two bird hunters who
stumbled into their back yard. Thorn
burg was killed in a deer hunting
accident October 18, 1959, near Grand
Junction. Though suspicions were
immediately aroused, such incidents
are never investigated. His widow
soon thereafter returned to more
familiar surroundings.
Though the mill continued func
tioning, the raw ore soon became a
problem. Water continually seeped
into the underground mines and both
operations soon became open-pit.
Clair Smith calls the move to openpit
mining a mistake. “ The ore is in there
•straight up and down. It’s vol
canic, in tubes.” Ore was brought in
from Nevada and Alaska, although
local production had become prob
lematical. Ore was rushed to the mill
from the Lucky Lass in November,
1960, but it was too little, too late.
Beset by financial problems as well,
the mill closed late that month.
/

orrest Cooper had some in
sights into the complex web of finan
cial machinations that took place far
outside the community. “ The Murch
ison brothers paid off a note owed to

he town returned to quieter
times, the miners and
millworkers who 'd come with
the boom followed the path to
other communities' prosperity,
and the period came to an
exciting, i f wistful, memory for
those who ’d experienced it.

T

the Chase Manhattan Bank, cutting
Thornburg out of the deal. They then
found themselves in a battle on Wall
Street for control of the Alleghany
Corporation with a man named Kirby.
They sold the mill to Kerr-McGee
(then operating as Kermac Nuclear
Fuels Corporation), who kept the
plant closed. Kerr-McGee claimed the
ore was not there, and filed for a $6
million tax loss.”
Somebody made out like a bandit,
but it wasn’t the local folk. They were
looking at an uncovered pile of 130,000
tons of mine tailings and looking for
a new sugar-daddy. What ore was
mined was sent to Salt Lake City. In
1964 the plant was sold by KerrMcGee to a group of local investors,
after the best equipment had been
shipped to points as far distant as
Venezuela. Plans to develop an indus
trial park never materialized. In 1966
the plant was sold and the claims
leased to Continental Mining and
Milling of Chicago, who lost the mil
lion on a default judgment to the
Commercial Discount Corporation of
Delaware, who in turn sold it to

Atlantic Richfield the following year.
The mill was never reopened, until it
was sold in 1978 by ARCO to Preci
sion Pine Engineering of Sweet Home,
Oregon, for use as a lumber mill. In
the meantime, both Western Nuclear
— a subsidiary of Phelps-Dodge —
and Santa Fe Minerals — a subsidiary
of the Santa Fe Railroad — began
leasing old claims and initiating their
own exploration.
The tailings pile and the settling
ponds beyond it were left abandoned
throughout this period, with wind
and water slowly dispersing bits of
them throughout the Goose Lake
Valley. The town returned to quieter
times, the miners and millworkers
who’d come with the boom followed
the path to other communities’ pros
perity, and the period became an
exciting, if wistful, memory for those
who’d experienced it. Let’s say it was
put on the back burner, waiting for a
dawn of new consciousness and an
incredible surge in the price of ura
nium to bring it front and center
again.
NEXT: HOT, HOTTER, HOTTEST

A French restaurant in SE Portland is unusual. But a French restaurant
— very French — with a French owner from Cognac at an affordable
price is more unusual. Come visit me at the foot of Mt. Tabor. Dinner
starts at $4.95. It's time to eat tasty French food at a reasonable price. A
wonderful atmosphere for a very delicate American palate.
Chef-owner Philippe Dupuy

ROLLER atSKATING
* WILLAMETTE CENTER RINK *
• Rental Skates
• Covered Outdoor Rink
• Sound System

• Portland’s Largest Pro Shop
• Open Daily
• Sales & Service
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Thanks
We like to express our appreciation
for your support and help in the
opening of Portland's only covered
outdoor rink.
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Good For 1.00 Off Cat Skate Rental
I Name .................
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| Address----- ------ ------ .
...........

This has got to be the classiest potata ever.
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I
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& Deposit required Otter good

July 21.

OIL 0 ITE X
Second & S.W. Salmon

Casual, intimate, and family dining in the comfort
of our bucket seats.
Enjoy fine steaks, seafood, omelettes and
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By Norman Solomon
During three decades, more than
500 atomic bombs have exploded —
at first in the air, now underground
— in the wind-swept desert of
southern Nevada. At the test site,
signs say “ U.S. Department of
Energy.” As always, it is a military
operation.
One cannot help but be in awe of a
place that is practicing for the end of
the world. Quality control for nuclear
annihiliation is a profession here.
Tunnel vision is not a hazard of the
activities; it is integral, essential.
Amid the ugly pockmarks of the
test site, where craters give off the
appearance of a moonscape from the
air, there is a certain dreadful clarity
even with all the euphemisms. The
dirty work is done here — ordered by
presidents and corporate backers,
who do not sully their hands, who
simply give the orders, review the
reports and assess the asset-and-debit
balance sheets.
A hundred miles north of Las
Vegas, the austere yet ecologicallyintricate desert seems transmuted,
and profoundly violated.
In 1980, the nuclear explosions are
continuing at a rate of one every few
weeks, at up to 150 kilotons per blast.
“ Weapons designers, the physicists
that design the things, are a special
breed of people,” says Troy E.
Wade, the Department of Energy
deputy manager at the Nevada Test
Site. “ They can do other things, but
it would be a great loss to the
government.”
Test site public relations director
David G. Jackson agrees: “ Any scien
tist, or professional of any kind — a
doctor, a lawyer, a writer — you have
to stay up with the state of the art.
You have to maintain that challenge.”
To Jackson, who has been doing PR
work at the 1,350-square-mile test
grounds for ten years, a ban on
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n the atomic age, dry runs for
global death are being choreo
graphed amidst spectacular
wonders of nature.

I

underground nuclear testing would
pose a problem of how “ you keep the
really top people interested. Could
you keep them challenged without
allowing them to conduct experi
ments from time to time — to allow
them to practice their trade, if you
will.”
The government’s well-oiled public
image machinery continues to func
tion with the apparent goal of
m aking
p rep aratio n s
for
Armageddon seem as civic as a Boy
Scout troop jaunt into the woods.
In a new Energy Department film,
produced by Nevada Test Site officials
and released this year, footage of a
nuclear-fitted missile unreels, accom
panied by spritely music. As an an
nouncer is saying “ prototypes for all
w arheads of recently-developed
nuclear defense systems in the United
States arsenal have been tested in
Nevada,” the background music is of
the sort often heard in supermarkets.
Yucca Flat, ringed by desert moun
tain ranges of southern Nevada,
stretches out along a dry sea of
sagebrush dotted with an occasional
green Joshua tree. Ever since the
early 1950s, the mushroom clouds
which darkened that picturesque
valley have served as symbols of
doom, underscoring the real possi
bility of atomic holocaust. The future
has been put on notice.
Today the atomic bombs at the test
site explode underground. The arid

beauty of the valley lends Yucca Flat
an eerie, startling presence — assuring
escorted visitors that, in the Atomic
Age, dry runs for global death are
being choreographed amidst spec
tacular wonders of nature.
To hear Department of Energy
personnel describe them, America’s
nuclear bomb designers are somewhat
petulant geniuses whose talents may
forever be lost if they are denied
actual atom ic explosions as a
component of the research process.
Energy Secretary Charles Duncan
calls the Livermore, Los Alamos and
Sandia nuclear weapons laboratories
“ tremendous national assets.” Their
researchers are superstars of the
atomic holocaust-capability biz.
“ You do bring your personal pride
into an operation, into a profession
when you’re working for an organ
ization that has a national reputation
and the prestige that go along with
what I think we have at Livermore
and I believe we have at Los Alamos,”
says Raymond S. Guido, a veteran of
the Livermore lab’s atomic explosives
design work.
“ Kind of like being on the New
York Yankees,” interjects Jackson.
“ I mean, you know, there’s being a
pro and then there’s being a Pittsburgh
Steeler.”
It is easy to forget that nuclear
weapons managers and lab scientists
are talking about atomic bombs as
they compare themselves and their

colleagues to professional ball
players or automobile designers for
General Motors and Ford. Each
prototype “ device,” they stress, is
unique.
“ I could never, in the twenty-two
years that I’ve been working at the
Laboratory, think of much of the
things we do as routine. I really per
sonally think it’s very exciting, and
it’s very challenging and offers a
special kind of opportunity for
people who have some technical
skills,” says Guido. Seated at a
conference table in his office on the
edge of the Nevada Test Site, he is
wearing an unpretentious white polo
shirt. Next to the dosimetry identi
fication badge in front of his shirt
dangles a silver Cross.
“ You don’t do very many of the
same things over again,” he continues.
“There are so many new features that
get introduced, and in most of
today’s concepts there’s differences
in the measurements that people want
to make, from a technical stand
point, to be able to say, yes this
indeed is satisfying the requirements...
“ There’s always challenge and
there’s always excitement. And that I
think exists right from the cradle to
the grave routine, really — from the
start of the ideas back at a physicist’s
planning level in the laboratory,
maybe consulting with people who
are looking at the military require
ments, to the completion of the
concept, to design, to fabrication, to
building the systems out here, to
building the diagnostics for the
particular systems, safety systems,
putting it all down hole.”
For atomic weapons designers, the
pleasures associated with producing
new and improved versions of The
Bomb reach ineffable climax “ down
hole” at the Nevada Test Site. A
prospective comprehensive test ban
treaty, barring underground nuclear
detonations, seems an unwarranted
Illustration by Allan Brewster
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disruption of relationships between
weapons laboratory scientists and
U.S. military brass.
In 1980, nuclear bomb designers
do not seem very troubled by prospects
for an in tern atio n al agreem ent
imposing atomic interruptus on their
efforts. Asked if he thinks people at
the Livermore lab are worried about
possibilities of a ban on underground
testing, Guido smiles. “ No. I don’t. I
don’t think there’s too much concern
right now. It’s not a big problem if
it’s not here.”
If a comprehensive ban treaty were
to be initialed tomorrow, according
to Guido, Livermore employees
“ would be very concerned. They
were for a while when they thought it
was imminent because they saw it as
jeopardizing their livelihood. And of
course then that, in today’s economy,
makes people very aware of what
they ought to be thinking about.
They worry about their career if they
see something on the threshold that
looks like it might bring the curtain
down on what they’ve been doing for
the past twenty years.”

nuclear test ban treaty seems
an unwarranted disruption of
relationships between
weapons laboratory scientists
and U.S. military brass.
hensive test ban.
By the end of 1980, however, pro
disarmament forces in the U.S. may
be in excellent position to push for a
firm comprehensive test ban treaty.
S ub stantial evidence shows the
current underground tests inevitably
contaminate our continent’s environ
ment with radioactivity, in addition
to fueling the global arms spiral.
“ W hile the directors o f the
weapons laboratories may regret any
reduction in the number of buttons
on their telephones,” says House
Armed Services Committee member
Bob Carr, “ the nation would profit
from the channeling of scientific
talent into more productive pursuits.”
Many of the nation’s most prestigious
nuclear physicists can be counted on
to endorse a comprehensive test ban
campaign.
Recent “ advances” in nuclear
explosives -*■ such as the neutron
bomb aimed at killing people while
leaving property intact, or the latest
versions of atomic bombs slated for
attachm ent to cruise, MX and
Trident II delivery systems — are
ready for deployment even if an
underground test ban were to go into
effect immediately. And extensive
computer simulation is capable of
taking atom ic scientists through
many phases of weapons research.
But Duane C. Sewell, assistant
secretary for military programs at the
Department of Energy, reminded a
Congressional committee in spring

publicly stopped mentioning the need
for a comprehensive test ban agree
ment — although such a treaty is
widely regarded as a necessary pre
requisite for nuclear non-proliferation
and worlwide disarm am ent. In
contrast to the now-paralyzed SALT
II treaty, under which the U.S. and
Soviet Union heighten their own
atomic warfare capabilities within the
guise of strategic arms “ limitations,”
the comprehensive treaty would be a
m ultilateral agreement potentially
binding over a hundred nations to a
substantive step for non-proliferation.
White House concern about not
jeopardizing Senate swing votes for
the SALT II treaty has been used as
an excuse for indefinitely stalling
progress in comprehensive test ban
negotiations. Such negotiations
presently seem doomed to go nowhere
before the November elections.
Willingness to let a comprehensive
ban treaty languish behind SALT is
not new. The Washington Post —
even while noting in a September
1978 editorial that “ to continue testing
warheads underground is at this
point merely to drive the arms race
mindlessly on” — declared that “ for
political reasons, a test ban may have
to stand in line behind a SALT
treaty.”
All indications now point to an
extremely long wait, caused as much
as anything by the idea that proSALT political machinations will be
allowed to torpedo a serious compre

Three years ago, prospects for a
complete ban on nuclear testing
looked bright. The newly-installed
Carter administration was proclaiming
its support for such an international
agreement. United States, British and
Soviet negotiators were sitting down
in Geneva to hash out a comprehen
sive test ban treaty.
But U.S. nuclear weapons labora
tories went on the offensive. Together
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
allies in the Department of Energy,
they succeeded in shifting the Ameri
can negotiating position toward a
weaker treaty. U.S. negotiators
began pushing for a three-year
expiration — even while the Soviets
were changing their own stance from
favoring a three-year limit to sup
porting an unlimited time span.
M eanw hile, President C arter

1980 th at budgeting for future
underground nuclear tests “ will
permit some advancement in the
state-of-the-arts of weapons tech
nology.” A halt to atomic explosions
would be sufficiently disruptive of
military arms development to upset
the c o u n try ’s nuclear weapons
industry, particularly if the ban were
to last more than a few years.
Passing through the heavily-guarded
entrance onto the Nevada Test Site,
moving through one inspection
checkpoint after another, the magni
tude of the problems at hand seem
magnified by the pride of the offi
cials acting as tour guides. Sociallyinculcated insanity has not only
become acceptable; it is beloved.
The test site’s undertones, its
tensions, its purposes are deeply
familiar — with us since we learned
to fear nuclear holocaust. That has
been a long time now.
Peering into the massive canyon
left by a hydrogen bomb explosion
codenamed Sedan, the immensity of
a thermonuclear weapon’s power
would be hard to dismiss. The coneshaped crater m easures several
hundred feet deep and a quarter of a
mile across; it is a source of evident
satisfaction for its nuclear caretakers.
Looking into it, decades of fear of
The Bomb seemed to funnel to the
abyss in front of us; a capability
developed by humans, yet so beyond
human scale, threatening to decimate
the future.
E xpropriated for uses widely
estranged from moral standards,
southern Nevada’s dry mesas and
valleys are forlorn and ominous.
Madness has been unleashed under
an official cloak of “ normality.”
While they may be logical to power
structures that have conscripted all
the world’s inhabitants for a suicide
mission, the nuclear tests constitute a
direct threat to human survival.
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. . . .con-.
. . Government
. . States
| ■The United
§ tinues to claim that ongoing underI ground nuclear weapons tests have
| not been causing radiation exposure
| to the general public. Although evi| dence to the contrary has emerged
i within the last year, the nation’s
| politicians and mass media have been
| maintaining silence on the issue.
When a former U.S. Air Force
|
| official appeared before a House of
= Representatives subcommittee Aug| ust 1, 1979, his testimony discredited
| the Government’s longstanding con| tentions about monitoring data from
| underground nuclear tests.
As chief of operations for the Air
|
| Force Technical Applications Center,
| Colonel Raymond F. Brim was re| sponsible for monitoring off-site fall1 out from underground atomic explo। sions at the Nevada Test Site from
| 1966 to 1975. “ The American people
= have not received the true facts over
S the past sixteen years of under| ground testing regarding nuclear fall
out and radiation,” Brim told the
House subcommittee on oversight
and investigations. “ There is indis
putable evidence on record that shows
that the people, not just o f Utah and
Nevada but of a much wider and
more encompassing area of the United
States, were unknowingly subjected
to fallout of radioactive debris that
resulted from vestings of under
ground and cratering tests conducted
at the Nevada Test Site. Because of
weather and wind patterns, this
debris was frequently carried much
farther than has been reported to the
public.”
Despite Brim’s credentials and the
specific nature of his charges, the
retired colonel’s public testimony on
Capitol Hill went totally unreported
by newspapers with national reputa
tions such as the Washington Post,
Washington Star, New York Times
and Los Angeles Times. In contrast,
papers in Utah — the state most
directly downwind from underground

.

test ventings — devoted major articles
to Brim’s testimony. In Salt Lake
City, the Tribune headlined its story
“ Radiation Level Cited by U.S.
Called Too Low,” while the Deseret
News headline read “ Underground
N-Tests Become Suspect.”
Reviewing transcripts of previous
Congressional testimony by U.S.
Government officials, Brim said,
“ made me extremely concerned once
again that I could not reconcile some
of the events described in the report
with those I had knowledge o f.”
Commenting on sworn testimony
presented in 1978 by Defense Depart
m ent acting assistan t secretary
Donald Kerr — who later became
director of the Los Alamos nuclear
weapons laboratory — Brim said that
“ from my own research and ex
perience, I know of several (underground test ventings) that he did not
include. I also felt that he was selec
tive in the information he gave con
cerning tests that he did report.”
Congressional testimony on April
23, 1979 in Las Vegas, when Nevada
Test Site manager Mahlon Gates
admitted that forty underground
tests have vented radiation into the
atmosphere off-site instead of the
previous official figure of nineteen,
“ failed to provide complete informa
tion regarding fallout from some of
those additional tests,” Brim declared.
The Government has quietly con
ceded th at several underground
nuclear tests spewed radioactive
clouds across the United States and
into Canada during the 1960s and
early 1970s. Raymond Brim’s new
revelations, drawing on his exper
iences as the Air Force Technical
Applications Center officer in charge
of tracking such off-site radioactive
releases, provide an inside look at
how those ventings were intentionally
downplayed and at times covered up
by the U.S. Government.
test

?

named Schooner, part of the nowdefunct Plowshare program advertised
as a “ peaceful” use of nuclear explo
sives, belched a large, radioactive
cloud into the atmosphere in Dec
ember 1968.
“ This effluent cloud was tracked
continuously by Air Force planes
until it reached the border of Canada
where standing orders prevented
tracking outside the United States,”
Brim testified last year. “ I remember
a few days later an article appeared in
the New York Times which reported
an increase in radiation detected in
Canada. When we read the article at
AFTAC, we knew that it was the
cloud we had tracked to the border.
The timing and rate of travel of the
cloud when it left the United States
was entirely consistent with the sub
sequent increased radioactivity
detected in Toronto, Ottawa and
Montreal. I remember distinctly that
we discussed this article at AFTAC,
and we decided to say nothing.”
With the New York Times reporting
on January 10, 1969 that “ neither
United States nor Canadian spokes
men are willing to state definitely that
the American test was the cause for
the increased radiation levels” in
Canada, the issue dropped, unre
solved, from public sight.
Despite the implications of Brim’s
testimony about the credibility of
Government assurances that under
ground testing is not venting radiation
to the general population — or per
haps because of them — the House
subcommittee that heard his testimony
has not shown any interest in
pursuing the matter further.
But in Utah, additional recent
evidence indicates the U.S. Govern
ment’s deliberate deceptions about
underground test releases of radio
activity are continuing. While Depart
ment of Energy officials continue to
assert that no underground tests have
vented since 1971, abnormally high
readings of radioactivity were reg

istered at three Utah locations the
day after an underground nuclear
explosion on September 27, 1977
code named Coulommiers. Radiation ;
levels ranging from eighteen to thirtynine picocuries per cubic meter,
definitely higher than normal back
ground radiation, were confirmed by
the state health director.
D ata from F ederal rad ia tio n
monitoring, overseen by the Envir
onmental Protection Agency, are
classified (with the excuse that readings |
on released fission products would |
reveal details about the type of nuclear
bomb tested). And on at least three
occasions in 1979, Federal monitors
in Utah were not even operating when
underground nuclear tests occurred.
Preston J. Truman, a lifelong Utah
resident who chairs the Committee
on Southern Utah of the environ
mentalist Brine Shrimp Alliance, |
checked official Federal monitoring E
stations immediately after several f
underground test explosions last |
year; driving to monitor posts while f
hearing radio news reports that the
U.S. Department of Energy had just
announced confirmation from its
off-site monitoring equipment that
no releases of radioactivity were
detected, Trum an discovered the
monitoring gear had never been
turned on, “ And as is usually the way
it happens,” Truman points out, s
“ the wind was blowing our way.”
With doubts intensifying about the
safety of underground tests, Utah
citizens are becoming more vocal in
expressing their disapproval. The
nights before two underground tests
at the start of 1980, Utah Governor
Scott Matheson received more than a
hundred phone calls of protest from
constituents upset by the continuing
nuclear detonations upwind. With
new information seeping out, contra
dicting the Government’s assurances
of underground test safety, such
outraged messages are bound to
increase in the future.
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“[The Russian invasion of Afghanistan] is the most serious crisis since the last World War . . . . An attempt by any
outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the
United States of America. And such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.”
—Jimmy Carter, Prez

United Hair Force
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By Enrico Martignoni
|
“Incidents o f severe brutal treat| ment, verging on torture, have
| occurred in Haitian prisons in the
recent past, but torture does not
appear to be practiced or condoned
at present. ” State Department Report
on Human Rights, February 1978.

“Major Guillaume only threatened
her with a whip, saying, ‘I have ways
o f making people talk. ’ Then he
brought in a Haitian woman and
ordered her beaten so badly she had
to be carried from the room. ” New
York Tinies Magazine, May 10, 1978.

“Legislation discourages sending
economic aid to countries where
‘there is a consistent pattern o f gross
violations, or murder, torture, and
prolonged im prisonm ent without
charge or trial. ’ ” New York Times
5/10/78.

“Between fiscal 1975 and fiscal
1976, it (aid to Haiti) almost quad
rupled — from $9.3 million to $35.5
million. ” NYT, 5/10/78.

“Give me your tired, your poor,
etc. ’’Statue of Liberty.

client states, Haiti is no exception.
The days of our fascist and sub
fascist clients like Haiti’s ‘Baby Doc’
D uvalier, In d o n esia’s General
Suharto, and the Saudi Royal Family
are numbered; yet the best we seem to
be able to do is to reap as much profit
as we can in the interim.
JFK cut off all but humanitarian
aid to Haiti in 1963. Aid was stopped
because of the rampant corruption
and persecution of political opponents
by ‘Papa Doc’ Duvalier. But social
conditions deteriorated before ‘Papa
Doc’ (when there was aid), under
‘Papa Doc’ (when there was no aid),
and after ‘Papa Doc’ (when aid was
resumed). In fact, Haiti’s exports in
1789 (the year of the French Revolu
tion) were twice as large as its exports

“Brutality as opposed to deliberate
torture has been used...to extract
confessions and to impose discipline
in prisons. ” State Department, 2/78.

“One method occupied a special
place in my fears. Prisoners, I re
called, were forced to squat, hand
cuffed, their arms clutching their
legs. A stick is shoved between the
arms and legs, and the prisoner is
perched in mid-air, suspended between
two high desks. The soldiers take
turns beating the prisoner as he spins
around like a pinwheel. ” Haitian
businessman Patrick Lemoine in
Inquiry, March 3,1980.

“The (Haitian) Government also
adhered to the American Convention
on Human Rights and declared its
intention tp respect legal norms in the
treatment o f all fu tu re security
offenders. ” State Department, 2/78.

:
|
|
|
=
=
|

“A ll the while I tormented myself
wondering why I had spent 6 years
behind bars. What crime had I
committed? I was not tried in court, I
was not proven guilty, no sentence
was formally reached in m y case.
How did the government profit by
my incarceration? I never came up
with any answers. ” Patrick Lemoine,
Inquiry, 3/3/80.

“The Haitians are jailed, beaten,
starved, and rarely granted asylum
(in the US); yet some o f them still kill
themselves rather than return. ”
Inquiry, 3/3/80.

Andrew Young Aaid a visit to Haiti
in 1977; one montn later the Govern
ment boasted that all political prisoners
had been released. “ An obvious lie,”
said Patrick Lemoine, one of those
released, “ I personally knew of
several dozen political prisoners left
behind.” In State’s 1978 report they
mention that, “ several exiled op
ponents of the Government released
in September 1977 claim that torture
and deplorable conditions continue
unabated.” Clearly, adherence to the
letter of Carter’s human rights policy
would decimate the ranks of our

in 1979? coffee production in 1900
was five times today’s output. Haiti
is the poorest country in the western
hemisphere, has the highest illiteracy
rate (90%), highest unemployment,
highest infant m ortality, and a
complete lack of political activity.
What does all this mean? Haiti is
good fo r business!
Haitians assemble 90% of all
American baseballs and are paid $.38
a dozen to sew them, an average daily
wage of $1.50. Assembly is the
keyword for industry in Haiti; fabric
cut in New York at $7 an hour is sewn
in Haiti by people paid less than $2
per day. A ten year tax free status has
attracted the makers of blue jeans
and belts for Sears and J.C. Penny’s
as well as bra makers, the manufac
turers of fishing poles, car radios,
light switches, radar for the FAA,
and Gucci handbags. Duty on items

exported from the US and then
reimported is normal, contributing to
a profit of $.385 for each US dollar
invested in Haiti.
International aid, which amounts
to 10% of GNP, provides little relief
for most Haitians. Their average
daily income is $.87 and their average
caloric intake is 85% of minimum
requirements. 180,000 farmers farm
70,000 acres in Haiti’s ‘breadbasket’;
in 1965 the railroad to Port-au-Prince
was torn up and sold to the Japanese
as scrap. In 1977 the US Agency for
International Development (AID)
decided to spend $8 million on 940km
of farm-tozmarket roads, 40km have
been built. AID has a major birthcontrol program in Haiti; during
carnival an AID official stood on the
roof of the US Consulate and threw
6000 multi-colored condoms to the
swirling crowds.
Many Haitians try to escape this
pathetic situation by braving the 700
miles of ocean to reach Florida. 2500
came last year and 9000 are expected
this year. Upon arrival they are im
prisoned, beaten, starved, and
refused political asylum . The
Im m igration and N aturalization
Service (INS) considers them
economic refugees trying to cash in
on the ‘good life’. Presently many are
in jail, others are working illegally,
and only 1% have been granted
asylum. A Federal Judge in Miami is
reviewing INS policy towards the
Haitians, should he uphold it, many
will be sent off to the dungeons of
Haiti — from which no one returns.

We readily accept refugees from
Indochina and Cuba because they are
“ political refugees” ; Haitians fleeing
the tyranny of ‘Baby Doc’ must
prove that they have been politically
persecuted. How do you “ prove”
that starvation, torture and imprison
ment without trial constitute political
persecution, especially in an American
client state? One lawyer who works
with the Haitian refugees bitterly
suggests that the only means would
be for the refugees to return to their
homeland and face renewed persecu
tion or, better still, have Duvalier
send the State Department a letter
which states, “ If this person comes
back I will persecute him.” Such
ironies are the fruit of a selective,
myopic and largely hollow commit
ment to human rights by the Carter
Administration.
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By Shelly MacLeod

The admission price to the Republi
can fundraiser was $150 but the
guests thought it was worth it. Because
among the speakers at Washington’s
Sheraton Park Hotel were the Party’s
leading lights: the Attorney General’s
wife, Martha Mitchell, and the Vice
President, Spiro Agnew. It was
November 1970. Within three years,
according to accounts fully released
only recently, both these right-wing
ideologues would fear for their lives
at the hands of the Nixon White
House.
The key facts of Mrs. Mitchell’s
case have been known since her death
in 1976, although they have never
been presented comprehensively.
After her husband’s appointment as
Attorney General in 1969, Martha
Mitchell helped popularize the Nixon
Administration’s campaign against
the left by hurling epigrammatic
broadsides against liberals and
radicals. “ I don’t think the average
Americans realize how desperate it is
when a group of demonstrators —
not peaceful demonstrators but the
very liberal Communists — move
into Washington,” she warned in
1969. And after Senator Fulbright
voted against G. Harold Carswell’s
confirmation as Supreme Court
justice, her nighttime advice to the
Arkansas Gazette was blunt: “ I want
you to crucify Fulbright and that’s
it.”
But when Nixon directed Mitchell
to supervise his re-election, Martha
privately fretted, concerned that the
risks of the unorthodox campaign
placed her husband in jeopardy. And
when her bodyguard, Jim McCord,
was arrested at the Watergate, she
publicly exploded, threatening to
leave her spouse unless he quit the
Re-election Committee. *Tm sick
and tired of the whole operation,”
she began telling U PI’s Helen
Thomas from a phone in a California
motel room. Except at that point, her
new
bodyguard,
Steve
King,
destroyed the telephone, summoned

a doctor, and assisted the physician
in ' forcibly tranquilizing Mrs.
Mitchell.
Back home in Rye, New York,
Martha remained adamant even
though she was under surveillance.
^Charging that King’s treatment had
necessitated stitches in a Los Angeles
hospital, Mrs. Mitchell protested she
was “ a prisoner” and vowed to resist
“ this dirty business” . And then,
unexpectedly, John caved in to her
demands: he resigned from CREEP
and returned to his law practice.
(Only months before her death,
Mrs. Mitchell confided to a divinity
student how dangerous her rebellion
had been. “ I ’ve always had beautiful
hands but look at them now,” she
said softly, pointing to her scars.
“ These are from when they kept me a
political prisoner in Newport Beach,
California and up at the Westchester
Country Club in Rye. You know, I
might not be alive today if it hadn’t
been for the press. Like that day at
the Westchester Country Club. Even
after that incident, they would have
tried to kill me if they hadn’t feared
the press would have investigated the
circumstances.” )
By the following spring, John
Mitchell was being accused by
various sources of having authorized
the
Watergate
break-in.
This
incensed Mrs. Mitchell, who now
insisted that her husband name
Nixon as the instigator. “ I’ll be
damned if I’ll let my husband take
the rap for Mr. N ixon...,” Martha
thundered in a series of interviews.
“ The whole campaign was planned
by the White House. They had this
green campaign book and everything
they were going to do was in it. It had
in it the most secretive operation ever
conducted in an election in the
United States... Bet ween you, me,
and the gatepost, Mr. President
always knew...The President planned
the whole goddamned thing...It’s a
darn better idea for Mr. Nixon to
resign rather than be impeached.”

John Mitchell never did accuse
Richard Nixon. But a year and a half
later, the President resigned for
concealing the circumstances of the
break-in.after its occurrence.
“ Sometime they will know Martha
told the truth and they will find out
the whole story,” Mrs. Mitchell once
remarked. At her funeral, two
admirers from Pasadena had a
wreath placed on her grave, with a
ribbon which read “ Martha Was
Right.”
The Vice President’s case evolved
similarly. Irked by campus protest
against Nixon’s foreign policy,
Agnew began attacking “ pushy
youngsters
and
middle-aged
malcontents” on a southern tour in
the fall of 1969; by tour’s end he had
accused an “ effete corps of impudent
snobs” of engendering “ national
masochism” in their criticism of
American military actions. Even as
he became the icon of a bestselling
wristwatch, Spiro escalated his
attacks against radical scholars:
insurgent faculty and students should
be “ identified and dismissed,” as
easily as one discards “ rotten apples
from a barrel.”
Trouble began, however, in the
summer of 1973 when the Justice
Department decided, on the basis of
testimony from two Baltimore con
tractors, that Agnew was possibly a
rotten apple himself. The Vice Pres
ident insisted that the testimony was
divergent and contrived and was
confident that the President agreed
with him. But, according to Agnew’s
new book, Go Quietly or Else, the
direction of the beleaguered Nixon
White House had by then devolved
upon General Alexander Haig, who
believed that the Vice President’s
predicament was grave and that he
should resign.
As Agnew tells it, the General
communicated his wishes in a private
conversation with the Vice President’s
military attache, Gen. Mike Dunn. If

Agnew doesn’t resign, Haig threat
ened, the White House would likely
turn against him. “ Don’t think that
the game cannot be played from
here,” Haig warned. “ The President
has a lot of power — don’t forget
th at.”
Shortly after Dunn debriefed
Agnew, the Vice President docilely
folded his tent and resigned.
“ Someday I ’ll be able to explain why
I did what I did,” he explained
afterward. “ I know it seems strange...
but someday I’ll be able to explain
why.”
Someday turned out to be two
months ago when Agnew’s book was
released. There, Agnew affirms that
he took Haig’s admonishment as a
threat against his life, an “ innuendo”
that “ an automobile accident, a fake
suicide or whatever” might be in the
offing should he refuse the general’s
advice. “ I had attended meetings of
the National Security Council and
knew something about the functioning
of the intelligence community,”
writes the former Vice President. “ I
knew that men in the White House
professing to speak for the President
could order the CIA to carry out
missions that were unhealthy for
people
who
were
considered
enemies.” To hear Agnew tell it, the
request for his resignation was an
offer he could not refuse.
It is difficult at this juncture to
know to what degree Martha and
Spiro’s impressions were accurate.
But should history corroborate their
versions, the character of the Nixon
Administration
would
become
perfectly clear. Far from appearing
an overzealous conservative regime,
the Nixon White House would
emerge as an authoritarian nationalist
one — as willing to smother renegade
right wingers as it was its opposition
on the left. And such an image of the
thirty-seventh presidency would be
confirmed by the tales of those who,
at its outset, were its foremost stars.
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The doom criers had thought it
would happen in the late ’60s or ’70s,
but they were premature. When the
earth at last shrugged and farted;
pushed forth a small belching of mat
ter and covered the pretty lake; killed
50 or so and then, as though enough
were not quite enough, dumped ash
on Yakima; the people of the
Willamette Valley were thrilled.
Roof-top mountain watchers, new
b o rn g eo lo g ists, fa ith fu l and
righteous . . . they had all warned us.
Now at last the old San Andreas
dream of West Coast destruction was
coming true.
In Yakima. To the North and the
East. But not here, not in Portland.
Then the first ash fell on the Rose Ci
ty. Face mask prices soared. Oil
filters, air filters, hose sales zoomed.
And then the ash fell again. Not so
funny anymore.
It’s one thing to come out of the
hills high on wine, dope or LSD and
announce that the end is at hand.
That’s always the case. Its just good
drama. A fun way to scare a neighbor
or two. But to actually live through
the petty shit of dusty streets and sore
throats, red eyes and all; well that’s
something else again.
Still, the jogging addicts ran and
' the kids played their games in the
pummy dust. The city slowly started a
clean up. Softly depression crept with
the fine powder into the breakfast
eggs and over the berry crops and on
to the marmalade. But, though the
speculative real estate boom had end
ed, there was a silver lining. There
really would be less outside money
and outside New York L A San
Franish alien smart ass elements in
God’s now dusty paradise.
But then as the moon pulled once
more in the hot summer the volcano
did it again. More ash in August. Not
a lot, but some. A few of the Nor
thwest’s more recent arrivals — doc
tors, lawyers and electronics en
trepreneurs mostly — sold out for less
than what once was market value.
Left muttering about Vermont or
upstate New York or even Mill
Valley. They took with them a rich
bouquet of diesel Peugeots, Mercedes
and BMWs. Northwest condofication
began to grind to a halt. Irvington
houses became cheaper. A new condi
tion, ash eye, became a common
disorder. Kaiser had a two week
backlog of eye, ear, nose and throat
casualties.
But the sunsets were beautiful. And
the green land seemed softer with its

There’s Nothing
Cold as Ashes

gray coat. Warm snow, gentle and
soft, eating its way into lung and
leather. In September, and in October
for several hours once each month
when it didn’t rain it ashed. It wasn’t
all that bad really. Not something you
couldn’t live with.
By November the summer statistics
were in: Murder up 26%. Aggravated
assault up 34%. Traffic accidents up
a whopping 47%. Admissions to
mental hospitals up over 50%.
At the Quandary, normally a
friendly sort of watering hole, a
suddenly picked up a broom and

began smashing people with it.
Before she could be stopped, the mad
sweeper had left the bar in a
shambles. Ash dust and broken glass
mingled in muddy mix with blood
and beer. There were even two fights
at The Goose and Bud Clarke was
seen urging the participants on.
Any ash joke, volcano reference or
earthquake comment could result in
an instant black eye from stranger or
lover or casual acquaintance. It
became extremely poor form to even
obliquely refer to the problem.
When in early December the moun

tain exploded once more, the exodus
trickle became a stream. By New
Year’s Day the stream was a flood
and the panic of ’81 was on. The mud
slides of December closed the Colum
bia at Kelso. A huge shallow filthy
lake rose slowly. Interstate 5 washed
out for the third time and no one was
saying when it would be rebuilt.
As the lake rose the PR people and
executive officers of the Portland
General Electric Company issued
reassuring releases on the status of
the Trojan Nuclear plant. Even after
the nuclear waste storage tanks at
Trojan flooded out, the rosy prose of
the PGE flaks continued to reassure.
Trojan, named after a dynamite plant
and built on the site of an ancient In
dian burial plot, was allowed to con
tinue operation, because in January
Bonneville Dam’s hydro plants had
stopped, plugged with mud and
debris from the runnoff of the vol
cano’s late Christmas surprise.
The trek of hundreds had become a
rush of thousands. Homes were
boarded up or just left to looters in or
out of uniform. All day, everyday, it
rained and rained. For the ash was
the greatest cloud seeder of all.
The volcano once more began to
form yet another dome. Hope of
relief kept locals from running. But
with the Columbia silted into a
shallow lake at Kelso and again at
Bonneville, Portland’s waterfront
began to look and smell like a swamp.
The rain rarely stopped. And when
the rain halted, the mosquitos attack
ed. DDT was poured into the low
pools of water that were everywhere.
The Willamette became a miasmic,
sluggish, dark, still, smelly mess.
Locals recalled reading once long ago
that the confluence of the Willamette
and Columbia had been known in
pre-settier times as a place of sickness
and putrefaction. Now the reasons
were clear.
Still the commuters in reduced
numbers went to work as the city sur
vived with a population of just under
200,000. Presumably those remaining
were blessed with a poor sense of
smell.
The new dome in the volcano’s
mouth was holding. By late spring the
skies were getting bluer. People began
to smile. There was talk of a Portland
Renaissance. Hope and the sun were
coming back.
And then a plume of steam was
sighted on Mount Hood.
by Joe Uris
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Where Is The Amusement Of Yore?
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The red roses are soiled with
volcanic ash, but still —
I love circuses. I love rodeos, cow
boys humping and losing their hats
on high-stepping brahma bulls. The
PENDLETON ROUND-UP. Their
motto: “ Let ’er buck!” ST. PAUL
and the MOLALLA BUCKEROO.
Festivals of all kinds, including our
own sprightly sacrificing-the-maidensto-the-sailors Rose Fest. Petals on the
June ground wither like the lips of
lovely lasses and lads. Volcanoes may
blow their tops once every hundred
years, but lovers and salmon spawn
more often.
Most of all, I love amusement
parks, old-fashioned wooden, gracefully carpentered amusement parks.
Gazebos, families picnicking on the
summer lawn. The children waving
sparklers...sputtering curlicues in the
Maxwell Parrish purple dusk...disintegrating fireflies...and chortles of
glee. Kids dart and leap in the gloom.
Fireworks are my favorite. I was
born on the Fourth of July, a Yankee
D oodle dandy, like N athaniel
Hawthorne.
Which of you is old enough to
remember the wooden rollercoaster
at Jantzen Beach? There also was an
Olympic-sized, heated pool. Near
Hayden Island in 1931 closed — with
the bewitching monniker — The
Lotus Isle Amusement Park. Until
recently, I saw its Eiffel Towel pipe
frame gate, at Delta Park where
model airplanes buzz and gnatter. On
Council Crest there was a circular
ride, with boats and tunnels of love,
called “ The Old Mill.” Fortunately,
Oaks Park still exists with its nostalgic
roller rink and marvelous fireworks
display. It opened in 1905, attempting
to compete with the Lewis and Clark
centennial.
W hat has happened to these
artifacts of social diversion? Why
have most disappeared and not been
rebuilt? I fear amusement in America
has changed down through the
decades, and sorely so! Many burned
down, being constructed of wood,
lath and plaster of paris. The Guilds
Lake area of the Lewis and Clark
Expo — a person I discussed this with
suggested — possibly was torched by
industrialists. Do arson and capitalism
go hand in match? Near Montgomery
Wards in the N.W ., the giant-log
Forestry Building burned down in
1964. It was called “ the world’s
biggest log cabin.”

The 1905 Lewis And Clark Exposi
tion was a calculated ploy by business
men to bring tourists and investors to
the Pacific frontier. It was a rousing
success! “ Little Egypt,” the belly
dancer, came. The pop. of Portland
doubled in five years. The budget
spent am ounted to millions of
dollars, and it made a profit! Teddy
Roosevelt him self opened this
world’s fair.
A cross-country auto race, Frederic
Remington statues (rootin’ tootin’
shoot ’em up cowboys) and spacious
walkways, fanciful electric lights, the
Willamette meteorite, dirigible flights
— it was a handsome effort! What
happened to all of that? Bldgs, still
exist such as the Dover Apts, or that
odd, fort-like, yellow, one block
square tenement on Upshur. Near the
Evergreen tavern. Who says “ the
good old days” weren’t better?
Lotus Isle Amusement Park was a
victim of the Great Depression.
(D on’t feel “ depressed” today?

drunk on whiskey playing the accordian — in 1923 visited Council Crest
Park. It too had a scenic railway and
a merry-go-round. Glee remembers
there was a platform with steps,
straw , and a sign. It read:
“ BEWARE. DON’T FEED THE
OREGON RED BATS” You
climbed to the top and peeked over.
In the pen were broken red clay
bricks. Or “ brickbats.” Observers
laughed at you for making a fool of
yourself.
We enter my era. I rode the “ Big
D ip p e r,” giant rollercoaster at
Jantzen Beach. I am angry that it
isn’t replaced! (Let’s build a new one
between Hawthorne and Ross Island
bridges, getting rid o f Z idell’s
junkyard. The plan does NOT fulfill
my m egalom aniacal adolescent
desires for amusement. For beach
sand, we’ll use volcanic dust! I’m
serious.) I remember the heated pool,
probably because there is something
sexy about partially clad bodies in

Collectively we feel pessimistic about
the future.) After the crash of ’29,
people didn’t have money to spend
on fun. Located opposite of Jantzen
Beach, it couldn’t compete. Lasting
only several years (1928-1931?). Glee
O ’Mara, my 64 yr. old Irish infor-mant, told me dance “ marathons”
were held there. Couples clung to
each other, upright, asleep on their
feet for days, dancing to win a prize.
That desperately broke.
He said it had a dangerous scenic
railway (synonym for coaster), a
canvas mt. with tunnels. Some riders
were killed. “ They made the mistake
of standing up and waving their
arm s.” It was called “ The Whizz.”
Glee at 13: “ It was a mean sonofagun!
It was all I could do to hang on.”
Drownings at the bathing beach.
“ The Columbia R. was dangerous,
the current would change. They’d
lose 2 or 3 a day.” An ironic site for
fun. (There was a Luna Park in
Seattle.)
O ’Mara — wheezing with asthma
attacks — a grand American when

chlorine-scented green water.
Jantzen Beach closed on Labor
Day 1970. Gone with it the natatorium, boat canal, Golden Canopy
ballroom where big bands Duke
Ellington, Count Basie, etc. played.
The funhouse burned in 1959. All
that remains is the merry-go-round
from the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair
— at a shopping center.
The Oaks is the survivor, and a
pretty good one at that! I give them
credit. A sense of the past exists here.
Located at the east end of the
Sellwood bridge. (Those awful
condos loom like doom above the
houseboats on the river!) Still an
atmosphere of diminishment hangs
like a pall over the place! It’s ghostly.
Like the mural of Father Time or
Death lurking with a knife, painted
on the wall behind the Loop-deeloop.
Oaks Park has seen better days,
but haven’t we all. On Sundays and
holidays, 30,000 came by boat launch
and special trains. John Philip Sousa
on the bandstand. It once was an Ind.

camp. The White City of the West.
“ The Zip.” Vaudeville. A memor
able pyrotechnic display: “ The Last
Days of Pompeii.” (Is that us?) In
1926, monkey hotel, cyclone coaster,
jazz railway, gladway. Dreamland
theater. I miss the spray-like, foun
tainlike imaginative light fixtures. In
1948, it flooded. They put a “ floating
floor” on the skating rink. In 1964, it
flooded again, but the floor was
saved.
(The carousel at Oaks Park is
reputed to be over a hundred years
old. Imported from Germany. It’s
called Noah’s Ark, having many
kinds of animals. Supposedly, a
merry-go-round has only horses. A
carousel of different animals. Look
up close at the hand-painted Oregon
scenes. Delightful and rare. A
bestiary.)
We kids used to take the rattling
trolley, shooting blue sparks over
head, from mill-town Oregon City to
Portland. Stop at THE OAKS. Go
rollersakting, fall on your butt. Ride
the spinning rocket which made you
vom it, nose-diving tow ard the
ground. Even now when I visit, I’m
back 20 years. Watching them skate
in the rink, to the calliope organ. In
waltzing circles, two by two. A gray
haired usher helps a little one get
back on her feet. Feeling like a
middle-aged Holden Caulfield, I see
the whole damn human race, happy
as a lark, having fun, rolling on thin
boards toward the void.
Where’s the Penny Arcade? Teen
age amusement arcades have taken
over in the way that massage parlors
have replaced luxurious bawdy
houses. No bed to make love in, i.e.
no machine to thrill-ride in, just
pinpointing blips on a television
screen. It’s cost-effective. Only your
brain breaks down as you follow the
beeping patterns! Bleep bleep is not
the same as the whooshing rattle of
metal wheels on a steel track hurtling
your body in a rollercoaster dive, as
your girlfriend holds on to you
shrieking.
A Modest Proposal
“ Let be the finale of seem. / The
only emperor is the emperor of ice
cream.” Wallace Stevens.

The City Fathers (i.e. City Council),
the Planning Commission et al ought
to designate along the waterfront,
between the curving green sward of
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Hawthorne and Ross Island bridges,
a bathing beach and brand-new
Coney Island amusement park. One
such as Tivoli in Copenhagen, with a
borrow ed m erm aid. W here the
children of Portland could sunbathe
and swim in the clean green
Willamette and cavort in future
summers. Ala nude if need be.
Don’t be paltry about it! The
present Water Park Plan is meager
and mundane. (A convention center,
a marina, a restaurant, a jogging
track. What boring bullshit!) Cram
the Marriott Hotel with tourists,

winning out over the wrath of St.
Helens.
We need a brand-spanking new
design, done in a 19th century
manner with nonflammable materials.
A Glass Palace and swan lakes, 100foot high fountains, heroic stone
sculptures, romantic promenades,
climbing rose trellises, fairy twinkling
lights, all the din and joy of amuse
ment scenes of yore. With a gigantic
rollercoaster bustling in the rain. The
Rose City Amusement park. No.
Roseland. Or Fountain Rue? The
Soft Rain And Pearly Rose Lahlah
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Amusement Scene. A memorial to
the volcanic dead.
Portland would become the tourist
sensation of the West Coast! The
Paris of the Pacific. Mayor Ivancie,
put our unemployed artists and
genius architects to work right now
on the grand design. So the children
of the future and other citizenry can
be lulled into the bliss which is
possible in a utopian landscape.
All photos are courtesy of the
Oregon Historical Society. (Special
thanks to Arthur Spencer III for his

help.) For research on Portland
history, the following sources are
invaluable:
The Shaping o f A City by E.
Kimbark MacColl. Impressions o f
Portland by Frederick DeWolfe.
Space, Style, and Structure by
Vaughan and Ferriday. Nineteenth
Street by Richard Marlitt. “ The New
Eden: 150 Years of Selling Oregon”
in Mar. ’77 Ore. Times mag. A visit
to the L. & C. Expo in Oregon
Historical Quarterly, Spring ’79.
Don’t miss the Oregon folk art show,
“ Webfoots and Bunchgrassers.”

Yes, Portland, there is an alternative
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By Steve Wallin

It was early Monday. The tempera
ture already in the low eighties. I was
headed north on highway eighty
seven. Actually, I was thumbing
south toward Wyola, naked, except
for my cut off Levi’s and a pair of
Nebraska Converse. My Ford had
been trouble since crossing the
Mississippi. She’d cut out in the
mountains or over forty on flat land.
So I drove slow until I reached
Montana, where she died on the
Crow Reservation.
The guy who picked me up was
Indian. His car, faded red, was
ragged — rust on the bumpers, a
crack in the windshield. Inside, St.
Christopher sat on the dash, his
hands snapped off at the wrists.
From the way my ride dressed, from
the collapsing stature of his Fury,
from the careless way he spoke, I
guessed he was a man of simple
means.
“ Going far?” he asked.
“ Far as the first gas station.”
“ About five miles, then. I’m on
my way to a couple of cool ones.”
“ Good day for it.”
“ Any day, my friend, any day.”
As he drove, an empty can of
Coors rolled back and forth between
my legs. 1 watched it from my toes to
my heels, back to my toes, wishing
we were both at a bar, already
through the first round. He laughed
when he saw me staring.
“ Booze is cheap in M ontana,” he
said, “ but just like in New York or
Paris, time passes and you don’t get
bored.”
Jim Loney, James Welch’s pro
tagonist in his newest novel, The
Death O f Jim Loney, sits at his
kitchen table, bored, drunk on wine,
staring out into the gray space he
calls home. The only motion for
miles is his neighbor’s laundry
waving in wind. Loney lives in
Harlem. Not New York but Montana.
It could be any town, but as a
symbol, Harlem works well. The
reader gets the feeling quickly in
Welch’s novel that if you’re from
Harlem you’re destined for failure,
no matter how talented you are or
how hard you try. Loney doesn’t try,
hasn’t tried since high school when he
was a basketball star. Loney is in his
middle thirties, the son of an Indian
mother he can’t remember and a
white father who’s rejected him. His
mother left him and his sister, Kate,
when he was a year old. I don’t know
what tribe she’s from and perhaps
Loney doesn’t either. To know her
tribe would mean he knew something
of his tradition — for Loney, there is
no tradition. His father left when
Loney was ten. For the past fourteen
years he’s lived in the same town as
Loney without once recognizing his
son. It’s difficult not to equate
Loney’s father with the white nation
state Loney has been forced to live in.
I don’t want to get ahead of myself,
however. The Death O f Jim Loney is
first and foremost a story, and a
good story at that.
In many respects, Loney isn’t
much different from the rest of the
folks in Harlem — people who live
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In many respects, Loney isn't much different from the rest o f the
folk s in Harlem — people who live on a land they can't defeat and
so, in time, become the defeated.
on a land they can’t defeat and so, in
time, become the defeated. The
whites are typically Western —
cowboys with cowboy mentalities
(both men and women) who buck
their way through forty years to end
up broken themselves, on a bar stool,
drunk, trying to break what’s left of
each other. Their Indian counterparts
sit beside them. They live on a land
that once had meaning to their
ancestors but is now stripped from
them and meaningless. They buck
less often because for them there is
less chance for success.
In the parts of Montana I drove, I
saw a beautiful, lush, country — lots
of trees, plenty of fresh water
streams. In Welch’s novel I saw a
different country — a spectrum of
grays, flat plains and distant peaks
both dark and rigid; or a cold,
snowy, country, ice-white for miles.
It’s not a land that invites com
munion but it’s Loney’s home.
Although it’s destroying him, he
can’t leave. Whatever past he has is
here and until he can discover what it
is, he can’t be freed. Few people give
a damn about him but the two who
do, his sister and his woman-friend,
Rhea, a white high school teacher, try
to save him from himself.
Kate wants him to come to Wash
ington D.C. with her, where she
works and lives. At first glance, Kate
seems an exception to others in
Harlem. She’s educated, she lives
comfortably, she travels. She has
succeeded. There have been costs,

however. Rather than confront her
past, she chooses to shut it off. In
order to succeed, she counts on no
one but herself. Both decisions leave
her seeming aloof and unemotional.
I’m not even sure she’s happy. Of
course, neither are those who remain
in Harlem. She, at least, is involved
with her life. Loney doesn’t go with
her. The personality adjustments
he’d have to make to survive in her
world would be impossible. His needs
lie behind him, not in his future.
Rhea wants Loney to leave Harlem
and move to Seattle with her. Poor
Rhea. She’s one of the lucky lost,
she’s rich. She comes from Texas, the
daughter of a wealthy Dallas family.
She got bored with her life there so
came to Harlem to become like the
rest of the town —/deeply depressed.
Through the whole book I never
doubt that she loves Loney or that
( their relationship is tenuous at best.
Rhea doesn’t know what she wants
from her life. She thinks she might
find out in Seattle with Loney. But if
she falls, there’s always Dallas. The
city waits with open arms. Not for
Loney. It’s not his past and he
wouldn’t be welcome there. He can’t
live Rhea’s past and he can’t find his
own. He does not go to Seattle.
Jim Loney sits at his kitchen table,
bored, drunk on wine, staring out
into the gray space he calls home. His
past is lost, his present grows vague.
The names of aquaintances, of Rhea,
disappear, return. His only constant
companion, his dog Swipesy, dies on
Thanksgiving. A month passes,

drunk in his kitchen. It’s close to
Christmas when things begin to
happen.
There are no surprises in this
novel. The title tells us the outcome.
Whether or not James Welch is a
fatalist only future books will tell but
in The Death O f Jim Loney, he writes
from that stance. It would be
difficult to be an American Indian
without at least once approaching the
fatalist’s perspective. Their lives have
been and continue to be ordained by
the bureaucracy of impersonal
government and the racist attitudes
of their white neighbors. At the same
time, although Loney can’t prevent
his inevitable death, he can and does
control the circumstances surrounding
it.
Loney is asked on a hunting trip by
an old friend, Pretty Weasel. Pretty
Weasel is a full blooded Indian who
knows his family’s ancestry and has
become a moderate success in the
community. While out hunting bear,
Loney shoots and kills Pretty Weasel.
Whether the shooting is an accident
or premeditated is unclear. Loney,
himself, is uncertain. James Welch is
a marvelous writer, a superb stylist.
In this scene, as in most of the book,
the reader’s view of the world is
transformed into Loney’s view. To
the reader and to Loney it is never
quite clear how much of a role fate
plays or how much of a role Loney
plays in the destruction of his life.
Pretty Weasel is dead. Loney is
scared. For the first time in years, he
must make a real decision — to give
himself up and go to trial or to take a
stand against the whole insane situa
tion that has become his life. He
goes to see his father in one last hope
of discovering his past. His father
gives him nothing but lies and booze.
In what I’ve come to fondly think of
as the ritual killing of this country’s
sins, outside his father’s trailer, with
his father’s own rifle, he turns and
fills the window with buckshot and
the old man with bits of glass.
Loney takes off for the Indian
reservation, for a place called
Mission Canyon. It’s an appropriate
place for an Indian raised by a
minister and a minister’s wife to die.
In the end, Loney stands on a bluff
and is shot to death by a cop. True to
Welch’s complex vision, it’s not just
any cop, it’s an Indian cop. By the
time the bullet comes, however,
Loney is already numb — frozen in
the strange season of our Western
world.
It would be easy to blame Loney’s
death on the fact that he was part
Indian — a man severed from his
history. That can’t be denied. But
Welch, author of another novel,
Winter In The Blood, and a fine
book of poetry, Riding The Earthboy
40, is a writer with a universal vision.
Ultimately, Loney can be blamed for
his own death. “ Somewhere along
the line he had started questioning his
life and he had lost forever the secret
of survival.” Speak quietly and
question nothing seems to have
become the key to survival in this
country, whether Indian or other
wise. But as James Welch is well
aware, survival without dignity is
empty.
Illustration by Kim Honer
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It's Mardi Gras . . . people have got the
Ghost, screaming out of their heads and
jumping ecstatic, and it hits me that this is
African ceremonial magic — voodoo, or
something very close to it.

wood©©, Sex &
Walk On The Water
Popeye’s Bar is Wild Oleanders
territory, uptown New Orleans. This
is the night before Fat Tuesday, the
final chance to get it together before
the last day of Mardi Gras, and even
on the street in front of Popeye’s you
can feel the energy building. The
Oleanders are Black Indians, one of
30 or so tribes of working-class
blacks who celebrate Mardi Gras
(and a few other special occasions) by
dressing themselves in elaborate
dream-Indian costumes of plumes
and sparkle — and whose street
chants and dancing may go back
hundreds of years to the earliest slave
gatherings in New Orleans’ Congo
Square. Dressing in costume is not
just a silly Carnival game for the
Black Indians; it’s a religious act, a
mystical tie with their past. It’s the
central fact of their lives. When they
perform for white folks, the Olean
ders are sophisticated, even slick —
but tonight is Mardi Gras rehearsal,
Illustration by Bob Gardiner

for members only.
Cars are pulling in and out like
pistons in front of Popeye’s — pimpmobiles and funkytown jalopies,
letting out dancing crowds of black
people dressed variously in fancy rags
and down-home threads, all of whom
swirl around on the sidewalk, talking
and jiving and second-lining to the
drumming from inside. (The secondline is a New Orleans dance in which
you plant your feet and move what
your mama gave you. When you can
second-line standing still, you’re
ready to try it in motion — following
a marching band, or a parade of Wild
Oleanders.)
The door to the bar is open, but
inside people are packed so tightly
that you have to dance your way in.
Getting from the door to the bar is
like making love to 15 strangers of
both sexes, and getting a drink at the
bar is the supreme test of cool under
pressure. It’s about 110 degrees, and
you can hear the drumming with your
stomach. There are three giant

congas, assorted smaller drum s,
bongos and tambourines scattered
throughout the room, and everyone
is dancing and yelling and getting
crazy. There are at least 300 people
inside a room big enough for 100,
they’re all drunk, and only four of
them are white — but it doesn’t feel
threatening. Not in terms of color,
anyway.
You can catch a few bits of rhyming
Mardi Gras chant through the roar
( “ Flag Boy com ing/S py Boy
humming...’’) and what might be
fragments of a leftover field holler
(“ Walk on the water/Walk on the
river...” ) but the. one chant that’s
easy to make out is a repeated, foursyllable “ Firewater!” that circles the
room along with a tambourine full of
money, and if you don’t want trouble
you better kick in at least $.50 to buy
whiskey for the drummers.
The heat, the pressure, the
drummed polyrhythms are com
pletely over-powering; it’s not some
thing you breathe instead of oxygen.

Here and there people have got the
Ghost, screaming out of their heads
and jumping ecstatic, and it hits me
that this is African ceremonial magic
— voodoo, or something very close
to it.
Suddenly I’m terrified. I ’ve loved
black music all my life — chased
after it, studied it, learned from it.
But I’ve never hit it so pure or power
ful before. This is no pale shadow of
a ghostly blues song — it’s alive. My
heart starts pounding, there’s pres
sure behind my eyes, my hands are
numb, I ’m dizzy. If I don’t get out
side I’m going to fall down.
On the street it’s an hour short of
midnight, and the scene is still
jumping. I cool off for five minutes,
start back inside, stop. It’s serious in
there. From all reports, Congo
Square was serious too. I want it so
bad I can taste it. It scares me so bad
I’m shaking. I’ve got to give up to it,
I’ve got to give it up — and I can’t.
Tomorrow I’ll be ready. Hey La
Bas! Eh Legba!
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Public Sex
Ritual Sacrifice
It’s four in the morning. Out on
the river, the King of the Zulus is
drinking whiskey, waiting for the sun
to rise.
Mike Smith’s house is freezing.
But it’s warm in the bathroom, and
Leslie is already at the mirror — 16
and delicious in red transparent
nightgown, bare feet, jet-black lip
stick, green sequins on her eyelids. I
slide next to her in front of the mirror
so I can paint my face: half black,
half white. The split-personality
paint job feels just right; I’m still
scared, but I’m excited too. Mysteries
will be revealed today. Perhaps I can
pass through my fear, my self. I pull
a pink fright wig over my hair and
Leslie looks me over, breasts moving
behind nylon. “ You need some
lipstick,’’ she says. “ Here, I’ll do it
for you.”
The touch of her lipstick is far
more intimate than I expect. If her
fath er, my h ost, photographer
Michael Smith, weren’t in the next
room I’d take Leslie in my arms and
kiss her; this would be the day for it.
Sleeping bags strew n across
Smith’s living room floor begin to
kick fitfully as their occupants
squirm into underwear. One of the
kickers and squirmers is a slender
young man in a rare Funky Kingston/
Toots and the Maytals t-shirt — old
pal, ace reporter, big-time New York

in the morning everyone goes to bed
and pretends to sleep for an hour.
Everyone but Smith, who hasn’t even
slowed down — he’s been up all night
smoking dope, drinking coffee,
trying on his magnificent Photo
Mask, a square, African-looking
creation of lens filters, strips of film,
enlarging paper boxes and various
photographic paraphernalia.
A biting wind blows off the river at
the foot of Canal Street, chilling the
chicken handlers loading wings and
drumsticks into knapsacks held by
shivering chicken grips. Frigid
chicken captains are shouting orders
into walkie-talkies and foot-frozen
chicken runners are carrying big
boxes of hot, steaming chicken to the
edge of the river. Cameramen cluster
around the chicken, warming their
hands. The sky is getting light.
In the coldest room of Smith’s
house a big, bearded, bear-like man
of some 40 years is trying to glue a
long, rubber nose onto his face with
eyelash cement. He wears a fur mask,
giving him a cruel, animalistic look.
The rubber nose falls off again, and
he abandons it. He is surrounded by
battery belts, piles of unexposed film,
and an Eclair 16 mm movie camera.
He is film m ak er/fo lk lo rist Les
Blank, whose prize-winning musical
documentaries include The Blues,
According to Lightnin’ Hopkins,
Chulas Fronteras, A lw ays fo r
Pleasure.
Blank is an artist as well as an

with pain. “ My bucket’s got a hole in
it,” he notes one night over the last
bottle of wine. He can be difficult —
conflicted, withdrawn, bitter. One
gets the sense that it’s barely possible
for him to work at all. And yet he
does work — and his films are love
songs to beat back the silence of
death.
This morning he’s terrified.
“Come on,” says Maureen Gosling,
the cheerful blonde, blue-eyed
woman who has collaborated with
Blank on his last four films as sound
recorder, assistant editor, camera
assistant and general right-hand
woman. “ We’re late already.”
“ I don’t want to do it,” says Blank
miserably. “ I’ve lost my enthusiasm.
I only agreed for the free trip to New
Orleans.”
He means free trip to Mardi Gras.
No one who has lived through Mardi
Gras will miss another without, at
least, a moment’s pause to think,
“ How can I get down in New
Orleans?” Life in Crescent City is
measured between Mardi Gras and
Mardi Gras. People talk about the
last one, plan for the one coming up.
It’s the source of New Orleans’ magic
— an ancient heart that beats once a
year, on Fat Tuesday. Today.
Fat Tuesday, the big blow-off last
day of Carnival, caps two weeks of
building excitement and revelry. It’s
good business; tourists buy it every
year — local color, charm, harmless
fun. In fact, that’s only a piece of it.

A

bearded man in tutu and gauzy fairy
wings glided past on roller skates shouting
"Fairy coming through!" A bare-assed
priest-in-cassock. Six men as a long, pink
penis. Many frogs.
music critic John Morthland. Moth
and I are out of Austin on the back
roads, Nashville-bound via Jackson,
the Mississippi Delta and Memphis
(where we will try and stop by Minglewood). Here, in a Carnival night full
of promises, halfway between my SF
and his NYC, Morthland stumbles
out of his borrowed bag into New
Orleans.
He’s half asleep, and he’s not
alone. None of Smith’s Boor-crashers
are looking very lively. In fact, no
one in New Orleans who’s at all
serious about Mardi Gras has gotten
any sleep for 24 hours — but at three

important folklorist, and he makes
joyous, angry complicated films that
reflect his own priorities. He loves
personal, idiosyncratic art — be it
cajun fiddling or creole cooking. And
he hates the mass-market, six-lane
technology that seems to be over
whelming the older regional styles.
Recently there’s been some recog
nition. Blank tours colleges and film
archives, famous critics like Jay
Cocks hail him in print, the Museum
of Modern Art schedules retrospec
tives, film festivals invite him to
appear. But he still has trouble
raising money, and his eyes still brim

Mardi Gras is a living ritual, a working
time machine at the heart of New
O rleans,
carrying
prehistoric
em otions
and
long-forgotten
epiphanies into contact with modern
life. Some scholars claim to have
traced it back thousands of years to
Dionysian celebrations in which
public sex and ritual sacrifice played
important parts. True or not, Mardi
Gras is a lot wilder than advertised —
two weeks in which the rules are sus
pended and the city goes mad.
Ecstasy, terror, drunkenness, sexual
abandon — souls are healed, death is
defied.

Mardi Gras is not a spectator
sport; either you do Mardi Gras or
you lose out. Mike Smith is going to
chase Black Indians with his camera.
Leslie is heading for the French
Quarter where, come nightfall, there
will be fist-fucking in the streets, and
nothing is forbidden, even to 16-yearolds. But Blank, Gosling, Morthland
and I have a commercial to shoot — a
Mardi Gras commercial.
Dixi-Fried Chicken, a popular New
Orleans fast-food franchise known
for its spicy chicken (rumor has it
they soak it overnight in Louisiana
Hot Sauce before frying) is going
national. The need TV spots to
project a New Orleans image, and
that means Mardi Gras. So they’ve
bought the King of the Zulus.
Zulus and Mardi Gras go back a
long way together, the Zulus being
one of the oldest, biggest, most pres
tigious and most middle-class of the
Mardi Gras societies — and the only
big one that’s black. Traditionally,
Fat Tuesday doesn’t start in New
Orleans until the Zulu boat lands at
dawn, and the King and Queen,
resplendently attired, step onto the
foot of Canal Street to lead the Zulu
Parade to what used to be Congo
Square.
This year, Dixi-Fried wants the
, King to land with a box of chicken
under his arm and a big chicken-eating
grin on his face. This will be the
opening shot for a series of TV spots
(produced and directed by local film
maker Jim Blackburn) featuring
happy Mardi Gras celebrants munch
ing Dixi-Fried chicken in giant, half
second close-ups. So last week Black
burn went to see the King. Privately.
“ What’s in it for the Zulus?”
asked the King.
“ Well, we don’t have a big budget,”
said Blackburn.
“ I’m not hungry,’' said the King.
“ But for $500 I could work up an ap
petite.”
“ How about $300?” asked Black
burn.
* “ For $300 I’ll eat some chicken,”
said the King.
So, theoretically, when the King
steps off the boat at dawn today he’s
taking Dixi-Fried with him. Four
camera crews will be waiting to
capture this historic moment, follow
ing which crews and chicken teams
will disperse into the Mardi Gras
revelers to shoot “ product shots.”
All but our crew, the Les Blank
crew, presently parked a few blocks
from the dock and unloading equip-

LEADED AND STAINED GLASS
FILM AS ART — 8 p.m . Aug. 7
Selection of films from 1980 Am. Film Festival
SHORTS — ALL NEW — MOSTLY ANIMATED
Selected works by contem porary film artists
Presenting the selections will be Amos Vogel,
former director of the N.Y. Film Festival and
presently Professor of Film at U. of Penn.
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ment with cold-numbed fingers.
Blank hasn’t shot a commercial in
years, but his eye for human detail is
well known to Blackburn, along with
his ability to work under impossible
conditions and bring back gorgeous
footage. So Blackburn has flown
Blank and Gosling in from Berkeley
to capture “ the soul of Mardi Gras,”
and Morthland and I have talked
Blank into letting us tag along as
semi-skilled camera assistants.
The sun is coming up behind the clouds. Three Blackburn camera
crews are shivering under the hard,
grey sky. The Zulus are coming in.
And a long, long freight train is
creeping down a track directly between
us and the dock. With the clock
running and no end to the train in
sight, we grab the equipment and
swarm over the slow-rolling freight,
onto the dock and right to the edge of
the Mississippi River. The Zulu boat
has landed. Fat Tuesday is under
way.
It’s my first Mardi Gras.
Blackburn’s Best Moment
Two days ago at Blackburn’s
studio:
“ How about Blank?” asked an ad
man. / ‘He’s not gonna shoot docu
mentary crap, is he? Or too much gay
beauty pageant?”
“ Blank is terrific,” said Blackburn.
“ Haven’t you seen his New Orleans
movie, Always For Pleasure? It’s just
the kind of stuff we need.”
“ We need a family commercial,”
insisted the ad-man.
“ Don’t worry,” said Blackburn,
“ I’ll make sure Blank knows what
we’re looking for. He can get stuff no
one else can get.”
“ Are you sure the King will come
through?” asked a Dixi-Fried man.
“ Well, he’d better, ’cause I’ve
already paid him ,” said Blackburn.
“ But I’m gonna be on the boat with
him in case he forgets.”
“ For Chrissake be delicate about
it,” said the Dixi-Fried man. “ He
may have our money, but he’s still a
drunken black m an.” There was a
moment of silence; people looked at
the floor.
“ So am I,” said Blackburn, who
isn’t. It was his best moment.
Double-Cross
Here comes the Zulus in leopard
skins, black Afro wigs, grass skirts.
Black to begin with, they have

painted themselves blacker, and
outlined eyes and lips in white like
darkies in a minstrel show. They step
onto the gangplank, across six feet of
choppy, grey water to the dock —
cliches coming home to roost. But
whose cliches? Zulu Number One is
not carrying a Dixi-Fried box.
Neither is Zulu Number Two. Mean
while, a bunch of Zulus are jiving
around on the deck of the boat,
passing bottles from hand to hand. A
cold wind is blowing off the river.
Now a slightly better class of Zulus
appears at the head of the gangplank

food may even surpass his passion
for traditional music, turns off his
camera. “ Good for him,” he whispers.
“ I ’m gladhe threw it in the river.”
But ten minutes later the entire
Blank camera crew is eating DixiFried — even Les. It’s cruelly cold on
the w aterfront, and the chicken
warms the hands as well as providing
a good, greasy feeling in the stomach.
“ I’m extremely fond of chicken,
notes Les, polishing off a wing.
“ Anyway, I respect their gimmick of
adding spices and hot pepper. Pass
another drumstick.”

anonymity, but I’m beginning to feel
strangely liberated. No one can see
me, only the mask I’ve chosen — so I
can be myself without fear: part of a
camera crew in the midst of Mardi
Gras, filming our own free flight
through a ritual celebration designed
to push us past observation into full
participation. What a party!
Around the corner of St. Louis
Cathedral, Blackburn and a chicken
crew materialize suddenly in the wake
of a family of devils. “ I want you to
cover the parade on Canal in 15
minutes,” he tells Les.

said the king. "But for
$500 I could work up an appetite." "How
about $300?" asked Blackburn. "For $300 i
I'll eat some chicken," said the king.
— adding shiny gold vests and white
gloves to the skins and skirts. But still
there is no chicken in sight, and the
camera crews are getting nervous. At
last, the King of the Zulus steps from
a doorway on deck — crowned,
sceptered, dignified and completely
without chicken.
It’s a double cross.
As if by white man’s magic, Black
burn materializes at the head of the
gangplank with a box of Dixi-Fried
and shoves it into the hands of the
Zulu King. The King pushes it away,
looks straight ahead, and steps onto
the gangplank. Blackburn elbows his
way into the crowd on the gangplank
and sticks the box to the King a
second time, yelling something in his
ear. The King gives him a dirty look,
but he takes the box — his expres
sion that of a man holding a giant
dog turd. Blackburn steps back, the
cameras roll, and for exactly one half
second everything holds.
Suddenly the Zulu right behind the
King spots the box of chicken, grabs
it angrily and throws it off the gang
plank into the Mississippi. The king
steps onto the ground followed (and
quickly surrounded) by a crowd of
furious Zulus. The Zulu Queen looks
on, serene and unruffled in shimmer
ing full-length evening gown. It looks
like the King is about to earn his $300
getting his ass kicked.
Les Blank, whose passion for good

Forces Of Fast-Food
Canal Street is the main drag of
downtown New Orleans; it borders
the French Quarter, and it runs from
the Mississippi most of the way to
Lake Pontchartrain. By noon it will
be packed solid with a wild, drunken
party. Most of the parades end up on
the Canal; also most of the French
Quarter celebrants, checking to see
what kind of action might be shaping
up.
At 9:30 in the chill morning, the
only action is a small protest demon
stration, dressed down in radical
jeans and army fatigues, walking a
grim circle on the green center strip,
carrying signs about police brutality.
“ Hey, hey hey, two heads popped
today,” chant the demonstrators (a
clever variation on the traditional
Black Indian chant “ Hey hey hey,
two-way pockyway,” ) and “ Mardi
Gras ain’t no fun, brutal cops hit
everyone.” Hell of a note on Mardi
Gras morning.
By 11 the crowds are building fast.
We float through the Quarter on a
wind of costume and music. Freedom
fills the streets, a perfect inertia-less
opportunity. Anything is possible
today; there are no limits. Even Les,
who’s often withdrawn and sad,
seems at peace with himself. I can’t
remember what I was afraid of.
Perhaps it has to do with masks,
behind which lust can be ackbehind which lust can be acknow
ledged and passion acted out in

The Rosebay Homebirth Service

“ I thought I was just supposed to
w ander around shooting local
color,” says Les.
“ Well, we’re short-handed,” says
Blackburn, disappearing into the
crowd — but not before I grab some
hot chicken from the chicken grip.
“ Shit,” says Les. “ I bet he’ll do
that to us all day. You want to be a
Spy Boy, Goodwin?”
“ Black Indians?”
“ Yeah,” says Les. “ The Spy Boy
keeps an eye out for enemy tribes,
and when he spots one he warns the
Big Chief and the tribe runs away.”
“ Run away! Run away!” I whisper
loudly, as Blackburn reappears at the
edge of the crowd.
“ Huh?” says Les.
“ After you shoot the parade,”
adds Blackburn, “ you better come
up to the hotel room at the Royal
Sonesta. We may need you for shots
this afternoon.”
“ Shit!” says Les, giving me a
bitter look as he bites into a drumstick.
He’s starting to feel guilty about his
alignment with the Forces of FastFood.
Ancient Magic
People throw you things. People
on floats throw you necklaces and
Mardi Gras doubloons. People on
balconies toss you beads, medallions,
streamers and masks. Mardi Gras
status depends on how much stuff
you catch. A woman with 15 strings
of cheap beads around her neck is a

When money talks,
we listen.
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plutocrat; a man with only three is a
pauper.
The hard part is getting people to
throw the stuff to you, because there
are more people in the streets than
things to throw. There’s a mantra, a
spell, a traditional New Orleans

now joined by a drunk, bearded
hippie. All four hug and kiss tearfully,
fall down, and get up giggling. The
blonde looks around again, freaks
out. “ I hate these niggers'.” she
screams. This time the crowd begins
to rumble, and a few people punch

“ Sin!” as they dance down the street.
A young woman as a cat-girl, numer
ous nipples down her front. A
bearded man in tutu and gauzy fairy
wings, gliding past on roller skates
shouting, “ Fairy coming through!”
A bare-assed priest-in-cassock. Erzuli,

Shit!" says Les, giving me a bitter look as
he bites into a drumstick. He's starting to
feel guilty about his alignment with the
Forces of Fastfood.
incantation that goes back into the
mists of legend. (It also appears on
New Orleans litter cans.) “ Throw me
something mister.” And it works.
At first I stood mute, gazing hope
fully at passing parades with hands
outstretched — and received nothing.
Finally, for the hell of it, I began to
chant the mantra. “ Throw me some
thing mister!” I yelled, feeling like a
fool. No one could have heard me;
the noise was deafening, and every
one else was yelling “ Throw me
something mister!” too. Then I
grabbed a necklace out of the air.
Soon I had beads, doubloons,
medallions. I didn’t feel silly, I felt
ancient magic running through me.
When the floats were consecrated
to Dionysius, what did the priests
throw to the crowds? Were the
doubloons real? What did they buy?
Everyone Gets A Pass
Three white women in their early
’20s, drunk, fall down in a giggling
heap at the corner of Bourbon and
Canal. One of them, a fragilelooking blonde in shiny silver blouse
and pants, looks up to find herself
surrounded by a crowd of black
people. “ Niggers!” she screams.
“ Dirty niggers! Get these niggers
away from me!”
The crowd, perfectly unable to
comprehend what’s going on, backs
off a little as the blonde climbs to her
feet. She looks around, spots two
ten-year-old black kids, and lurches
after them, screaming, “ I’ll get you!
I’ll get you little nigger bastards!”
The kids run for their lives; the crowd
waits patiently to see what will
happen next. Everyone gets a pass on
Fat Tuesday — but the pass is only
good up to a point. The blonde is
using up her pass fast.
She stumbles back to her friends,

the air, muttering threats. The blonde
runs crying down Bourbon Street
with her friends in pursuit. Half a
block away she stops, whirls in a tight
circle, plants her feet and screams,
“ Dirty niggers! I hate all you dirty
niggers!”
A crowd of young blacks gathers
fast. “ White honky cunt!” someone
yells.
She spreads her arms and legs.
“ Go ahead and jump me!” she
scream s. “ Fuck me, niggers!”
Suddenly she leaps at a black man
with a kid, swinging at him, missing.
He swings back, lands a solid punch
on her face, and the blonde goes
down hard. She staggers back up.
The black edged closer, shouting
angrily, forcing her up against a plate
glass window.
“ I hate niggers'.” she screams in
terror. Then she whirls and flings
herself face-first against the window,
hard, again and again. The crowd
watches, fascinated, perfectly willing
to let her smash her face through the
glass.
Finally, two policem en wade
through the crowd, grab the blonde,
and carry her around the corner to a
police car where her friends catch up
with her. “ I’m all right,” she insists,
crying. “ I just want my mama and
my sister.”
Fairy Coming Through
A man in a Nixon mask, holding a
newspaper over his head with a head
line reading, “ NIXON RESIGNING.”
A man dressed as a giant bottle of
Tabasco Sauce. A woman dressed as
a box of Zatarain’s Crab and Shrimp
Boil. An impromptu dance between
the Tabasco and the Boil. A family
dressed as different colored crayons,
and mama as the box. Seven people
as the Seven Deadly Sins, shouting

a woman with a red dress on. Six men
as a long, pink penis. Many frogs.
Chicken Flies Past Him
The third-floor room at the Royal
Sonesta on Bourbon Street is full of
film crews, ad-men, beer and cold,
soggy fried chicken. Outside, Mardi
Gras is roaring.
Les opens the window, and in
stantaneously a crowd gathers on the
street below, hands stretched upward,
yelling, “ Throw me som ething
mister!”
“ I’ve got to run out and end this
roll of film,” says Les. “ Maybe we
should toss ’em some beads and I’ll
shoot it from the window.”
“ Toss ’em chicken,” someone
suggests.
“ No!” says the Dixi-Fried ad-man.
“ Why not? It’s cold, we’re not
gonna eat it.”
A cameraman grabs a drumstick
and flings it through the window. By
this time, everyone on the street has a
catching reflex like a star outfielder,
and the chicken leg is snapped on the
fly. Cheers rise upwards. Les grabs
the camera and starts filming as more
chicken flies past him, out the
window. Not a single piece hits the
ground.
Two black kids start throwing the
chicken.back. A wing bounces off the
window sill. A leg lands on the
dresser. Les runs out of film aS the
last of the chicken goes out the
window, and comes flying right back
in.
Three Girls With No Pants
“ Where is that music coming
from?” says Les. It’s “ Mardi Gras
Mambo” by the Hawketts, a Carnival
standard since 1954, but it sounds
tinny, distorted, oddly sinister. A

quick scan of Burgundy Street reveals
nothing except solid-pack people.
“ Maybe someone on a balcony has
their stereo turned u p ,” says
Maureen, but there’s something else,
something scary about the sound
itself. Most peculiar.
W e’re under orders
from
Blackburn to make our way to the
gay beauty pageant on Royal Street,
but Les keeps stopping for beer, I
keep stopping to get warm, and all
around us we keep seeing great
costumes, amazing scenes and beauti
ful women that we have to get on
film. “ Oh, man, over there, that
black woman next to the spaceman,
ooh!” “ No better, on top of the
movie theater marquee, three girls
with no pants on, get ’em quick,
they’re dancing'.”
Non-stop action is on every side,
Overload City, and best of all we’re
as much a part of the action as
anyone. Objective and subjective be
come different readings of the same,
silly punch line. Inside and outside
approach unity. Mardi Gras opens to
us her timeless revelation.
Les moves through the madness in
the street with his heavy Eclair in one
hand, a beer in the other, and an
inner calm he displays at no other
time — calling his shots and shooting
them with off-hand expertise. Morthland is in charge of obtaining signed
model releases from people so they
can be used in the commercial, and
he gets signatures from everyone —
even drunks and crazies. I’m on light
meter, and by this point I can taste a
half-stop variation in the light.
Maureen has been sick all day, but
she loads film magazines flawlessly
and fast — and not one jams or
sticks. We’re a team — smooth,
slick, telepathic — and we’re getting
incredible footage. It’s Heaven.
“ Mardi. Gras Mambo,” with its
ominious overtone, begins to get
louder. The crowd parts, and a police
car comes edging through the crush
— every light flashing, every red
whirler and orange blinker and
yellow traffic arrow, and white
strobe light dazzler going off. From
the loudspeaker on top of the police
car, “ M ardi Gras M am bo” is
squawking into the air in exactly the
same nasty, metallic tone that usually
says, “ Pull over buddy!” or, “ This is
the police, you’re doing 75 in a 45
mph zone.”
Two policemen are riding on the
hood of the car, drinking beer and
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The BEST 90<p bowl of chili in Portland — with cornbread!

PARADISE IN PORTLAND
☆ Popular luncheon and dinner menus, featuring the Carribean
Salad Bar and Seafood Buffet
☆ Exotic Drinks served by Lovely Sarong-Clad Ladies in Portland’s
Most Glamorous Bar
☆ Live Music Nightly — No Cover Charge
☆ Special to Clinton St. Quarterly Readers: This ad good for '/z litre
of our house wine with dinner during August.

KCyLZIRGCf
Restaurant & Bar in Historic Old Town
Specializing in Tropical Breezes & Romance
223-9919
31 Northwest First Avenue between Couch & Burnside
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SANDALS
Leatherworks sandals are practical, comfortable an d built
to last fo r decades. They’re ready one to two weeks from the
first fitting. W ant to know more? Please call or visit:

The Leatherworks
2908 SE Belmont
233-0082

Hours: 10 to 6 Tuesday,
Wednesday & Thursday;
12 to 6 Friday & Saturday.
Other times by appointment.
Visa & Mastercharge accepted.
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grinning like fools — and as the car
glides through the crowd people are
hanging strings of beads on the cops’
bolstered guns. Driving the car,
another smiling cop holds the micro
phone for the overhead speaker next
to a cassette tape recorder on which
“ Mardi Gras M ambo” is playing.
Behind the car, a long line of Jimmy
Carters, rabbits, fairies, Spocks,
frogs, devils and face-painted
teenagers are dancing to the music,
second-lining the police car.
“ Quick,” says Les, “ get me over
there.” He lifts the camera and starts
filming as I grab his shoulders and
walk him alongside the slow-rolling
cop car. Presently it stops, and the
driver holds the microphone out the
window so a street fiddler can play
over the sound system. Square
dancers clear a space around the car
and swing partners in a Texas Star.
People are laughing, drinking
whiskey, smoking dope. From high
balconies, masked women throw
streamers and golden doubloons. The
air is filled with falling beads.
Mirrored costumes flash yellow and
red, catching the car-top light show
and tossing it back.
Les steps up to the window of the
car. “ Do you do this every year?” he
asks.
“ Nope,” says the cop, 35 years
old, with a moustache under his nose
and a flower behind his ear. “ This is
the first time. I did something like
this one Halloween, though. I made a
tape of spooky music and played it
through the speaker, and I got a good
response.”
“ Does the Police Departm ent
approve?” asks Les.
“ I hope they never hear about it,”
says the cop.
A beautiful, barefoot 16-year-old
girl wearing nothing but red lace
underwear dances up to the car,
hangs a string of beads over the
mirror, leans in the window and
kisses the cop full on the lips. The
kiss goes on for a long time, and the
crowd roars. Finally the girl dances
back into the crowd, the cop switches
on a different sequence of flashing
lights, and the car inches forward
again, heading toward Canal — and
the protest marchers.
The second-line is even longer
now. On the loudspeaker, Marvin
Gaye is singing, “ Got to Give It
U p.”
Quickie
The light changes fast as the after

noon rolls on. I’m taking a meter
reading somewhere on Dumaine
Street when a young woman wearing
a bright red poncho over a long
peasant dress and leather-thong
sandals comes stepping up to me.
“ What are you doing?” she asks.
I’m too busy being professional to
pay her much attention. “ Light
meter reading, TV commercial...”
she nods, walks on, stops a few steps
away, turns back and kisses me on
the mouth. She puts a lot into it for a
quickie.
She steps back smiling. “ Um, any
chance we could try that again?” I
ask. She shakes her head, still
smiling, and disappears into the
crowd.
“ What’s the reading?” asks Les,
who’s missed the scene completely.
“ Just fine,” I grin at him. I’m
starting to catch on.
Dirty Boogie
The gay beauty contest is long
over, but Royal Street is still full of
costumed winners and losers. The
biggest crowd is clustered around a
beautiful young man in mesh tights,
high heels and blue ribbon, dancing
the dirty boogie on the front porch of
a low, one-storey house. Loud music
blasts onto the street from its open
doors and windows. Something must
be going on inside because, one after
another, drag queens mount the
stairway, pat the young man on the
ass (cheers from the crowd) and enter
the house. No one comes out.
“ W hat’s going on in there?” pipes
up a little old lady in the front of the
crowd. The young man shoots her an
arch look, and says nothing.
“ I want to see!” she insists.
The young m an’s look grows

“ It’s just a dick,” snaps the young
man. “ Surely you’ve seen a few
before.”
The little old lady misses his
sarcasm. “ You know,” she says,
almost to herself, “ I haven’t seen
that m any...”
It’s the last reply the young man is
expecting, and his scornful mask
cracks wide. For 30 seconds he roars
with laughter. Then, recovering
himself, he dances down the steps.
“ OK,” he says, taking the little old
lady by the hand. “ Come on.”
Elegantly he escorts her up the steps
into the house. The door slams closed
behind them, the windows slide shut,
the music dies. Silence hangs over
Royal Street.
Five or ten seconds pass, and then
a lovely young woman of 25, wearing
a short .red dress and sensible shoes,
runs up the stairs and bangs on the
door. Nothing happens. She bangs
again, harder. She turns to the
crow d,
her
face
desperate.
“ Mother!” she screams.
Ten minutes later the door opens,
the windows slide up, and the little
old lady emerges with a bemused
look on her face. Presently she joins
the young man in mesh tights in a
boogie on the front porch. His
boogie is dirtier than hers, but she
does the best she can.
Nameless Zulu Hero
The woman behind the bar at
Gladstone’s doesn’t even blink when
we walk in face-painted, costumed
and crazy. The sun is going down,
but it’s still Fat Tuesday and it will be
until midnight.
G ladstone’s is a black jo in t,
uptown on Magazine Street, with a
loud jukebox loaded with rhythm

Fried since dawn, but it’s 8 pm and
we’re suddenly ravenous. Must be the
cold.
Maureen, Morthland and I order
gumbo and red beans. “ I’ll have the
chicken,” says Les. We stare at him,
speechless. “ I want to see how it
stacks up against Dixi-Fried,” he
says.
When the chicken arrives it’s deli
cious — fresh and fragrant in a crisp,
flaky coating, just a hing of herbs in
the batter. It tastes like it was cooked
by a human being in the next room.
It’s 20 times better than Dixi-Fried.
We raise our beer cans and drink a
toast to the nameless Zulu hero who
threw the Dixi-Fried in the river.
Rejoin America
It’s nearly midnight and all film is
gone, but we’re too beat to sleep and
too crazy to stop. We’re down by the
docks, driving along Tchoupitoulas
Street, following the Mississippi back
toward the Quarter when a big river
rat runs in front of the car and dis
appears into a vacant lot.
“ I just had a silly thought,” says
Les. “ I wonder if the cats and the
rats have Mardi Gras too, and stop
chasing each other.”
At midnight on the dot, cops will
walk into the Quarter and arrest
anyone still on the street. Law will
prevail, order will reign. Giant water
trucks will spray the streets. Teams of
trashpeople will drive garbage-eating
m onster m achines through the
Q uarter, sucking up beer cans,
condoms and whiskey bottles. The
army of everyday will take apart the
ancient dream by morning. New
Orleans will rejoin America.
But I might not, I might go looking
for music at Popeye’s. I might go

It's just a dick," snaps the young man.
"Surely you've seen a few before." The
little old lady misses his sarcasm. "You
know," she says, almost to herself, "I
haven't seen that many. . . ."
scornful. “ There isn’t much to see,”
he says, bumping his hips at her.
“ Just some hair and a little piece of
m eat.” The crowd laughs, but the
little old lady has gone too far to
back down.
“ You let me in there!” she orders.

and blues, a jumping bar, and rooms
that rent by the hour for nefarious
purposes. On top of that, Gladstone’s
serves cheap, delicious New Orleans
eats — red beans and rice, gumbo,
corn bread, shrim p. Also fried
chicken. We’ve been munching Dixi-

looking for someone in a red dress. I
might go looking for Leslie.
It’s midnight.
Michael Goodwin is a Take One
Contributing Editor.
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t* * 21,
ADMISSION: general $2.75, students (w/I.D.) $2.50,
matinees (til 6 p.m.) $2.00, seniors and children $1.50.

N.W. 21st at HOYT
223-4722
all programs subject to change

SPECIAL DISCOUNT BOOKS 8 ADMISSIONS FOR $16. GOOD AT: CINEMA 21, FINE ARTS & MOVIE HOUSE.
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IN TRANSIT
By Katherine Dunn
Our small valley farm town was
totally unprepared for the arrival of
Jim Hubert and his daughter
Amanda. Newcomers to the high
school were rare, and those who
began the first grade with Mrs.
Blevins finished the twelfth grade
altogether with Mr. Gerber. New
faces were bound to intrigue us, and
Amanda’s strange beauty hit us hard.
She became the silent focus of every
classroom that she entered and
trailed a line of attention down the
corridors as she passed.
She was then, dark, and stamped
with a lush delicacy. Seeing her move
down the halls with my friends I
could imagine that she was of some
other species entirely. Perhaps we
had come to resemble our dairy cows,
while she was in no way domesticated.
The first words she spoke in my
hearing justified her appearance
totally. None of us would ever leave
the town permanently, but it was our
custom to talk about it as a dull
place. In the cafeteria on Amanda’s
first day in school someone asked,
“ How did you ever come to this
forsaken burg?” Amanda raised a
dark slow hand to her forehead and
moved a wisp of black hair aside
before answering. “ We liked the
looks of the place,” she said.
Illustration by Barry Curtis .

A m anda become the silent focus
j ^ p f every classroom that she
entered and trailed a line o f attention
down the corridors as she passed.
Her voice was deep and soft, her
diction easy and clean. Her words
struck me and I turned them over in
my mind. It seemed irresponsible to
choose a town because you liked its
looks. We all knew there were only
two reasons for living anywhere.
First was the fact of having been born
there. If, through some cataclysm,
one was forced to leave home, the
only consideration that applied to
finding a new one was available
employment. Amanda’s words split
this truism and displayed alternatives
that may never have occurred in our
town before. There was a gypsy
lushness, a sensuous implication to
the “ liking of looks.” Of course, the
looks that impressed the Huberts
might well have included the com
muting distance to Portland, the
prosperity, and the fact that Minor
Hanson had built a fine split-level

house with redwood shakes and never
lived in it. Hanson had finished the
house just two months after his
mother died so he had moved into her
farm house to take care of the dairy.
It was his house, the finest around,
despite its newness, that the Huberts
bought. The town assumed that the
Huberts must be very well off.
At school we were only concerned
with Amanda. The great question in
the minds of the females was, “ What
would the boys do?” and the answer
seemed to be, “ Not much.” They
were obviously scared of her. Though
she was as fragile and delicate as a
web, though the planes on her face
jutted at poignant angles, though her
lashes swept half way down her cheek
and her eyes were huge and black,
though she moved with the restrained
fluidity of a cat and her mouth
possessed in its wide and swelling

softness an aura of injury, of
yearning for consolation, still the big
light-haired, pale-eyed and freckled
faces of our males displayed only
puzzlement. She was altogether too
much for them.
An anxious general courtship
began. We were bluff and jovial with
each other but we tried to affect a
courtly grace toward Amanda. Even
the teachers seemed to feel a certain
reverence for her. Their treatment of
her was preferential and none of the
students minded. We would have
been embarrassed by any crass
demands made upon her.
Once in Speech class when
Amanda was due to deliver her first
speech of the year she apologized
briefly to Mrs. Olsen and said that
she had been unable to sleep recently.
She accompanied her words by the
characteristic gesture of her long
hand moving the strand of hair from
her face and I noticed that dark
circles were wide beneath her eyes.
Mrs. Olsen said, “ I hope you’re not
ill, Am anda,” before calling on the
next speaker.
Later that day it occurred to me
that I had never heard any of my
peers profess trouble in sleeping. We
could all sleep like puppies in any
position as long as our bellies were
full. Insomnia was a distinctly adult
complaint and led me to suspect that
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forget whether the debate topic
that year was Federal A id to
Education or World Peace Through
World Law, but it d id not intrigue
Amanda Hubert.

/

the strange attraction that emanated
from Amanda, if such a thing could
be separated from her beauty, her
voice, and her economy of conversa
tion, was her maturity. We were all
chortling toddlers beside her. She
observed and condoned without
participating. She would not hurt our
simple feelings, but she had other
things to occupy her.
Amanda was in her final year and
the only class I shared with her was
Speech. It was a class composed of
the very ambitious; future lawyers
and aspiring politicians, and the very
frivolous. How she came to choose
the course I can’t guess, but her
behavior there was probably dupli
cated in all her other classes. She was
silent. She did all the written work
and when called on for answers
would reply softly and succinctly and
then revert tcvsilence. She must have
been general^ attentive to the pro
cedure but she sat with her hands
lying in her lap and her eyes either
half closed or directed at her hands.
I was afraid to talk to her but I
watched her and admired her with all
the rest. Her hair changed from day
to day, a bun at the back of her neck,
a pony tail with a ribbon, or loose
and moving around her shoulders.
But it always strayed softly, strands
and wisps drifting toward her face or
curling on her cheeks. The fashion of

the period demanded rigidly disci
plined hair, thickly sprayed with
lacquer. Her hair alone, its black soft
ness, obviously not subdued in the
restroom between classes, set her
apart from us.
Gradually I became aware that her
clothing was also peculiar. It took a
while because her body imposed itself
as an independent image and her face
drew the eyes. The seating arrange
ment in speech caused her back to be
turned to me for long periods and
allowed me to notice finally that her
skirt was big and old, washed a
hundred times. Her blouses were
faded cotton and she didn’t have
many. Her shoes were old loafers,
broken at one edge, though later in
the year they were replaced and
accompanied by her knee socks that
graced the incredible length of her
slender legs. We all spent large sums
on nylon stockings and made sure
that our skirt and sweater sets were
perfectly complementary if not
matching.
Amanda took no part in our dis
cussions, though from the moment
she entered the class they were all
calculated to impress or entertain
her. She also gave no speeches. This
was odd and contrary to the inten
tions of the class, but she and Mrs.
Olsen had some understanding that
was never made public. During the

debating season Amanda was
assigned to help me with research.
This random coupling caused me a
pleasant excitement.
I went up to her after class and
asked her if she could come to supper
at my house and work afterwards.
Amanda looked troubled. A line
appeared between her sooty brows.
“ I prefer being at home when my
father comes. Would you mind
terribly working at my house
instead?” I was privately delighted.
It was an opportunity to indulge my
curiosity.
We met after school and walked
toward the upper slope of the town
where Minor Hanson had chosen an
imposing site for his house.
Amanda’s long legs accommodated
themselves awkwardly to my stumpy
stride and her small delicate head
inclined solemnly to my chatter. I
was afraid to let a silence fall between
us and rattled on only half sensibly.
“ This is where I live,” she said at
last, and we turned up the drive
toward the front door. I exclaimed
that of course I knew where she lived
and gave her an account of the
extragance that Minor Hanson had
used in building the house. She
seemed mildly interested.
The door opened on a large empty
foyer with an elaborate parquet
floor. Then the carpeting began. It
was a rich gray carpet, thick but not
shaggy. Amanda kicked off her shoes
and proceeded across the room. I slid
mine off and lined them up on the
parquet, anxious not to dirty the
carpet. “ Perhaps you know that this
is the living room?” “ No, I’ve never
been inside.” “ And my room is
here,” she pointed to a raised alcove.
The carpet continued inside. There
was also a pillow, rumpled and cover
less, its ticking striped gray and
white. Beside the pillow two blankets
lay extended as though someone slept
there. Four books were stacked
neatly at one end of the pillow. This,
constituted the entire furniture of the

room. “ Do you sleep on the floor?”
I asked in some confusion. “ Yes.
Would you like to sit down? I have
something to do in the kitchen.”
“ Could I come? I’d love to see the
kitchen.” She nodded as she moved
back through the living room. I
dropped my box full of file cards
beside the stacked books and trotted
after her. The second trip through the
living room confirmed my initial
impression. There was no furniture.
The fireplace was laid, paper and
kindling ready for the match and the
black of the inside brick indicated
that it was used often. The huge
windows opened on the surrounding
woods and were uncurtained. They
filled the room with a green bright
ness. There was not so much as a
cobweb in a corner. The carpet in its,
endless quiet cushioning was the only
ornament in the room.
In the kitchen Amanda stood at the
green sink and looked calmly out the
window while she chewed what
seemed to be several large pills.
“ Why don’t you have any furniture?”
I asked. “ We haven’t bought any
yet.” She was still looking out the
window but I was suddenly afraid of
having offended her. “ It’s really
pleasant and open but my mother
wouldn’t put up with it for ten
minutes and you’ve been here for a
couple of months.” She turned to the
refrigerator and took two steaks out
of the freezer compartment.
“ My mother doesn’t live with us,”
she said, as she slit the wrappers and
laid the steaks out on the counter to
thaw. There was no distress in her
voice. She opened a cupboard to
replace the pill bottle and I saw a tall
stack of paper plates and a tower of
paper cups. There was no table in the
kitchen but tw o . tall stools were
drawn up at one end of the counter.
My naked curiosity had overcome
discretion by then.
“ Is it just you and your father
then?” She looked at me sharply for
once, her huge black irises filling the
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opening of each eye. “ Yes. My
parents are divorced. My mother still
lives in Florida where we came
from .” She seemed to be trying to
allay my curiosity, to satisfy me. I
plunged on. “ And do you eat here at
the counter? And do you use paper
plates all the time?” “ We both hate
doing dishes. I’m sorry I can’t ask
you to stay for supper. My father gets
home late and I wait for him.”
“ Oh, that’s all right,” I said. The
refrigerator had held only a bunch of
celery and some carrots other than
the steaks in the freezer. There was a
drip coffee pot on the stove, but I
saw no other cooking utensils. “ You
know, my mother has pots and pans
piling up through the attic. She’d
loan you some until you got your
own.” Amanda prodded the white
frosted meat with a long forefinger
and shook her head. “ No. Thank
you. All we ever use is the broiler or
the oven. So many foods come in
their own pans now. It’s very
convenient.” She was on her way out
of the kitchen and I followed like a
befuddled pup.
“ We should work now, I
suppose,” she said. We sat down on
the carpet in the alcove and I dis
played my little collection of cards
with their statistics and quotations. I
forget whether the debate topic that
year was Federal Aid to Education,
or World Peace Through World
Law, but it did not intrigue Amanda
Hubert. Her courtesy was constant,
but I could sense in every posture an
indifference to the subject and a
growing fatigue. At last I sat with the
last set of cards in my hand and
watched her covering a yawn.
“ I’m sorry. I usually sleep at this
time of day. I have a kind of anemia
that keeps me very tired.” She
offered this in what seemed a genuine
effort not to injure me. “ That’s too
bad,” I yelped, clumsily jamming my
cards back into their box. “ Are you
taking something for it?” I put the
lid on the box and stood up. “ Yes.

But we can go on with the cards some
other time if that’s all right.” She
nerved herself to rise with me. I could
see her drawing strength and forcing
it to lift her up so that she could walk
me to the door. I was suddenly
convinced that she was quite ill in a
long drawn way and that her strange
fragility as well as her restraint,
silence, and shy courtesy were all
products of this secret devouring
disease.
I slid into my shoes, patted her on
a shoulder that threatened to snap
beneath my weighty paw, and hurried
away.
It was disappointing. I had
pictured this encounter as the
beginning of a confiding friendship
in which I discovered the source of
her distance and overcame it,
plumbed the darkness of her looks
and shared in their effects. She had
answered my questions with the
dutiful clarity required by a bureau
cratic form. She had no interest in
me. I was an intrusion on whatever
unfathomable privacy it was that she
sheltered in. Yet it was impossible to
resent her. She had made strenuous
attempts not to hurt me and I felt
sure that whatever her internal life
might be it had no room nor use for
the likes of me.
As I entered my own thickly fur
nished and richly mothered house,
and was drawn into the smells and
warmth of dinner preparation, I felt
a bleak pity for her beauty in the
empty house with its bare walls. But
something interfered with the pathos
of the thing. Some sneaking inclina
tion of my own hinted that it might
be a relief to live with nothing but
two blankets and a stack of paper
plates. I thought of the two figures
on the stools in the Huberts’ kitchen,
thin, each of them, eating side by side
in identical slow enjoyment. Then
maybe they would light the fire and
lie on the gray carpet watching the
big empty room people itself with
shadows and the flicker of light

here wasn ’t a lady who d id not
consider Jim H ubert a ‘‘True
Gentleman ’’ nor a man who didn 't
acknowledge him as a ‘'smartfellow. ’

T

glancing from the windows. I knew
that I did not really understand, and
yet felt pride in identifying her alien
impulses by their symptoms.
Amanda never did do any research
for debate. We nodded when we
passed and I took a sort of satisfac
tion from the recognition in her eyes,
but nothing else was accomplished.
She went on among us, moving
softly, speaking rarely, seemingly
untouched by our constant attention.
Her father had also created a great
deal of interest in town. I heard his
name mentioned often at the diner
where the local business people vied
with high school students for stool
space. In this forum James Hubert
inspired an unprecedented admira
tion. My father said there had not
been such general agreement on an
individual’s character in that diner
since World War II when, toward the
end, every habitue had come round
to thinking of Adolph Hitler as
thoroughly unpleasant.
James Hubert had sparked the
other end of that rare unity. There
wasn’t a lady who did not consider
him a “ True Gentleman” nor a man
who didn’t acknowledge him as a
“ smart fellow.” Minor Hanson was
heard to say that he’d give his teeth to
get into Hubert’s big money deal
because he knew a winner when he
saw one.

Mr. Hubert’s interest was real
estate and he spent a fair amount of
time in Portland, driving in nearly
every day. But he managed to
impress the locals with his concern
for small town affairs.
The year was coming to a close.
Graduation gowns had been ordered
and the valedictorian was heard
declaiming to himself in the back
room of the library. A crisis ap
proached in the matter of Amanda
and the speech class. We began to
wonder openly if she was to receive a
year’s credit for the class without
ever having made a speech. Our
worry was not based on resentment
but on unsolicited and uncompre
hending sympathy.
Our anxieties were given a massive
jolt one day, two weeks before the
end of school when Mrs. Olsen asked
Amanda whether she would be ready
to deliver her oratory the following
day. Amanda nodded gravely and
replied that she would. This must
have been the compromise agreed
upon for Amanda’s successful
graduation, but a formal oratory
seemed an imposing assignment for a
novice. The prospect gave me a
nervous stomach and there was not a
student in the class who would not
have dragged himself in with two hip
casts and the chicken pox to hear her.
She had never stood up before us.
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Her shyness was an animal thing, as
engrained in her physique as the
length of her legs or the Romany
jutting of her cheekbones.
The hour arrived. We were all
exaggeratedly silent as she rose to
speak. Then she began so badly that
we all wished fervently that we were'
somewhere else, not witnessing the
clumsiness of our only beauty. She
stumbled on the way to the music
stand that served as a podium. An
oratory in that class meant a struc
tured, written, totally memorized,
ten-minute speech. No one who has
not attempted it can conceive of the
thousands of words with appro
orchestrated
gestures
priately
required to fill up ten minutes.
Amanda grabbed the music stand
with both hands. I saw her long lids
lift; a ghastly white flash of eye swept
us. She was afraid. We all knew the
fear of the audience and saw how
terribly it was magnified in her
slender frame.
“ I want to tell you about a trip I
took last sum m er...” she began. I
could hear the intake of breath from
every body in the room. Surely she
didn’t say that. Not even we, in our
plump gaucherie, could have stooped
to Yosemite, or Aunt M atty’s place
on Great Bear Lake. Her face was
white, making her eyes and brows
stark and the full thick mouth like a
crusted wound. She licked her lips.
“ My father and I flew from Miami
down to Rio de Janeiro...” she
continued. We all sat rigid. This note
gave us hope. Rio de Janeiro would
surely not degenerate into the size of
the mosquitos or the naming of Old
Faithful.
“ We had bought, unseen, a 38foot ketch named Hester. It was
moored in the harbor at Rio and we
intended to take possession and sail
round the Horn and up the west coast
of the Americas to A storia.”
She had us. Not a muscle in the
room relaxed but we were no longer
taut with embarrassment. Now it was
interest that held us, and an exhilara
tion, a justification of the mystery we
had read into this fellow mortal. It
did not matter that she stood stiffly,
unable to use the physical rhetoric in
which we had all been drilled. There
was no artful turning of the body to
focus attention, nor movement of the
hands to elucidate emphasis. She
clutched the music stand unknowingly
and her voice was monotonous, not
at all the controlled variety of disci
plined tones that we all strove for.
Very soon another thing happened.
She forgot us. As she spoke she
stopped looking at us. Eye contact is
high on the speech teacher’s list of
requirements, but Amanda Hubert
spoke to a point on the rear wall of
the room, and as she continued,
seemed to find that spot responsive
and congenial, sympathetic to her
expressions, so that for her purposes
we others were not present at all. We
felt it and did not mind. We were
grateful for the small ease it brought
her.
They had found<he Hester in good
sailing order but had spent some
weeks familiarizing themselves with
her manners and habits. They lived
on board and sailed every day in the
neighboring waters. At first they
were accompanied by a deck hand
who had been employed by the
previous owner.
“ He had never worn shoes, I
believe. When he stood on the cabin
housing and I was on deck, my eyes
were precisely at the level of his feet
and ankles. Though his legs were very
lean and well shaped, the skin of his
feet was terribly dry and scaling,
maybe from constant exposure to the
wind and salt water. A thick pad of
callus covered the bottom of his feet.
It was so extreme that it actually
protruded slightly on either side of
the foot and was very pronounced
under each toe. He gave the
impression of walking on thick

sandals without straps. He helped us
a great deal with learning Hester's
ways, so my father paid him a bonus
on the last day he was with us.”
They had collected and stowed the
necessary provisions for their trip
when certain considerations made
them decide against the trip south.
She paused at “ certain considera
tions,” as though she would have
been more explicit if she had not
remembered herself, or rather us, for
a moment. They set sail on a
northerly course for the Panama
Canal.
For days they would sight no land
and stayed under constant sail by
trading watches.
“ The one asleep would wake in
time to fix a meal and bring it to the
one on deck before taking over so the
other could sleep. The noise was like
silence, water and wind and Hester
moving around us.” She was lost to
us again, communing with the spot
on the wall. Her hands relaxed on the
music stand.
They came to small islands, and
tied up at little docks and walked

wasn’t so bad when I was on watch.
Then I could see the waves coming
and I had enough to do to keep from
thinking about it. My father only
slept a few hours during these storm
days. On the fourth day the wind
gradually died and we went on
running north again in huge rollers
but they didn’t break over us
anymore. It was two or three in the
morning before the glass was well up
and rising steadily. My father went to
sleep finally and I sat with the helm. I
was very dirty and tired but it seemed
so good to have the soft air back that
I didn’t care. It began to rain a little.
The storm had been nothing but
wind. It was warm rain and felt good
on my face. The wind can make your
face so sore. Then the rain passed
and the sky opened. The dawn was
red on the last of the clouds. I’ve
never seen anything so beautiful as
that, the red light above the dark
sea.”
They rested then and made the port
of Astoria just two weeks later.
Hester was moored there still, and
they went down to sail each weekend.

> t seems there was a motive other
1 than big business that made
Hubert refuse small investors’, ’ my
father said. ‘‘I call it damned decent
o f him. ’’ He paused to chew
luxuriously while examining the rapt
audience around his dinner table.
We waited mutely.
unsteadily on hot sand to the few
grayed wood houses looking for fresh
fruit and water. They answered the
cheerful questions of the islanders. It
must have been in the same dutiful
vein as her answers to my questions,
an attempt to make their reality seem
normal. The Panama Canal came as
a relief, she said. They both slept for
hours while the work was done for
them. Then they were in the western
sea and came north.
“ For a week the weather was good.
We had the wind and kept 10 or 12
miles offshore. Toward the end of
the second week out of the canal we
were loafing. The weather was so
easy that we’d lash the helm and both
sleep at the same time. On a Friday
night the storm struck us. At supper
the barometer had dropped a little
but seemed steady. It was not quite
midnight when the first wind came
down on us. We were both waked up
by the noise. It was sudden, a
shrieking in the rigging and the hull
groaning and beginning the slam...
slam...slam against each new wave. I
couldn’t believe it. We ran on deck
and began tying everything down.
We had gotten careless.”
She shook her head over their
heedlessness. One hand left the music
stand to toss back her hair, then slid
down to grasp the opposite elbow. In
the audience we stared, biting our
lips.
The storm was bad. For four days
they beat offshore, tacking constantly
to keep from being blown onto the
teeth of the continent.
“ I was always afraid. When my
turn came to go below I would try not
to sleep, thinking I couldn’t get out if
we broke up. But I was too tired to
stay awake and I had dreams...It

Amanda was studying Celestial
Navigation in a Coast Guard class in
the evenings.
She stopped. Her eyes fell from the*
wall and flowed over us. She glanced
at the teacher and let go of the music
stand. The rigid formality took her
over again. “ Thank you,” she said,
and she walked slowly to her desk
and sat down, feeling her way.
In a matter of days the school year
had ended and the annual graduation
ceremony had been performed for
the Seniors, Amanda among them.
But it was only a week after that
Friday ceremony when the news
broke in our town and all over the
state.
My father brought it home to
supper from the barber shop, and I
believe that at least fifty similar
conversations were in progress at that
same moment on our street alone.
“ You know,” said my father,
“ that big real estate deal that Jim
Hubert was promoting? It involves
20 miles of the coast. The biggest
operation ever conceived in this state.
Two complete townships and dozens
of tourist accommodations. There
are plans for seven thousand new
summer homes with supporting
services. There’s so much money
wrapped up in it that Hubert made a
stipulation from the beginning that
were
stockholders
private
no
Only
solvent
large
allowed.
corporations were permitted to buy
in. Hubert’s managed to pull in over
six million dollars from various
investors, the paper companies, the
Co-z Motel chain, and a lot of others.
Well, it seems there was a motive
other than big business that made
Hubert refuse small investors. I call it

damned decent of him.” My father
paused to chew luxuriously while
examining the rapt audience around
his dinner table. We waited mutely.
“ The reason I say it was decent
behavior is that Hubert has taken
that money in cash. He and his
daughter left the day after she
graduated, went down to Astoria
where they kept a yacht. They set sail
for the South Seas, with the money.
The chairman of the board received a
letter two days after they sailed. I
hear that Hubert thanked them in the
letter for helping to liberate him from
the bondage of work and wished
them all similar luck in the future. He
was in international waters by that
time, of course.”
“ Do I hear you?” my mother
gasped finally, “ I cannot believe such
a thing of Jim Hubert!”
“ Nobody would. That’s why he
could do it,” grinned my father.
“ But you act as though you
approve!”
“ Not exactly. I would never do
such a thing. But he didn’t hurt
anyone. No man will have a thinner
winter coat because of Jim Hubert.
Those big companies will have a good
tax write-off this year. Jim used to
come to the diner while I was having
my morning coffee. He always struck
me as a man so absorbed by some
thing inside himself that he couldn’t
waste time on any meanness or
pettiness. Well, now I know what it
was. But he made a constant effort to
notice us. He’d listen to our
complaints and miseries. He would
try to help. I think he felt sorry for us
all.”
The talk went on in my house until
very late that night, and filled the
town for many months thereafter.
Attempts were made to lay hands
on the Huberts, but nothing came of
it. I believe the town as a whole was
relieved when the Huberts could not
be found and could not be prosecuted.
There is one footnote to what I
know of the Huberts, a yellow
clipping from the Portland newspaper.
Just two inches of filler picked up
from the wire service as though
randomly;
Dateline Papeete.
“ The 38-foot ketch, Hester,
registered in Portland, Oregon,
suffered a smashed rudder in a brush
with Diaz Reef in the Tuamotu
Archipelago during a 40-knot wind
last night. A radioed S.O.S. brought
the D’Angelo Mission boat from
nearby Tuame to the scene of the
accident. Temporary repairs were
effected, and the Hester was reported
limping towards Papeete at dawn.”
I dreamed once of Amanda’s frail
body in the wind, salt crusted,
drenched and pounded and afraid,
for she must often have been afraid.
Her illness, too, was genuine, and I
wonder how much of a danger it
would be to them out there. But it is
clear to me that this lonely, trembling
sojourn in the great blank spaces of
the sea was a burning joy to her. And
it is equally clear that the long,
unfathomably long hours that she
paced our halls and sat embedded in
rooms full of our thick-fleshed
complacence must have been torture.
I never chanced to see Amanda’s
father myself, but I know what he
must have looked like, thin and dark
with a strange sweet alien air that
could not be broached or explained.
Some of the talk has, naturally,
been uncharitable. There are those
who half hope that Amanda was not
his daughter at all, but a child lover.
Yet others think she was his daughter
as well as his lover. I don’t reject
these theories. I set them up to look
at with the others. The Huberts were
a species other than my own. Their
capabilities were mysterious to me,
and their drives were tilted, concen
trated to an intensity that burnt them
away to the bone, and displayed the
bone itself as beautiful and engraved
with purpose.
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Someone once asked rock ’n ’ roll’s
founding dee jay, Allen Freed, why
he bothered to listen to the cuts he
was playing. Why not just wait for
the cue? Freed replied that you can’t
fool the kids. Well, the kids have
grown up and after years of benign
neglect from Top 40, chainsaw FM,
mellow corporate concept stations
and the like, somebody’s listening
once again... KKSN at 91 AM .
KKSN has all the earmarks of great
radio. It demands your attention,
envelopes your day and you want it
to be part of your friend’s day. The
KKSN platter pushers are bound to
tickle your fancy with a memorable
line, a funny bit or a set inspired in
rock ’n’ roll heaven. It might be
Kathy Sullivan quietly crooning over
Ry Cooder, Tod Tolsis questioning
the Schludw iller boys or Bob
Simmons with a R & B tribute to
Emancipation Day. There’s always
something to ooh and aah about to
friends, and that’s half the fun of
radio.
This oasis has appeared in, of all
places, the wasteland of commercial
AM radio thanks to careful — some
times brilliant — calculating by
managing partners Bill Failing and
Bob Simmons. The failure of the
original KISN in 1973 can be com
pared to the loss of a precious gem,
and like Tolkien’s golems, Failing
and Simmons went in search of the
precious. Five years ago they under
took their odyssey with the support of
V ancouver, W ashington’s Sally
Peterson and Pete Stark, a Walnut
Creek, C alifornia Congressm an.
After spending $5O-$75,OOO in legal
fees, the group ended up in a FTC
competitive hearing with four other
corporations. In an inspired stroke
they merged with two of their com
petitors, and in the process they
showed the FTC assets in excess of a
half-million dollars.
Once they secured the airways at 91
AM Bill and Bob were given carte
blanche since the financial backers
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were not radio people. Their next
move was to decide on a format.
They were looking at a market with
three Top 40 stations and four
country and westerns. Jazz and
classical represented too small an au
dience for their big (5,000 watt)
signal. For awhile they considered
progressive country-western — the

“ the same old records,” “ clowns
that aren’t funny,” and “ intelligence
insulted and FM sounding like AM .”
They opted for the idea of “ concept
radio,” a dearly-departed program
ming approach of the late Sixties and
early Seventies that has been replaced
with the “ consistent sound.” Accord
ing to Simmons, a station like KGW

gotten
STRUTTIN' ON BOURBON ST.
SWAYIN' IN THE CHOIR

By Atty Fitzpatrick

likes of the Byrds, Bob Wills, Leo
Kotke, Baez, the Beatles, etc. —
which they thought would be lively
enough to counteract the loss of
fidelity that AM radio entails. But
they decided that the country audience
in P-town was too loyal to KWJJ and
afflicted with a winnebago con
sciousness that is typical of conser
vative countrypolitan stations.
They finally found a gap-in the
marketing grid and went for it. After
considerable market research, they
uncovered a groundswell of hostility
among 25-35 year olds directed at
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surveys every song it plays to make
sure i t ’s instantly recognizable.
KKSN watches the trade papers to see
what’s moving on the charts, but it is
not nearly as structured.
To assure the success of the return
to concept programming, the KKSN
management sought DJs who have
been involved in similar situations in
the past. Both Simmons and Failing
were veterans: Bob was an FM
pioneer of KOME in San Jose and
the unredoubtable KSAN in San
Francisco, and Bill managed several
Bay Area rock bands. Together they
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rescued Kathy Sullivan from Gillroy,
California and KFAT, sprung Bill
Buchanan from KSAN, bussed Dave
Harper of KZEL up from Eugene,
and imported former Melody Maker
correspondent Todd Tolsis. They
also interested hometowners Les
Friedman of the late KVAN and
Rock O ’Day O ’Shea of KEX. For
their news department they saved
Gina Tuttle from KXL’s beautiful
music and lassoed Dave Smith, news
director at Spokane’s KREM. All of
these seasoned jocks welcomed the
chance to work and play for a station
that favors a DJs freedom of choice.
For KKSN to cut the nut, it must
reach 10% of either one of two
markets: the 800,000 18-44 year olds
or the 320,000 25-34 year olds who
live in the metropolitan area. That is
a lot of bodies, but KKSN is con
vinced that the unique blend of
oldies, new tunes, mainstream jazz
and rhythm and blues will pull in the
listeners. In an arena where mass
marketing is the key to success such
free-thinking would seem like a
paradox, but it just may be the secret
to KKSN’s success. The paradox goes
even deeper. By the management’s
account, the station tries to reach as
many women as men — a rarity in the
rock radio game — and plays a lot of
music by Black artists. Portland’s
Black population is at most 5% of
the market. According to Simmons,
KKSN’s policy runs against “ radio
superstition” that you can’t play
Black music in a white town.
On June 19th, Simmons told of a
holiday called the teenth which is
celebrated in the backwaters of the
. old South as Emancipation Day, the
day Lincoln freed the slaves. He
proceeded to play a set of gospel and
rhythm ’n’ blues that would have had
’em struttin on Bourbon Street and
swayin in the choir. Whether or not
such inspiration will make sense in
the marketplace, it makes for great
radio. The best.
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Malchicks

28-30

Dr. Corn's Electric
Bluegrass Remedy

Sept. 2

Malchicks
Seafood Mama at Artquake

4-6
9

The Odds
Sleazy Pieces

10-13
16

Malchicks

17

The Odds
Johnny & the Distractions

18-20
23
24-27

KKSN Mighty 91 Nite
with The Odds
30
Johnny & the Distractions Oct. 1-4
Malchicks
Trigger's Revenge
T hf Odds

The Odds
Carl Smith & the Natural
Gas Co. Big Band is Back
Malchicks
Jr. Cadillac
Nothin' could be lackin'
when you're out there
Cadillacin'

specials
MONDAYS
PAUL deLAY

SUNDAYS
SLOWTRAIN
a ll w in e 2 fo r 1

2 fo r 1 on tap refre shm en ts

TUESDAYS

G re a t Rock 'n' Roll

MONDAY-FRIDAY 4-6 pm Happy Hour
2 fo r 1 on all refreshments
and free pool
SACKS FRONT AVENUE, SW FRONT AND YAMHILL
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le a p in l i z a r d s , i t ’s . .

By Michael W. Adelsheim
Every few years, the rock ’n’ roll
public is faced with an especially
charismatic young vocalist whose
rhythm and blues inflections — either
vocal or physical — shock some and
thrill others. Often this young artist
becomes a dominant force in music.
Of course, the first such rock ’n’
roll singer was Elvis Presley, and,
with four or five others, Presley
stands as the rock ’n ’ roll archetype.
The British Invasion of the early ’60’s
soon divided into the pop side
(exemplified by the Beatles), and the
r ’n ’ b side (enter the Rolling Stones).
Of the British r *n’ b movement, Van
Morrison, the lead singer of a band
called Them, was another primary
vocalist. Parenthetically, Bob Dylan
came along to influence both the pop
and the r ’n ’ b camps of popular
music, but his sound was closer to
that of the Stones. Suddenly, a lot of
teenage white boys began developing
th eir own grow ls, how ls, and
screams; voice training was out.
Somehow, these r ’n’ b-rooted
singers keep appearing, seeming to be
totally out of sync with any other
trend in rock. While recently gaining
critical favor, performers of this ilk
have been denied inclusion in either
the “ New Wave” or “ Punk” camps
in spite of the fact that they too
utilize basic rock ’n ’ roll forms. No
one has yet advanced a definitive
phrase to label these artists even
though there are lots of them around.
So, let me suggest the term, “ Angry
Young Men” . It’s a phrase that’s
short and familiar, and every word
fits these artists’ intentions and pre
tensions. Use of this definition might
allow some folkies to sneak in (dis
guised as Dylan followers possibly),
but that’s no big deal. We’re talking
about rock ’n ’ roll.
There are four archetypal stylists
— prime movers if you will — for
this new-found genre: the aforemen
tioned Dylan, Jagger, and Morrison,
with Bruce Springsteen joining them
by force of his personality. Among
current artists, Elvis Costello and Joe
Strummer of The Clash have the
most hope of meeting these four at
the top.
Since the beginning of the Eighties,
several important albums by Angry
Young Men have been released.
Below, these albums are rated in the
manner of Robert Christgau, famous
columnist for the Village Voice
whose “ C o n su m er’s G u id e” is

fourth album. Despite the premium
on a lead vocalist who can make the
gossip columns and still cut loose
with an impressive scream (Peter
Wolf), and despite the presence of a
genuine harm onica hero (Magic
Dick), the J. Geiis Band had seemed
to settle into middle aged obscurity.
Love Stinks, a blend of old r ’n’ b
with various pop influences, has pro
vided Geiis with an upsurge to get
excited about, with a monster rock
disco cut, “ Come Back” , leading the
way. In addition, the teenage desire
of “ Just Can’t Wait” and the coy
boogie woogie tune, “ Till The Walls
Come Tumblin’ Down” show the
surprisingly varied ends of their vocal
spectrum. And the long bluesy,
“ Tryin’ Not To Think About It”
proves they haven’t forgotten. B +
Their versatility of styles is very well
held together by J. Geils-ness.
Ian Hunter
Welcome To The Club
Chrysalis C H 2 1269

necessary reading for anyone serious
ly interested in the breadth of today’s
music.
Like Christgau, this writer has
given each album a letter grade from
D- (unredeemable trash) to A +
(music nirvana). (Any album in the C
range and below is best bought only
by friends and relatives of the artist.)
Unlike Christgau, I don’t dock a
record points for brevity since if a
record feels whole, it’s long enough.
(The new Stones and Dylan albums
which are still unreleased are not
included here.)
Elvis Costello and the Attractions
Get Happy!
Columbia Records JC 36347
Elvis Costello, easily the angriest
of these young men, is rock’s true
successor to the amphetamine fueled
putdowns of Dylan’s electric period.
With his emotions dominated by
insecurities, Costello has chosen an
artistic stance to fit, with his “ love”
songs evincing neither love for
another nor for himself. But this is no
simple case of white, male mysogyny;
Elvis hates men as much as he hates
women. Luckily, as was the case with

Dylan, one can stand clear of the
blast, and plumb Costello’s lyrics for
words of wisdom. Or one can ignore
“ meaning” , and simply dig the beat.
Elvis and company often rock as
hard as the purest punkers, but are
unafraid of variety — even country
roots show through a time or two.
The voice can be as hard as a
gangster, or as adenoidal as a teenage
loser. Produced again by Nick Lowe,
Get Happy!! contains twenty songs
fitted to one piece of vinyl, which is a
bit too much. Really, none of
Costello’s new work matches the
diabolical power of his previous
stuff, and on American vinyl espe
cially, the production is murky. A
very good, consistent record by an
artist whose failures rank higher than
most people’s successes. AThe J. Geiis Band
Love Stinks
EMI-American SOO 17016
The J. Geiis Band was once
supposed to become the next Rolling
Stones (which is what critics call any
blues and r ’n* b purist band that
slowly turns pop), even getting some
Top 40 AM radio action from their

Hunter, a longtime Dylanesque
rocker from the English side of the
Atlantic, has worked as checkered a
career as anyone. Three years after
their first record, the Hunter-led
Mott The Hoople had to be saved
from breaking up by David Bowie (in
1972, he gave them a song). Then the
band lost Mick Ralphs, and that was
the beginning of the end. Same hard
luck in a solo career. Fittingly, this
period saw Hunter forming a partner
ship with another musician whose
career was touched by Bowie, guitarist
Mick Ronson.
Together, Hunter and Ronson
have fashioned an earnest and
thoughtful brand of rock ’n ’ roll, as
found in last year’s comeback,
You’re Never Alone With A Schizo
phrenic. This particular document
was recorded at the end of the
ensuing tour, but unfortunately, its
performances are flat and merely
competent even though the material
represents most of the high points of
Hunter’s work.
But side four was recorded live in a
studio, and what a difference! “ We
Gotta Get Out Of This Place” , an
incendiary rocker with guest vocals
by Ellen Foley, and “ Man ‘o ’ W ar” ,
a cheerily raucous brag, provide the
new material the rest of the album
needed.
This writer’s point of view was
warped by a record collection con
taining the original versions of
Hunter’s work, but it’s doubtful that

The Future
Is N o w
$1.00 OFF
till
September 1
on ALL regularly
priced records
(w ith this c o u p o n )

LONGHAIR
"V
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most people will go for the $11.98 list
price for one great side. B Iron City Houserockers
Have A Good Time But...
Get Out Alive
M CA 5111
Sounding like a hardened, but
boozy, cross between Springsteen
and J. Geils, the Iron City House
rockers (they’re from Pittsburgh,
natch) view themselves as a working
class band, without politics, as in
“just average Joes” . But poor Joe
Grushecky, the band’s lead singer,
doesn’t stand any chance of ever
being an original; he’s assimilated all
the great white r ’n’ b ’sters that well.
With the rest of the band tight, but
unmemorable, great material might
save them, but...
The lyric outlook of the band is
pure Born To Run, with life a daily
struggle enhanced only by a little drag
racing, and a lot of bar-hopping at
night. The song titles, as in the title
cut and “ We’re Not Dead Yet” tell
the whole story. Not really mindless
rage; more like average anger.
A good bar band, with no great
vision to purvey, but trying real hard.
C+
-

Jo Jo Zep And The Falcons
Screaming Target
Columbia N IC 36442
Australia, more and more, is
seeing its best bands signed and dis
tributed in the U.S. Whereas its stars,
such as the Bee Gees and the Little
River Band especially, have tended
toward pop, an undercurrent of
gritty rock ’n’ roll bands has always
existed, as far back as the mid-sixties
and Easybeats and as recently as lasT
year’s debut by the Sports. Now
comes Jo Jo Zep And The Falcons,
featuring Joe Camilleri on vocals, sax
and guitar, with two guitars, sax,
bass and drums backing; half the
time they follow a reggae beat, the
rest of the time they are content to be

EDIBLES

LIVE M I'SIC

a tight little rock ’n’ roll combo.
But the material, mostly by the two
guitarists and Joe, often lacks the
spicy detail that, for instance, the
veteran writers of J. Geils know how
to add. The reggae-tinged “ Hit And
Run” and “ So Young” , as well as a
screaming rocker, “ Don’t Wanna
Come Down,” stand out from the
average. Though Jo Jo Zep performs
an admirable variety of musical
approaches, they have a crying need
for flair.
A good debut album, but side 2 is
practically unnecessary since the best
cuts are on the other side. BPhil Lynott
Solo In Soho
Warner Brothers BSK 3405
Lynott, the lead vocalist/bassist of
a band called Thin Lizzy, is yet
another in the Springsteen camp, but
only by happenstance, not intent.
Thin Lizzy has always had an
explosive thrust similar to Springsteen,
only with a heavy metal guitar
balance suitable for coliseum rock.
But Lynott, who would have you
think him the Black bard of Irish
poetry, is literal minded enough to
confuse the grandiose with the grand,
rhymes with meaning, etc. This limi
tation keeps Solo In Soho on the
ground, although the fact that Lynott

arrangements, with a synthesizer
rather than a guitar base, adds luster.
As for the songs, Lynott is best when
he’s not trying to make a statement: I
find “ King’s Call” , about getting
drunk the night of Elvis’ death, much
more acceptable from a rock star
(and Lynott is, with all the trimmings)
than his statement of Black solidarity,
“ Ode To A Black M an” . Typically,
Lynott hopes to end with a bang.
“ Talk In ’79” , a slow jive talk
number which rhymes as much of the
new wave scene as he can fit into four
minutes. But after we’ve all figured
out the references, it really doesn’t
add up to anything.
L ynott avoided m ost of his
bombastic tendencies and made a
solid, different enough, album. B

SPIRITS

Graham Parker And The Rumour
The Up Escalator
Arista A L 9517
Graham Parker & The Rumour,
whose first album, Howling Wind
was the critical success of 1976,
seemed the biggest loser in the Elvis
Costello success story, for El’ copped'
the Angry Young Man throne with a
growl quite similar to Parker’s and
now the public seems to view Parker
and com pany as Johnny-com elatelies. Oh well....
Last year’s Squeezing Out Sparks,
recorded for a new label and with a
new producer, almost proved to be
Parker’s breakthrough. The instru
mental chops of his pedigreed band
members were honed slicker than
slick, with the result being a music
th at rode stream lined, but full
fleshed, lead guitar lines. Parker
chipped in with a packet of great
songs as well. The Up Escalator, on
the same label but with another new
producer, uses a similar format, but
the production values aren’t quite as
clean as the previous album. There’s
a similar problem with the song
quality.
But some — specifically “ Stupe
faction” and all the rhymes in it, and
the driving, haunting “ Empty Lives”
— continue Parker’s humanistic bent
with style. At least Parker’s artistic
wellspring, the need and struggle to
communicate, remains intact. As he
states in the first song here, together
“ we can face the danger/no holding
back” .
But perhaps Parker is missing
organist Bob Andrews, who quit
shortly before this album was
recorded, a little more than we might
have though. B +
Bob Seger
Against The Wind
Capitol SOO 12041
Seger continues to growl tributes to
the spirit of old time rock ’n’ roll and
softly reminisce about sexual in
nocence. But these are becoming too
well assimilated to the mainstream.
Sad, because he used to bring convic
tion to every moment of every song.
BSouthside Johnny
And The Asbury Jukes
Sacrifice
Mercury SRM-1-3836
Southside Johnny, well known as
Bruce S pringsteen’s hom etow n
mentor, always sings southern-styled,
1960’s influenced, r ’n’ b, with no
attempt at importance beyond having
a good time. But for all the chops he
and his eight-piece band possess,
Johnny’s sound has begun to wear
thin by the time of this fifth album,
and since Johnny wants to get out
from his student’s shadow, we’re
denied the special songs that Spring
steen used to slip him. With due
appreciation for the hot three piece
horn section, the solid rhythm section
and Johnny’s wailing voice, nobody
in his band really comes up with

intriguing arrangements or imposing
material. It’s all up to standard, but
that’s standard standard. Johnny’s a
performer, not an artist, so if the
highs aren’t high enough, at least the
lows never last too long.
A good record, by a good
performer. B

Tonio K
Amerika
Arista A B 4271
With Mr. K’s first album, Life In
The Foodchain, critics called the
gravelly-voiced artist the ultimate
rock cynic, especially given his
seeming putdow n o f a singer
(Jackson Browne) he later admitted
respecting. I’m sure the same will be
written of this album, but methinks
Tonio K’s intentions have been
misread. Actually, his ideas contain a
positive force in their negativity as he
cuts
through
our
everyday
euphemisms and thought patterns
with bitingly moral phrases and
questions. For instance, beginning
the song, “ The Night Fast Rodney
Went Crazy” with “ how come this
country runs on retrospect.” Or,
after several love-as-we-know-it-inthe modern-world songs, owning up
that “ I just want someone who can
laugh at the fact that there ain’t
nothin’ funny” . Telling stuff.
Though sometimes Tonio K has to
struggle to keep up with the revved
up music, his vocal whine is at least
serviceable, and often affecting. But
really the importance of Tonio K’s
work is found in his words, for he
shows more interest in the workings
of society than any of the vast
majority of the me-generation artists
that have cropped up since the sixties.
The “ B” is for rocking smart and
true, the “ + ” is for all the jewels to
be found in his verbiage. B +
Michael Adelsheim has worked fo r
Longhair Music in Portland fo r most
o f the last seven years. He is living
p ro o f that in your heart you ’re never
too old to be a new waver.

Best Live Music Thursday-Saturday
Happy Hour Pitchers $1 — 4:30-6:30 Every Day
Monday Night — Dirty Muther Night
ANY DRINK MADE WITH COFFEE LOLITA OR KAMORA $1.35
TITS AND CHIPS $1.95
STARTING 5:30 PM

Tuesday — Stud Night
WELL DRINKS $1
BUCKET OF STEAMERS AND PITCHER OF BEER $4.25 STARTING AT 5:30 PM

Wednesday — Tequila Night
MARGARITAS, SUNRISES, ETC. - ANY DRINK MADE WITH TEQUILA $1.35
FISH AND CHIPS SPECIAL $1.95 STARTING AT 6:30 PM
836 NORTH RUSSELL

282-6810

Thursday — Ladies’ Night
WELL DRINKS $1 including Margaritas, Sunrises, Bloody Marys — free cover for ladies
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Some Explanations
by Cheryl Wyatt:
Here are a few letters that were
written over a year ago, along with
many others that I wish to print in a
book someday. They are the carbons o f
a bunch o f letters 1 was able to
“borrow" from my neighbor and
frie n d Bob Desnos.
My name is Cheryl Wyatt a n d a little
bit about me is that 1 am twenty years
o f age an d a barmaid who makes tons
o f tips in a swanky downtown bar, and
so I am not that worried about not
having a different job. I am happy with
my work and my life. My parents can
be fuddy-duddys forever about my not
getting married to a rich guy yet, bu t I
figure there’s plenty o f time fo r that
still. I am very good at typing up s tu ff
by other people because fo r a while I
went to a secretarial school, b u t 1 know
that 1 am not a writer m yself yet. Bob
thinks 1 am pretty okay and ‘‘topnotch' ’
and has become my parent or grand
parent away from home which was in
A nn Arbor.
1 m et him two years ago in Plaid
Pantry. I saw this real old man walking
around about eleven at night and
staring at things, one after another,
without picking anything up. The
Plaid Pantry guy was looking mean at
this old man so 1 asked him i f I could
help him f i n d something. He said a
nice thank you but that he was only
checking prices as a hobby when he got
insomnia though he was getting a little
tired. I asked him where he lived
because he was so sweet and I was sur
prised to discover that he lived in my
building ju st down the hall.
We got to talking as we walked
home together and from then our
friendship started an d goes on to this
day. He got to trusting me with his
book, the story o f his long life, which is
very fu n n y and great. He gave me
nearly 30 or more pages every week
under my door so 1 could type them up
neatly.
Bob was senile even then and that's
not a put-dow n. I know because I have
worked fo r senile people before. His
writing was too good and w ild fo r me
to ever want him to change. Sometimes

though 1 think he is ju st acting senile
out o f fun, but I d o n 't know because it
makes no difference when someone is
so wise, and he doesn 't seem to m ind
being the way he is anyway._
Bob is almost ninety but I don't
know that fo r sure and he doesn't let
on except that he is eighty or more, so
neither one o f us knows his real age.
last April he had a stroke and went to a
nursing home because o f some sort o f
benefits and he hated it and I took care
o f his place fo r a few months because
he had money to pay fo r it. He came
back after nearly h a lf o f a year and it
was great because I was worried sick.
He said that he didn 't have to pay fo r
that k in d o f “sh it" — 1 d on't know i f
you can say that word in your paper,
but i f you can't Bob says that you
should say ‘ ‘p oppycock'' or some more
nice word instead — and that he has
money anyway and would rather get
back to work at his book and going to
Fred’s and everything else, where he is
happy. I d o n 't blame him one bit and
was so happy to see him and he looked
ju st fin e and like before.
When I took care o f his place I fo u n d
these letters and other s tu ff and I
fo u n d some interesting facts which 1
know he never meant out o f trickery or
badness.
One is that Bob Desnos is a fake
name. It is the name o f a poet who
died in 1945 and was so good that my
Bob could not allow. I fo u n d this out
in a book under B o b ’s record player.
B o b ’s real name is Ralph Reverdy I
think and he changed his name when
his wife d ied in 1957.
Bob is nearly back to his o ld se lf — I
read this line to Bob and he laughed
because o f the way I used “o ld " and
he says that a word saying something
like that at exactly the right time is
‘'style ’’ so you can see how good o f a
teacher he is already — and he says he
wishes his old friends and the “young
fo lk who are the gestating fu tu re "
would write to him since he is feeling a
little tired lately now that he is back at
home and can only go to Fred’s fo r a
coupla hours each day. The address is a
fake address but we get the mail from
it because Bob has this frien d at the
address he uses so it's okay and we get
the mail because this frien d is nice and
says he ’ll do it fo r anybody. Bob would
love to hear from you an d I know it
would make him even healthier like it
used to be. So His address is Bob
Desnos, 2324 N. W. Johnson #2, Port
land, Oregon 97210 and w e’ll get it
bu t d o n ’t say where you saw it or say
that you m et him once in Eve’s or
someplace and he w on’t remember
anyway enough to get suspicous. I just
want people who enjoy B ob’s letters
and style to know more o f what is up
now and that also there is plenty more
to come from this lovely old man who
is a genius.
A n d that's about everything okay ?
Thank you,

Th-e
TO FRED MEYER
March the 13th 1979
Dear Mr. President and the Management,
I have been a Golden Ager for a good many years now and
since my wife died and passed onto Glory I like to spend my
time browsing through your store or sitting in those nice
chairs for a look at the Young Folks. Don’t get me wrong, I
have Savings along with a fixed income so I ’m not a burden on
anyone and I buy nearly everything I need at Fred Meyer the
Stadium branch and I eat at Eve’s a lot too with some friends.
So I ’m not a loiterer or anything like that though once a young
m an with shaggy hair over his ears (I think he was working in
Produce!) told me th at I w asn’t in a daycare center or some
such wisecrack. I told him Sonny You Know I ’m Not And I Pay
My Way! He didn’t bother me again and he m ust have gotten
fired because he didn’t last much longer. No one else is ever
bothered by my enjoying myself at Fred Meyer’s. Sometimes a
Security Man will be polite enough to chat for a bit.
I even met Mr. Meyer Himself a few times and we shook
hands. I told him what a good place he had made and that how
he had gotten all so much under One Roof! was a Miracle! I
spend a lot of time looking over aisles and aisles of items th at I
never even heard of — like things in a museum. Mr. Meyer
was a good-herted person. He told me I was Always Welcome
to enjoy his stores and that he appreciated my business. Once
he said th at I should drop him a letter if I had any ideas —
swap some shop talk — I used to ru n a printshop back East
over the mountains. Well it’s fu n n y 'th a t now I ’m finally
writing and Mr. Meyer is gone, but I know he would think
highly of the way you’ve tried to keep things up with such a
heavy blow like losing him.
I ’ll tell you a little bit about some Comments and Sugges
tions and then get out of here before I waste All Your Time! I
have a lot of time you see so I get carried away. I Appreciate
your Time and Thank You for always having that suggestion
box with the pink forms where everyone can see them. I have
one of those right next to me now but I thought a personal let
ter would be more in keeping with the friendship I feel.
First off I ’ll tell you th at these employees are fine! Top
Notch! Always a smile! Every now and then they’ll follow me
up and down a row of goods just to watch how I ’m doing! I ’m
as healthy as the biggest kid you’ve got but I like to let them
th ink they’re watching me because the heart gets stronger
th at way.
I like to come in around 10 or 11 in the a.m. and browse
around Variety for a couple of hours before going for coffee
and a Special at Eve’s. I always buy one or two things at such
good prices for the house or some silly electrical gadget for my
Museum Box! In the afternoon I spend a tiny time in Drugs
because I don’t need them but it’s good to know how many
you got and what you’ve got because — God Forbid —
sometimes something will come up. Then I sit. The Young
Folks make me feel young. And I ’m older than I sound. I ’m
older than Mr. Meyer was if he were alive today! Before I go
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A WOMAN'S PLACE
A COLLECTIVELY-RUN FEMINIST BOOKSTORE
Portland's largest selection
o f wom en's books & records
free lending library;
in fo rm atio n & referral
open 11-8 M -T
1(5-6 W -S a t.
217 N.W. COUCH ST. (OLD TOWN)

PORTLAND, ORE. 97209

2349 SE A nkeny
23 6-3 60 9

(503) 248-9069
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home I foodshop to keep the Frigidaire and my cats plump
with good things and Values! After dinner I listen to the hi-fi
for a bit and then I come back to Fred Meyer for another look
around the store.
You might think I ’m a Professional by now but No I don’t
have any fancy comments or brainstorms. Just some simple
ideas to make things better.
1. Those logs outside the door by the Food Section are just
asking to be taken and believe me there are People who w ill
take Anything! I saw a small boy steal a candybar once and I
got up and collared him and he put it back. I asked him why
he did that to Fred Meyer and he said Mister I didn’t get to do
it because I was so scared of stealing that I took the wrong one
I don’t like! I asked him if he was going to keep it and he said
— God’s Truth — Sure! Because he was too afraid to steal the
right one! I bought him what he wanted and told him some
strict lessons that set him straight.
2. The phones nowadays are bad enough without a full
booth. But these nice Shairs for waiting can get aw fully crowd
ed with the jabbering. Some people are on these phone con
traptions for Hour! And How They can Talk! I ’ve never heard
those things in a poolhall! I think there should be at least a
time limit. Maybe a minute and that’s that. These phones are
for Customer Convenience and shouldn’t be tied-up!
3. I don’t know if this is on purpose or not but sometimes I
spot a roll of tape or pair of socks in with Party Favors! I know
some poeple are thoughtless and are constantly putting things
back where they don’t belong and then I think maybe it is a
good Sales scheme. I know I never would have remembered to
buy a tweezer if I didn’t find it over Frozen Foods! I always
spot the darndest stuff where it doesn’t belong! So I guess I ’m
asking if this is just on purpose? If it is not on purpose I don’t
want you to think I ’m just a nutty old goat. But I did think
well it Isn ’t A Bad Idea!!!
That’s about all. Mostly I write on my book at night or I
write on letters for the people who make the things I buy at
Fred Meyer. Then I thought Why Not a letter to Fred Meyer? I
already said I know he is passed-on but I know there are still
Good People keeping things ship shape. If I could ever help in
anyw ay just let me know. I know all about Customers and
printing still and catfood and even a little bit about selling.
A lot of folks I write to send back a nice letter about my
Ideas for their product or they send back a soso note from
some machine that took someone’s job or they don’t write at
all. Well I don’t mind if you people don’t have time to tell me
what you think about m y ideas because I Know yo u ’re Busy!
All Those Things Under one Roof! But remember that this one
customer owes his best time and Buys to you!
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March 19, 1979
Robert Desnos
N v v - Johnson, #2
ortland, Oregon 97210
Dear Mr. Desnos: ■

SASSES
customer m i ^ c p ^
responsible o
» you

c r o s s o v er
w e f eel

item^piaced ?hT q u e s t i o n as to
it is best th f? ? r e b y u s ’ or are
' h a ' S ,O r e p e f s o n nel be

Sincerely,
Bob Desnos
M y -T e ' F i " e

c ra a T y ^

, We, at Fred Mever tba n l
for being a Fred Meyer customer’ 0 ' s” 3 " " 9

a e e m these
“ “ “ SMs with us, a n d

C.K. Green
President

MM

hammered
flutes ♦ guit
piccolos ♦ u
books and

♦ recorders
; ♦ whistles
ny varieties
folk musics.

W F re e stack thermometer with every stove — *
A $10 value with this ad
■
E
★ 5% off chimney and stove pipe with purchase of any stove

kLiberty Fires
S

Woodstoves •
1400 Southeast Stark

A lso featuring these other fine, e fficie n t
woodstoves: Lange, MorsC, Cawley LeMay, and others

A
RTICH
O
K
E
M
USIC
11-6 • monday-saturday • 722 northwest 21st • 248-0356
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The Purina Cat Care Center
Checkerboard Square
March 13th 1979
Dear Gentlemen:
I know that yo u ’re specialty is with nutrition for felines and
learning about their behaviour. But I was wondering if you
could comment at least on a particularly disturbing manner
concerning m y cat?
He is a Tomcat and has a weight of over Twelve Pounds! His
name is Tzara — th at’s right! — t and z and then ara. Tzara.
It’s after a great Teacher of mine back in the Twenties. He is
not fixed and I understand he is big enough to not get hurt on
his own outside. He is about twenty years old to or more and
I ’ve loved him since m y wife passed on to Glory. It is hard to
believe how Smart he seems and th at’s where I bring you my
problem.
Just these past few weeks he is speaking almost. He has
always meowed and meowed and meowed. But now he says
some things that are almost words but not quite. I live in a
secure building so that some Young Folk are not making fun
of me so it is not like that. But Tzara is trying to say some
Words! Just like we say Mr. Purina! It is difficult for me to say
exactly how he says things — because he is not yet saying
things I fully understand — but he isn ’t meowing and meow
ing and meowing any more. No! He is saying a bit of a word
like ours. He is saying Okay Now? sometimes and other times
I hear him saying things with even more almost-words like
What Do We Do? or I Am Not Hearing the Birds and this hurts.
And then when I answer it is back to the old meow meow like
every cat we know. I love cats very much but I have never
heard something no where near this!
Is it Diet? I feed him only MEOW MIX now and have even
entered the Sweepstakes. But I ’m sorry that I am so old to not
know what he is saying or trying to say anymore and I would
like you to suggest what is going on?
My friends say I ’m batty and that m y hearing aid is playing
tricks but I have my Check-Ups and everything is oaky in
those departments. Maybe it’s that Tzara is so old that His
voice is doing funny things that fool me? Can this happen in
an old cat? I don’t believe in any of this possession nonsense
or spirits and I don’t hear anything else unusual. So the Voice
is different and maybe not talking but sounding a lot like ta lk 
ing.
Thank You for Years of Fine Products!
Sincerely
Bob Desnos

Bob Desnos
2324 Northwest Johnson #2
Portland, OR 97210

^

a r ch

22, 1979

Dear Mr. Desnos:
Thank you for your detailed letter concerning your tomcat which you
feel is almost to the point of speaking.
In answer to your question as to whether a cat can communicate, I
feel that this is impossible, because cats do not have a nervous system
for interpreting meanings or else to communicate verbally. On the other
hand, I am sure that your cat is vocal in some way, which is probably for
his own comfort.
It sounds like you have a very good pet and I hope that you have
many more happy years with him. Thank you for feeding our products.

Since^ly,
K . ir'K e S ty 'T Q S
Research Associate
Pet Nutrition and Research
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Dear Management,
I am a Senior Citizen who still works Fulltime a t Fred
Meyer’s! When I ’m not working — mostly Sales Managing and
Consulting since I was for years a successful printer back
E ast — and I writing on m y book about, m y life some eighty
Plus years o f i t o r writing letters to Neighbors in the Com
munity! I am lu ck y n ext to other Old People. I have m y fixed
income and Savings and o f course m y w ork which includes a
movie onp on on m y book! I am a parltime adviser to Professi<-'clans since I w as once Quite Good a t Piano and an
>

’s Volunteer Consultant a t Good Samaritan
't across the road from you. Plus there is m y hi-fi
m
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a t.-the
in
Quality Piel Such a Good Name! and What a Menu! The help is
So G o'-'
smiles and asking i f I need something else and
ighing b y m y table! These employees were Well
they speak to each other lik e poolhall Buddies!
m ’t tell Them they always make m y food Just
m eI saom
ft ionvgerre d
r.
at esrooorl d
so—
jod be, cdasuosm
am
e eI w
EiiegnhtttyoaM
nd
those table-cleaners who w ork so careful to you.
n ’t have to do this for me because like I say I can
leitkttehh!oesS
Chew_
gorea vI ylobvu
r eo p
adrooetannt’to etCN
eacn
ayreoytu
ofdtoh
Freom
oEdaydsosyaetskoe
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s lG
shw
ietgh
aicnoyd
not know about Young n” "
But Your Employees tr y to be so
k in d and helpful
dare sa y a word.
1
Well yo ’ '
n e w ith Quality. Maybe Best
he Action and Drmas in you r
Qu^1 "

otu
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oy pT
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Valueevse! r b.u^toIk !mSO
a Satisfied Customer,
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CLINTON ST. QUARTERLY

S T U P ID IT Y PATROL
CYRH- H ovea THERE'
A M A M WITH A PONY TAIL
A N O SANDAKS WALKING WITH
A WOMAN IN A P E A S A N T

B io u s e ANO A B A C K ’
PA C K H V^LL U P ANO
C M fT ts e ^ i

y e c H A PAIR OF coM Ptcre JCRKI
M ELISSA - - HOW CAN THEY RE
MAIN Jo O N A M P f OP THE NEW
CEAN g M E A N L O O K ? 1 l T W i y
P n y THEM ANO T H E IA OUTMODED
L IF E S H T IC K <!

| M E E T THE STUPIDITYPAT- ft
^ ^ R O C ~ A COUPLE OF c o u t t t EW C A fcv, INTELLECTUAL TYPEf...H IG H L Y OPINIONATED g SOPKl5T IC A T n ,W .-m ^ £ TIME OUT

OF THEIR JNSPSCHEPULES TO
POINT OUT TO OTHER PEOPLE How
EXTREMELY S T U P ID
ILC.

WITH— •

?MY

I CAN'T PECIOE Y - . i CANTMAKE U
1
—
V
i
IF I SHOULD GIVE ] M IN D EITHEO. SHOULD I
b o X o C ie Y e iA M > .6 Q T /
52
u? EYERYTAINE i i
<
23
TKCAJuee IN LIFE ♦ KNAfRCUT 0(2 DPI UE
\
4
£ JOIN AN AUTHOR'• \ STRAIGHT HOME 4 WATCH
®
ITA2IAN PEfUDO-- '7 W .J ! » « ® C u « i T - . THEBE'J
REU6I0US C U IT. / -[*■ s r u n b r r y fa n to u -' J J ®
'A e Y fW f it o o You
WHAT'S y o ^ a
TWO THINK. OF o u p f y o u (2£ BOTH
O P IN IO N ? ? ,
U U € M M A ?? /
COUPLE OF
BAEBFI?

S U B -M O R O N S '!

- ■^ T L fw r y
I PATKX.

7W
A JOB IN A TOR"TUNC COOKIE TACWRY[nAKADOA

FORTUNES

PAN TS N IE
SOMETHING THAT
/WAKES

C O M P U tK M OUT
THIS s e n s o u !L

Z / P W TH/5 COMIC S T R IP ! !
R E A D E P S ! DON'T LET

AT6R

A D J U S T CANPCP 1

RVlLK-'fNCCP

1

VOUR

< HI6H-HEAD!
y o u ONLY DIP

4 3 2 .« F tY E

I CAN’ T THINK
OF ANY H I M
/H Y M IN D IS

z i p p y / o i i f HIS J O B !
SEND HIM 'fouQ- foRTUNEf
NOON." USE THIS
M N W COUPON.'!

MINUTES TOGO? MAKING A S A
TRAVSM "
NEEDM ORe

CQ.\N E
L 0 $ 6

DAyibN-

— r /»

CONTRACT!

HERE’S M V
J V

FORTUNE

COOKIE MESSA6E FOR

H

TPLO REM
. . N O --

G S e w p FORTUNES TOTIP PY P A T A
^ C O N T R O L C E N TeR , Box 4 0 4 7 4 SAN FRANCISCO, CAUF- 9 4 | 4 O
। DONT t e r u p G o ON UNEMPIOYMENT!
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CLINTON ST. QUARTERLY

tired of being

DIDDLED LIKE A DOG?
Maybe today’s “b a rg a in s” leave you feeling stiffed. Probably
not a week goes by w ithout a hard y screwing by someone.
Notice how you pay m ore for your grits and greens at the local
su p erm art and get less and w orse? How about the
neighborhood fastfood joint w here the ra t-tu rd and saw dust
content of those burgers keeps climbing, ju st like the prices?
And who h a s n ’t felt the bone at the chain-run movie theater
w here every pricey show comes w ith a scratchy soundtrack,
film breakages and a sullen m anager?
We here at the Clinton St. Q uarterly w on’t give you the shaft.
Instead you get P-town’s best real bargain: news, analysis,
drugs, gossip, hum or, sex, sports, and rock and roll . . . and
it doesn’t cost you a thing. If you subscribe to the CSQ for one
year for a piddling five dollars, you get the paper, plus five
free passes to the Clinton St. Theatre, w here in coming m onths
you can see great classics like H itchcock’s The 39 Steps,
classics-to-be like The Tin Drum and aw ard w inners like All
That Jazz and Kramer vs. Kramer.
Act now and get this: four fresh, clean copies of P o rtlan d ’s
forem ost ass-biting new spaper delivered to your door, and
five delightful evenings at the best m oviehouse in tow n (where
on W ednesday n ig h t the pop co rn ’s free)...a seven-fifty
package for only a finn. W hat a bargain!
Yes, I’ve had it with humpings. Send me
a real bargain. Enclosed is my five
dollars. My address is below.

Mail this coupon and your scratch to:

The CSQ Bargain
2522 S.E. Clinton
Portland, OR 97202

Name ___________________________________________________
A ddress_________________________________________________
City
S tate
Zip
Illustration by David Celsi
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